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(i)
PREFACE

One of the functions of a university is to develop its
students to a high level of professional ability.
Another function
is to exercise scholarship by developing or refining techniques
which can contribute to a better understanding of the world we live
in.
A third function, one which is often overlooked, is to maintain
a close liaison between the "ivory towers" of sophisticated techniques,
and the practitioners who are charged with the responsibility of
decisions and problem-solving in the field.
This third function,
as it applies to Lincoln, prompted the Seminar on Project Evaluation
in Agriculture and Related Field~ the Proceedings of which form
the basis of this publication.
Project evaluation has "grown up" in quite recent years.
We, at Lincoln have used this technique in several research projects.
A growing number of people in Government and local bodies are
adopting it as a tool of economic eValuation.
We have felt for
some time that the academic, the research workers, and the
practitioner could mutually benefit from the pooling of ideas.
The success of the seminar has justified our efforts, and I would
like to thank all those who contributed to this success.
The Seminar made one point crystal clear ~ there is a very
great need for administrators to become aware of the wisdom of
economic evaluation - the time for guessing in the field of
investment is over.
New Zealand has a well-trained core of
capable men whose talents in the field of economic evaluation
must not be ignored by those responsible for making administrative
decisions where public expenditure is involved.

B$P. Philpott
Professor of Agricultural Economics and
Director, Agricultural Economics Research Unit
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I N T ROD U C T ION

The evaluation of projects which demand capital strikes at the
heart of the economic problem - that is - the making of decisions about
the allocation of scarce resources amongst competing ends o
In a
perfectly competiti.ve system9 the "invisible hand" of the price mechanism
In New Zealand~
would ensure an "economic" allocation of theresources e
as in virtually all countrie~~ many of the major decisions concerning
capital allocation are made by Government and local body agencies)
rational decisions cannot merely be taken for granted.
In the fields which will interest us during this seminar 9
for example,~ in large scale land development~ in afforestation~ large
scale irrigation and drainage schemes 9 and in soil conservution project8~
i t is clear that such projects have not often been subjected to rigorous
economio analysis o
Alternative objectives which may have been adopted
include the need to find employment for depression labour in the case of
some forestry schemes or t::ertain irrigation projects 9 the social need to
rehabilitate servicemen in the case' of large scale land development~ the
exigencies of local politics in the case of drainage schemes 3 or plain
emotion in the case of some soil conservation work o
Such criteria may of course be highly valid from a welfare
which the commlmity m.ay consider to be more relevant than
eoonomics
Furthermore 9 projects justifi.ed in the first place on the
grounds of non-economic criteria may turn out to be economic
I
imagine 9 for example that this would apply to the afforestation projects
in the central North Island 9 during the thirties
It must certainly
have applied i f the then known agricultural potential of the pumice
country had been incorporated in any analysiso
Similarly the moral
demands upon the nation to rehabilitate servicemen in occupations of
their choice were very strongo
But here again9 had their settlement
on farms been analysed during the forties it is clear that satisfactory
results would have been obtained 9 especially if the analysis had used
the prices characteristic of the fiftieso

viewpoint~
0

0

Q

It would be difficult to apply the same argument to some
projects where the motivation has been parochia1 9 and perhaps even
emotional.
For example there would be some irrigation operations
which would have been unlikely to survive the economist Us scalpe1 9
blunt though i t may sometimes beo
When we turn to the evaluation of farm developments those
of us in the farm management profession would have to concede that. we
have been slow to adopt. the methods of appraisal which are going to
be discussed at this semi.nara
The main reason I feel is that farmers
mot.ives can rarely be reduced to mere economics" they are much more

(vi)
complex and personal.
Farm Management aims at meeting these different
goals.
It may also be argued that the pace of technological change and
the degree of income fluctuation characteristic of New Zealand farming,
has not provided a persuasive background for development" evaluation.
Additionally we may also argue that project evaluation principles have
been incorporated in some of the rules of thumb we have characteristically
used. For example the establishment of the total investment cost per stock
unit increase resulting from development implies a marginal cost - marginal
return principle and while it lacks a discounting principle, it gives us
useful answer.
Nevertheless these factors do not entirely forgive us our
neglect of more comprehensive methods of appraisal of farm development,
particularly in our research. After all, something like $40 million
per year of state money has gone into farm development in recent years,
and we have had to rely on the judgement, experience and insight of
district appraisers, and field officers to allocate this money.
It is
a commendation of their ability that so little of this capital seems to
have been seriously misallocated.
It was therefore not too soon that Professor Ward started prodding
us to refine our tools at Lincoln a few years ago, and it is now not too
soon to take stock of the work being done, and to evaluate fully the methods
and terms we are using.
While the principal objective of the seminar is to try to unify
and standardize our approach to project evaluation I do not think that we
should be too ambitious.
It seems to me that we should strive for a
general consensus rather than for regimentation of thought. Clearly
there must always be scope for individuals working on specific projects
to exercise their imagination and creativity in relation to their
particular problems. Problems should dictate methods, and not the reverse.
Nevertheless it has become clear to us over the last few years
that there are a number of important terminological and methodological
matters which we need to clear up. Also we have felt that it would be
useful to bring people who have had operational experience with
the evaluation of projects in which we are interested, together with others
whose work might benefit by an awareness of what is being done in this field,
and of what might be done.
If this seminar provides a clearer and well balanced ~erspective
of the role and importance of project evaluation in the New Zealand
agricultural economy, and at the same time we have threshed out a general
concensus on methods of analysis and terminology, we shall consider it to
have been worthwhile.
J.D. Stewart
Professor of Farm Management
Lincoln College

SOME BACKGROUND AND PERSPECTIVE TO
PUBLIC INVESTMENT ANALYSIS

W F. Musgrave
University of New England a Australia
0

In this paper I hope to achieve two things.
First of all I
intend making some general remarks relating to the "political economy"
of public investment analysisQ
This should provide the broad canvas
upon which the details of this symposium can be executed.
Secondly»
I will outline the history of appraisal procedures in the United
States e
I will also briefly describe the position in Australia o
The purpose of this second task is to place public investment
analysis in some perspective e ·The paper will not be concerned
with the mechanics of appraisal but with what I believe to be some
very important attributes of the practice of public investment appraisal
which should be kept very much in mind throughout this symposium o
The Political Economy of Public Investment Appraisal
Any discussion of the economic analysis of public investment
should not be carried out without making allowance for the political
process through which investment decisions are made o
The availability
of investment possibilities to a governing body raises some very
i.nteresting problems and poss~bili ties in economic policy
This is
so because the existence of the investment possibilities makes possible
a flexibility in the pursuit of various policy goals which would not be
present in the absence of the investment possibilities
The efficient
use of resources in maximizing national income should not be the sole
consideration of a rational government o
On the other hand~ the
efficient use of resouroes in maximizing social welfare should be the
sole and binding consideration e
In pursuing this goal a rational
government may see public investment possibilities as providing a means
of promoting efficiency of resouroe use; it may also see tham as pro~
viding a means for achieving a desired i.noome redistribution p regional
development (that 1s 9 people redistribution)~ of engaging in political
horsetradingp and of constructing modern pyramids which raise the
income of later generations and the ego of the present one o
0

0

The possibility of such multi=faceted attitudes to public invest=
ment must introduce possibilities of confliot and choice~
Society
accepts that resolution of such conflict must occur within the political
procesB~
This process can be likened to a type of market where
parti.oipant! trade political proposals 9 rather than goods ~ and try
to maximize objective functions in which votes and power must figure

2.
prominently.
In making their trade-offs politicians are quite willing
to sacrifice efficiency of resource use in order to achieve desired
ends such as income redistribution or the retention and increase of
power. Such trading is the essence of a political system and its
occurrence is an important and indispensable aspect of all societies.
Benefit-cost analysis, by adding to the supply of information available
to this quasi-market, should make it a more effective social instrument.
Of course, it is always relevant to ask if a particular proposal
is the best (most efficient?) way of attaining a particular goal,
regardless of whether that goal is national development, income
redistribution or a political concensus. However, analysis aimed
at answering this question must recognise the institutional and
social constraints which will limit the set of policy alternatives
it is possible to consider. For example, societies such as ours are
a little ambivalent about their pursuit of income redistribution and
usually constrain government to bring it about in certain socially
acceptable ways. The progressive income tax and certain subsidies
through the price mechanism seem to be acceptable but, on the other
hand, in the case of agriculture direct cash grants do not seem to
be acceptable unless the circumstances are exceptional. Economists
need to appreciate this point in their analysis of public investment.
If a programme is being used to redistribute income as well as
to achieve more conventional goals like maximizing national income
growth, then the analysis of the programme in terms of the latter goal
alone will be difficult because of the presence of the former, "nonefficiency" goal. Conversely, analysis of the efficiency by which
the programme achieves its redistributional goal is complicated by
the presence of the other "efficiency" goal.
This sort of problem poses difficulties for economists who
generally attack programmes which lead to a level of investment
greater than that called for on national income producing grounds.
Such attacks lose some of their relevance if income redistributional
goals, say, are included in the programme and if these goals cannot
be achieved at less cost by means of some other socially acceptable
programme. Economists lose some of their effectiveness in such
circumstances if they fail to recognise that in making their attack
they are implicitly criticising a value system which prefers a costly
means of redistributing income to a less costly one.
There is a corollary to all this. The existence of public
investment appraisal procedures, and the institutions to use them,
does not necessarily guarantee a high priority to efficiency considerations in selecting projects. This has been demonstrated
strikingly well in Australia recently.
What is more, in the event of a felt need to give efficiency
considerations higher priority than has been customary, the process
of change could seem, to the impatient economist, like a very slow

evolutior.. indeed, whiJ.e He cl)ndi tior.s which originally made the change
desirable deteriorate
Howf:ver 9 once again it seems likely that
governments would be rational in changing the priorities slowly.
This
would be so because changes in economic policy almost inevitably
involve shifts in the incidence of benefits and costs, with the
consequent possibility of shifts in political affiliations and
voting patterns.
The possibility of such shifts can be conducive
to political inertia, an inertia which could be exacerbated if
existing policies contain a substantial redistributional element~
0

There is a very necessary condition which must be satisfied
if the analysis of public investment is not to degenerate into a
farce &
This is that as much information as possible about the
results of such analysis should be made available, as early as possible~
to the electorate o
This would result in a better informed electorate
which would then be better able to judge the performance of its elected
representatives 0
This condition is particularly important in the
case of the analysis of projects and policies intended to achieve
so-called non-economic ends
If New Zealand is anything like
Australia, this condition is rarely satisfied e
Australia is a
country where public revelation of' government activity is minimized,
or delayedl) to such an extent that :informed public discussion is
difficult to come bY9 and the objective ana~st is thwarted by the
obstacles imposed by numerous Official Secrets and Public Service Acts
0

Q

In a rather impassioned paper Rowat (1 2) has pointed out that
such secrecy in government is an inheritance of tha British tradition
of government&
He argues that Britain and her imitators (including
Australia and New Zealand) have a less open system of government than
is desirable~
He also de.monstrates, by reference to the United
States and Sweden~ that a more open system of government is possible
and desirabJ.·3
$

Certainly~ in the case ·of Australia, I would argue that a
prerequ:i.site of nor!~faI'cical public investment appraisal would be
the establi.shment of' a tra.dition which included the release of reports
normally regarded as oonfidential and the overhaul of the several
Official Secrets and Public Service Acts in order to achieve this~

The

E·1Tolution-2.f.Benef·it.=C~t

Procedures in the United States

The technique of ben.efit=cost analysis and its associated
jargon seems to be taking the world by storm..
The jargon is being
used with jncreasing frequency over an ever-widening range of
applicatio~2~
Its use is so pop~ar that it appears to be supplanting th,~ morl3 co:mr8nt~ow,..1 tel.""IDS applied to everyday analysis of
economic activity, be it public or private, long-run or short·~run.
In t:o::o.trast to its curr'3:o.t prestige, benefit-cost analysis
(.lomes fr·)m rather :tHlUlbl,,) and special purpose beginnlngs ~
In the
I}l)un+;ry 01' its origin;) the. United States, the use of benefit=cost
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ana~sis tends to be restricted
defence, and the possibility of
front in the public sector has,
discussion in the literature of

to very speoifio areas, water and
application of the method on a broad
by and large, been restricted to
professional economists~

There have been several notable applications of the procedure
outside the water and defence fields and some of these have been reviewed
by Prest and Turvey (11) and Dorfman (3)8 However, most of these
applications have been on an ad hoc basis and, in my opinion, there
is no discernible trend toward the application of such analysis in
a broad and systematic way over the whole public seotoro
While it
could be said that the ranking of an array of projects in a homogeneous fie~d, water development~ has been attempted in the United
States, one cannot claim that such rankings are being attempted in
more heterogeneous fields in that country or elsewhere~
Benefit-cost analysis had its beginnings in the civil water
programme of the United States Army Corps of Engineers 0
In one of
the few oomprehensive reviews of the history of benefit-cost analysis
in the United States, Hammond (6, Pe3) has pointed out that the procedure is no
in origin an administrative device owing nothing to
economio theory and adapted to a strictly limited type of Federal
activity - the improvement of navigation"&
0

3

There is certainly nothing sacrosanct about benefit-cost
analysis and it has been said elsewhere by Enke (5, poviii) that
" . e e most cost-benefit analyses are aotually applications of the
most simple eoonomic principles ..... "..
Of course, this does not
deny the important theoretical problems whioh have received attention
because of the growth in political importance of benefit-cost analysis~
Among these problems are those of the social rate of time preference (1),
public pricing policies (9, ch~2)p and interpersonal utility
comparisons (7) ..
Although Fox (5) refers to an attempt to assess the benefits
of transportation programmes in 1808, most authorities regard the
beginning of the present century as marking the introduction of
evaluation procedureso
Hammond identifies 1902 as the year of the
introduction of benefit-cost analysis as a procedure for project
evaluation and for guidance in the determination of cost shares between
Federal and local interests&
The procedures used were simple and
restricted to direct and tangible costs and benefits of projectso
However, the situation changed during the depreSSion with
the greater emphasis on redistributional policies which characterised
the New Deal when these simple evaluation procedures appeared too
restrictive.
Consequently the Flood Control Act of 1936 directed
that benefits of projects be counted "to whomsoever they may accrue"9
thereby opening the door to the introduction of new concepts of
benefits in the secondary and intangible categories 0

Perhaps because of this de'\Teloprnen"t~ the use of benefit~zost
analysis spread to other public agencies concerned with water develop.~
ment.
However~ this should not be interpreted as implying a uniformity
of practioe among these agenoies"
In fact~ different agencies
developed refinements which appeared to suit their partioular needs
and there was no attempt on the part of the Executive Branoh or
Congress to enforoe uniformity or to evaluate these refinements"
During World War II there was some reaction to this proliferation
of procedures and after the war discussion of the matter took place
both inside and outside Congress!)
In 1946 a Federal Inter-Agency
River Basin Committee appointed a Sub-Committee on Benefits and Costs
"for the purpose of formulating mutually acoeptable prinoiples and
procedures for determining benefits and costs for water resource
projects tl (14).
In its report the Sub-Committee suggested a set of uniform
procedures which~ although welcomed by many~ including economists~
did not meet with widespread acclaim or adoption by the various agenoies ~
Consequently $ criticism ·of the agencies grew during the 1950' s and in
1952 the Bureau of the Budget endeavoured to enforce uniformity by
issuing its Circular A~47 (15) to all agencies concerned with water
development projects~ outlining the standards the Bureau would apply
and the procedures it would require the agencies to follow in
submitting their reports and budget estimates~
While applying uniform requirements to the agencies~ Circular
A-47 did not come to grips with the vexing question of secondary
benefits and much of the controversy remained~
By and large the
agencies went their separate ways, although subject to continued
sniping 0
Attempts to change the situation by means of revision and
strengthening of Circular A-47 were impeded by hostility from the
agencies and Congressi 0
The foregoing are merely readily observable details in the
turbid waters of United States water politics"
In a rather polemical
book, Arthur Maass (10) has shown that active concern over Federal
water polioy dates not from the end of World War II but from the
beginning of this centuryo
Articulate ooncern over Federal participation

1 Because of confusion outside the United States a few words of
explanation concerning the importance of Circular A=47 vis~a=vis
the Green Book would be appropriate..
The Circular was a direotive
from an agency of the Executive Branch 3 the Bureau of the Budget9 to
the agenoies concerned with water development~ The Green Book did not
have the power which underlay the Circular~ being~ as it was, merely
the report of a sub-committee to an inter-agency committee, Its
racommendations were just that~ they were not directives~
The
importance of the Green Book lay in its incorporation of economic~
notably welfare economics 1 principles in its recommendation~.

in water resource development can be recognised as being ushered in by
President Theodore Roosevelt. in his message o'f transmittal to Congress
of the report of the Inland Waterways Commission o
The President called
for a co=ordinated water policy and commented on how Q'·o
(T)he various
uses of waterways are now dealt with by bureaux scattered through four
Federal departments""
The Commission i,tself recommended setting up a
water resources authority to plan and (jltHPdinate the work of these
bureaux"
The lone dissentient from the report was the Chief of the
Army Engine,ers who plumped for the status guo 0
0

0

Of the various Federal agencies involved in water resource
development in the United states the Corps of Engineers is by far the
most importanto
B'8cause of' this the dissent of the Chief of' Engineers
from the Commission report, was highly significant",
The opposition of
the Corps to any proposal to reform the planning of water resource
development would not be likely to contribute to the success of the
proposal ..

Ma,ass defends the thesis that in its civil activities in the
field of water development the Corps has been less than a model agency
and that over the years it has been a. ma<lor s·tumbling block· to the
implementation of planning refor.m~
Hi,s indictment is depressing and
persuasive"
The Corps i.s depicted as defending its position by all
means possible p incl.uding~ it is suggested" ©ollusion with individual
Congressmen and water development lobbyists",
However~ in all fairness a
it must be pointed out that Maass ,~oiliewhat simplifies the issue by
ignoring such other important attributes of the problem as Federal=
State relationship~ and the di'ds.'loJIi of power between the Executive
Branch and Co,ngress"
However.9 if' Maast:l° book is any guide D l,t would se,em possible

to argue that the e'Volution of formal evaluation procedures in the
United States was not symptomatic of a spontaneous move toward "good"
government so muoh as it was the out©ome 'of a. feud between the
Executive Branch of the Fede~~al Gover:oment (the Bureau of the Budget
in part.icular) and other groups~ and the Corps and :lts allies.,
One
is encouraged in holding this hypothesis by the fact that these develop=
ments in benefit=cost procedures took place in relation to water resource
in.vestment alo;o,e rather than on the broad front of publi~ investment
as a whole-2 9
2

This is so despi te ~ as has been noted r their widespread use» and
discussion of their uss~ outside the United States and in academic
circles in the United States~
Furthermore D in this context-it ©oulil be argued that insi.stence
on the use of obje©ti ve efficiency cri.t:eria in one sector of
public expenditure and not in others could lead to a worsening
of the total position because of second=best ©onditions (8)0

Developments in the United states since 1959
All in all~ despite publication of the Green Book and the release
of Circular A~479 and despite the increasing volume of discussion and
criticism, it would seem that the problems posed by the excesses of the
agencies and their conflicting evaluation standards remained
However D
it is likely that the discussion and the publication of evaluation
criteria had contributed to a climate of opinion which~ given the
right conditions 9 would accept agency co-operation and the comprehensive
planning of the nation's river basins~
In fact, during the fifties
there were several pioneeri.ng inter~agency and Federal-State co~
operative studies which had suggested the possible direction of change~
Q

The correct set of conditions for a revolt against the old
project by project D agency by agencYD ad hoc approach to water resource
planning was established by the report of the Senate Select Committee
on National Water Resources in January 1961 <>
This Committee was established in 1959 to study the national
water situation and~ in brief~ its conclusions were as follows (13)g=
"(F)ive major regions in the Nation will have inadequate water
supply in 1980 to meet anticipated increases in population and economic
activity even with full developmentg
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By the year 2000 the Select Committee foresaw supply shortages also
in the Upper Arkansas-Red River·Basins$ the Western Great Lakes States~
and the Louisiana-Texas western gulf areae
Other major areas of the nation 9 the Committee said 9 would have
adequate useable water only if they invested billions in pollution control
re-cycling ll storage reservoirs to level out variable seasonal flows~ and
to establish more efficient management practices~
The whole great industrial area of the United States from Boston
south to Norfolkv Virginia~ and then sweeping west in a great band to
Kansas City and Sioux Falls 9 South Dakota~ was placed in the latter
category ..
While there are reasons for having some reservations about these
it seemed that at least a ~ima facie case was made which
justified more detailed investigation of the future supply and demand for
water..
This ll together with the previously mentioned attempts at planning
reform~was sufficient to bring about a major change in the attitude of
the United States Federal Government toward the planning of its part in
developing the nationUs water reaources e
conclusions~

8~

The gist of this change was legislation for the creation of
me.chinery whereby Federal and State agencies could co-operate in nationwide comprehensive river basin planning. . Although the first bill on
the matter came before Congress in 1961, it was not until 1965 that the
Water Resources Planning Act was finally passed.
Because of this delay
President Kennedy in 1962 acted on one of the major provisions of the
bill on an ad hoc basis and created the Water Resources Counci1
9

The Water Resources Council consists of the Secretaries of the
Interior; Agriculture; Army; Health~ Education and Welfare; and the
Chairman of the Federal Power Commission.
The Council is directed to:
1 ~ Maintain a continuing assessment, at least

biennially~

of the adequacy of water supplies in each water
resource region
Q

2. Maintain a continuing stu4y of the relation of regional
or river basin plans and programmes to the requirements
of larger regions of the nation and of the adequacy of
the machinery for co-ordination of the water and related
land activities of Federal agencies.

3. Appraise the adequacy of existing and proposed policies
and programmes to meet national goals.

4. Make recommendations to the President with respect to
Federal policies and programmes.

5.

after consultation with other interested
bodies and parties, principles$ standards and procedures
for Federal participants in the preparation of comprehensive
plans and the formulation and evaluation of Federal water
and related land resource projectse

Establish~

The wide~embracing responsibilities of the Council should be
noted, as also should the emphasis on co-ordinated and comprehensive
planning.
The Water Resources Council is a co-ordinating body which
has the potential to control the activities of the various agencies and
to enforce some uniformity in the procedures they follow o
After sixty
years it seemed that an institution had been created which would put a
stop to the special pleading d.irect to Congress of individual·agencies and
their congressional supporters and associated 10bbyists 3.
One of the first tasks undertaken by the Council was to comply with
directive five above o
In May 1962 the results of this work were ordered
to be printed as Senate Document 972~
This document took up the develop=
ment of appraisal procedures where the Green Book left offo
It also

3 For example

the Corps of Engineers had its supporting rivers and
harbours block» the Bureau of Reclamation had the western block~ and
the Soil Conservation Service had the farm block~
j

9.
ranked with and replaced Circular A-~7 in authority.
Unlike both these
other documents, it also had the approval of the relevant agencies and
it therefore marked a significant turning point in United States water
policy.
Also in 1962 the Council initiated a national programme of comprehensive river basin planning, thereby setting in motion a considerable
planning effort involving an anticipated expenditure by 1970 of at least
$ 88 million.
Senate Document 97 spelled out the policy framework for
comprehensive basin studies as follows (2, p.7):"1.

Reports on proposed plans shall include an analysis of
present and projected future economic conditions in the
study area and the contribution that comprehensive or project development may be expected to make toward the alleviation of problems and wellbeing within the zone of influence..
Economic projections will be made
to provide a basis for appraisal of conditions to be expected with and
without the plans under consideration, and an estimate of the contribution
that comprehensive development may make to increased national income and
welfare~ aDd regional growth and stability.
Such analyses will
frequently require a general economic study of the area" a study of
all of its resources, an assessment of their functional relationships,
their development potentials, possible adverse effects, and the locationsl
situation with reference to resources" markets, transportation, climate
and social factorB. Analyses should indicate the significance of the
locality aDd the region in producing increased goods and. services to
meet foreseeable needs.
"2.

These analyses should be as extensive and intensive as is
appropriate to the scope of the project being planned.
They should provide essential information for identifying both immediate
and long-range needs in economic and social terms and these needs should
be expressed in a form useful for program formulationo
Presentations
in reports should identify;
.

(a)

The relationship between development needs and opportunities
and potential water and related land resource use and
development;

(b)

theecoDOllic and social CO:i.Wequences of complete or partial
failure to satisfy these Medsz am

(c)

the possible improvements in economic efficiency, alleviation of unemployment, stabilization of production and income»
community well-being, and the quality of goods and services
that will be forthcoming."

The Water Resources Council defined three types of investigation
to implement this policYe
They are:
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1•

TYpe I, or framework studies which are intended to furnish
a general appriasal of overall water and related land
resource development needs and serve as a guide to further detailed
planning within the sixteen water resource regions of the continental
United States.
The scope of these studies is broad and provides for
a general analysis of the region involving:

(a)

Economic projections as a basis for forecasting future
economic activity in quantitative terms;

(b)

translation of these projections into demands for water
and related land resource uses;

(c)

analysis of the basin hydrology - to estimate available
water supply by sub-basins or major river reaches;

(d)

projections of related land resource availability;
and

(e)

identification of significant problems and possible
general approaches for their solution o

Type II surveys which provide for a general appraisal of
overall water and related land resource development
involving long-run projections into demands for water and related land
resource uses D hydrologic projections of water availability, both as to
quantity and qualitYD and projections of related land resource availability similar to the Type I studies e
In addition, the Type II
studies define and evaluate the Federal or Federally assisted projects
for which Federal authorisation will be required to permit necessary
construction to be initiated in the next ten to fifteen years in
sufficient detail to comprise a basis for authorisation~
It would seem
that it will be in the Type II studies that the results of co-ordina ted
comprehensive planning will come together in the evaluation of Federal
investment alternatives~
20

3..

TYpe IV co-operative surveys are those being made by a
State water agency in which a Federal agency is co-operating.

Benefit-Cost Analysis in Australia
The Australie.n constitutioll gave power over most matters to the
States..
The Federal body was given exclusive powers over customs and
excise duties 3 currency and COinage, defence, external affairs and
territories
There are also some powers held concurrently by both
State and Commonwealtho
However e the powers of the States are, in
some important areas~ more apparent than real o
The Commonwealth has
come to assume such a dominating position in the financial arena that
Federal thinking is often a chief determinant of State policy in matters
exclusively within the State Government 9 s domain in terms of the
nonstitution.
0
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The path to Federal financial dominance has been highlighted
by three distinct eventsg
1..

Surrender by the States of authority to impose customs
and excise duties at Federation;

2..

entry by the Federal and State Governments into the
Australian Loan Council with agreement by the States
to forfeit their rights to pursue independent borrowing
programme s in 1 929:9 and

3~

exclusion of the States from the field of income
taxation in ~ 942
Q

The Loan Council determines the volume and distribution of
all Government borrowing apart from that for defence purposes"
The
decisions of the Council are by majority vote~ with the Commonwealth
having two deliberative votes and a casting vote and each State one
vote each.
Failing a unanimous decision on the allocation of the
total amount between member Governments 9 the Commonwealth is entitled
to one=fifth of the total and each state toa proportion of the
remainder"
The Loan Council funds allocated to each State for capital
works are supplemented by special purpose Commonwealth grants which
have become increasingly important in recent years e
These special
purpose grants. have been for a variety of purposes ranging from
universities through to beef roads o
More and more State agricultural
development projects have been financed by such grants and it is
interesting to note that!) as a condition for success by a State in
applying for a grant D the CommonWealth is insisting on an economic
analysis of such agricultural schemes o
No such economic anaiysis is
necessarily carried out on proje~ts financed from Loan Council funds o
Financing projects through the Loan Council is a cumbersome
process but one relatively free of critical economic'scrutinYg
This
contra~ts with the land development projects which have been the subject
of special purpose grants
It should be noted 9 however 9 that not all
spe~ial grant projects are subject to such apprsisalo
However D among
those that have been we haveg The Brigalow Scheme in Queensland 9
the Craigie burn Irrigation Scheme in TasmaniaE road development in
the Northern Territory Buffalo Area$ and the Comprehensive Water Supply
Scheme in Western Australia o
Unpublished reports have also been
prepared on the Ord River Scheme and the Emerald Scheme as well as the
Commonwealth~State softwood forestry planting programme o
All told 9
apart from the forestry study~ the total potential capital cost of
these scheme s is $ 400 mUlion o
It shoul.d also be noted that these
analyses D while done by the Commonwealth 8 were done so on behalf of
the States v except for the buffalo st~Q
If reports are suppressed 9
and some are D then it is the States which elect to do so~
It is
freely rumoured that Queensland~ being unhappy with the results of
some of the Commonwealth analyses 9 has decided to do these studies
Q
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using its own resources o
However, it can be argued that some of this
State dissatisfaction is rational even though it may not be desirable
from a national viewpoint~
The use of benefit-cost analysis in Australia has been given
some impetus by the initiation of a National Water Resources Development
Programme this year$
In his policy speech of last year the Prime
Minister intimated that a water conservation programme related to
national needs would be drawn up jointly by the Federal and State
Governments..
He indicated that the purpose of the programme was
to increase water conservation activity to reduce hazards of drought
and expand primary production~
Projects mainly for urban purposes
or hydro=electric power generation would not be included in the
programme..
Mr Holt envisaged a programme of works to be selected on
their merits which would be additional to the current level of State
rural water conservation works&
The Commonwealth would contribute
$50 million over five years in the form of grants~
.
One'could be a little cynical about this proposal when the
small amount of money involved is considered and the fact that the
proposal was announced in a time of drought is'appreciated o
To some
the proposal looks something like a vote-catching scheme capitalising
on the "irrigation cargo cult" which is endemic in Australian society
and which has been very articulate as a result of the recent drought.
However, cynicism aside, the proposal is most interesting~·
If it works J t,his will be the first time in Australia an attempt to
allocate priorities to public works on national economic grounds will
have.succeeded..
There have been several such attempts at this
previously but all have failed o
Perhaps this will succeed because
here the Commonwealth has an inducement it has not had available to
it before~ namely the cash grants&
The States have previously
surrendered some of their jealously guarded sovereignty in regard to
such investment decisions only in similar circumstances~ ioe o when
a cash grant was possible e
The proposal is perhaps even more interesting because it
represents the first attempt in Australia to establish priorities
between a ~ of publ:i,c investment alternatives by means of economic
analysis & As we have seen~ all previous applications of benefit=
cost analysis have been strictly on an ad hoc individual project basis ..
However, one~s expectations should not be raised too high;
it is very early in the piece for the scheme yet and I can envisage
a situation where political tensions and inter=state rivalries could
split the proposal aaunders with allocations being determined by
political horsetrading rather than efficiency-based priorities~ all
done, of course, in the best Australian tradition "in camera" o

Conclusion
For the purposes of this symposium I am perhaps not the best
person to draw the relevant conclusions from this paper.
However,
there are several points I should make:
1.

It is important to note how the federal system tends
to dominate and distort the fundamentally important
issues in Australia..
New Zealand, with its unitary, centralist
government, should at least be able to escape this problem.
2.

While the problems posed by a federal structure are
significant in the United States, they do not dominate
the position as they do in Australia.
The problem for the United
States has, if any things been that of excessive power and independence
of major federal water development agencies.
The lesson to be
learned from this is that the analysis of public investment projects
should be made the responsibility of an agency which is independent
of any construction authorityo
Finally, I would say the over-riding lesson from my paper is
that the intention to establish higher priorities for economic analysis
of public investment projects needs to be accompanied by the intention
to create ins.titutions and conditions which will ensure effectiveness
of the analysis..
Outstanding among these needed conditions are, as
mentioned above, real independence for the investigating authority from
any agency which has a vested interest in the proliferation of major
public investments such as forests, roads, and dams; and public
awareness of the economic and non-economic choices involved in
particular public investment proposals ..
The allocation of public investment funds must be left to the
political process; this is indi~putable..
It would be contrary to
our philosop~ of state to argue that this allocation should be
determined by a mindless process of "objective" economic analysisQ
However, there is no denying the value of such ana~sis to the decision
process, not only because it promotes efficiency of resource use, but
also because it makes it necessary for the e.lectors and the elected to
be more articulate and thoughtful about their preferences for themselves
aDd for their societyo
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PUBLIC INVESTMENT EVALUATION IN NEW ZEALAND
J .T. Ward
University of Waikato
It is a regrettable, but unfortunately hardly; controvertible
that throughout the 'fifties and early 'sixties New Zealand had
one of the lowest rates of growth in the Western world o
From those
halcyon days when Mr Colin Clark rated this country second only to the
United States in the international league tables, we have gradually
slipped to a position where even Dr Sutch ranks us only fifth and many
a less optimistic economist, with a doubtful eye on the true value of
the $NZ, may be forgiven for wondering i f we are still in the first
ten o
It is true that in the mid-sixties there was a spurt when the
growth rate reached gross figures of 904% in 1963/64, 900% in 1964/65
Even when allowance is made for the fact that
and 7.7% in 1965/660
these increases in gross national produc,t are measured at current
prices, and that both the labour force and the total population were
growing at almost 2 per cent per annum, .these remain respectable
figures.
They may be attributed primarily to what now appears as a
spectacular level of overseas prices for our pastoral products,
together with a rather unseemly level of overseas borrowing o
The
collapse of the wool market~ together with minor recessions in the
prices of meat and dairy products, have necessitated fairly drastic
restraints upon aggregate spending within the economy and the growth
rate accordingly fell back to 504-% in 1966/67.
fact~

Much discussion on growth theory has concentrated on capital
formation and its productivity.
The rate of gross capital formation
in New Zealand has averaged 22 per cent of gross national product over
the last ten years (Table i).
This is well below the spectacular
levels of around 40 per cent recorded-for Japan, but is comparable with
that of many other countries who have achieved higher rates of growth.
This suggests that it is upon the productivity of capital that attention
should be focussed.
There are two aspects of productivity: firstly, the areas
into which investment is channelled, and secondly, the efficiency with
which capital is used in those areas.
A feature of capital formation
in New Zealand has been the relatively large flow into building
construction in the private sector.
The data given in Table 2 show
that throughout the period~ re~idential and commercial construction
has accounted for one third of total investment, or approximately 8 per
cent of gross national product.
Moreover, a great deal of the investment
carried out by local authorities (which itself accounts for 15 per cent of
total investment) has been to provide ancillary services for urban purposes.
These proportions are very high by world figures, and in marked contrast'
to Japan where the standard of housing and other social amenities remains
low:) while emphasis is placed on investment in plant and equipment. 1
1 • Rayner, A.C. "The Japanese Miracle o "
Canterbury Chamber of Commerce
Economic Bulletin 506, June 1967.
g

TABLE 1

Year
ending
51 March

GROSS CAPITAL FORMATION IN NEW ZEALAND

1957/1967

(1)
$ million

I

Gross
Private sector investment
national Building
Other
Total
Per cent
product .
G.N.P.

Central
government

Public sector investment
I Per cent
Per cent
Local
Total
G.N.P.
authority
G.N.P.
p..lblic

1957

2061

141

115

256

%
12

138

%
7

1958

2184

166

121

287

13

140

1959

2270

166

124

290

13

137

65

%
3

6

74

6

77

Per cent
G.N.P.

Total
investment

Per cent
G.N.P.

203

%
10

459

22

4

214

10

501

23

3

214

9

504

22

%

,

1960

2434

181

116

297

12

141

6

84

3

225

9

522

21

1961

2622

209

157

366

14

149

6

85

3

234

9

600

23

1962

2721

208

184

392

14

148

6

93

3

241

9

633

23

1963

2924

202

188

390

13

154

6

101

3

255

9

645

22

1964

3200

243

187

430

13

180

6

106

3

286

9

716

22

497

14

196

6

116

3

312

9

809

23

1965

3483

274

223 .

1966

3736

299

254

553

15

218

6

132

3

350

9

903

24

1967

3937

'N.A.

N.A.

561

14

228

6

124

3

352

9

913

23

Source:

-

I

Economic Survey 1967. p.54
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TABLE 2

GROSS CAPITAL FORMATION IN NEW ZEALAND

1957/it67

(2)
S million

Year
ending
31 March

Building

Private sector investment
Per cent
Other
Per cent
Total
private
total I
total I

Public sector investment
Per cent
total I

Central
government

Per cent
total I

Per cent
total I

Local
authority

%

Total
public

203

%
44

459

%

256

%
56

138

30

65

14

Per cent
Total
total I investment

1957

141

%
31

1958

166

33

121

24

287

57

140

28

74

15

2~4

43

501

1959

166

33

124

25

290

58

137

27

77

15

214

42

504

1960

181

35

116

22

297

57

141

27

84

16

225

43

522

1961

209

35

157

26

366

61

149

25

85

14

234

39

600

1962

208

33

184

29

392

62

148

24

93

14

241

38

633

1963

202

31

188

29

390

60

154

24

101

16

255

40

645

1964

243

34

187

26

430

60

180

25

106

15

286

40

716

1965

274

34

223

27

497

61

196

24

116

15

312

39

809

1966

299

33

254

28

553

61

218

24

132

15

350

39

903 .

1967

N.A.

561

61

228

25

124

14

352

39

9U

115

%
25

N.A.

_

Source:

Economic Survey 1967. p.54
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New investment in residential housing, which is a large, component in private
investment, reflects a real rise in welfare but it does not lead to that
cumulative growth of productive capacity which is characteristic of
investment in"plant and machinery.
A feature of capital formation in this country is the relatively
1arge proportion which is carried out in the public sector.
In the last
few years this has averaged almost 40 per cent of total investment,
representing nine per cent of gross national product.
Investment by the
central government accounts for 25 per cent of total capital formation,
and the local authorities' account for a further 15 per cent.
Table 2
illustrates that although investment in the public sector is still high
it has declined as a proportion of total capital formation over the past
ten years, from 44 per cent in 1957 to 39 per cent in 1967.
Local
authori ty expenditure has remained remarkably constant at 14 - 1 5 per
cent but investment by the central government has declined from 30 per
cent to 25' per cent.
On the other hand, pr'ivate investment, particularly
in the category, 'other than building', has ri~eri in relation both to
GoN,.P" and to total investment
It is interesting to record~ as a
::.~orollary to this changing pattern in investment, that there has been a
similar change in the source of capital funds.
Despite the much
publicised borrowing by the goverlli~ent in the last few years, the
proportion of overseas 'capital raised in the form of government loans
has declined in relation to the proportion ~f private investment, 'much
of which takes the form of reinvestment of profits earned by subsidiaries
of overseas firms.
In spite of this gradual trend, investment in the
public sector, and particularly by the central governmentjJ remains a
most significant component in total capital formation in this country,
and it is with this that I am primarily concerned in this paper
Investment by the central government may be divided into two broad
categories ~ that carried out by or for the trading departments such
as the railways, the national airline or the production of electricity
power) and that carried out for non-trading departments such as, health)
jducation fln0. defence~ Unforf; unat ely , I am not able to quote individual
figures for separate departments but Table 3 shows a broad classification
of government capital expenditure over re cent years.
Over the last
decade the biggest Cllaimant on capital funds has been electric supply
development: expenditure in this field reached 65.8 million in 1966,
.30 per cent of government capital formation e
Other important components
were roads and highways at ~ 27.8 million and education buildings at $ 2704
million.
Investment in these three areas had increased shee 1963 by
78 per oent:J 88 per certt and 26 per cent re spectively, whiile in total
government capital expenditure over this period increased by 41 per cente
0

.

0

*

Turning to those areas of expenditure in which this meeting is
likely to be particularly interested, capital expenditure by the government
in land conservation and development has increased very litt1e during the
decade, froITl $8rni1lion in 1960 to $9&2 million in 1966 9 while in real
terms it has' actu.ally fallen.
Expenditure on forestry development, which
by 1966 was on virtually the same scale as land development for agriculture 3
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TABLE 3 GOVERNMENr CAPITAL EXPENDITURE - 1 960/66

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

Housing

22.0

20.2

18.4

16.6

16.8

15.4

14.6

Electric supply
development

35.0

36.4

36.0

37.0

48.6

54.4

65.8

Railways

11 .2

12.2

13.4

13.0

16.4

16.8

17.0

Land conservation
and development

8.0

8.6

8.6

8.8

8.8

8.8

9.2

Post and telegraph
extensions

12.4

12.0

13.4

14.4

14.8

16.0

16 8

Roads and highways

16.4

16.4

13.6

14.8

19.8

20.2

27~8

Education buildings

15.8

16.8

18.6

20.2

22.8

25.6

27.4

Forest development

4.0

6.2

5.4

5.8

6.4

8.4

9,,0

15.2

18.0

20.0

22.8

25.4

30.4

29.8

139.4

146.8

147.4

153.4

179.8

196.0

217.4

Miscellaneous
Total

Sources:

60/61 Economic Survey 1963, p.41
62 Economic Survey 1966, p.61
63/66 Economic Survey 1967, p.56

0
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has doubled over this period.
(It should be born in mind, however,
that from 1962 the government has encouraged, through the Agricultural
Development Conference, a massive expansion of land improvement and
increased stocking on private f~jrms.)
It might be thought that with a large proportion of capital
investment concentrated in the public sector New Zealand would be a
haven for th8 practitioner of cost-benefit analysis.
This, however,
is not true as yet.
Indeed it is only comparatively recently that
the technique has been applied~ and it seems probable that its widest
use is in agriculture.
The nature and organisation of this symposium
supports this belief.
There have, however, been a number of major
evaluation studies, though not cost-benefit studies, in other sectors
of the economy: outstanding examples are those conducted for the
steel mill at the Waikato Heads, and for the Ilianapouri and Tongariro
electric power development schemes.
I should l.ike to be able to present ap account of project
evaluation studies in a number of areas of the public sector, but,
unfortunately, am not yet in a position to do SOe
The Seminar on
Project Evaluation~ which we are to hold at the University of Waikato
next week, will include papers on investment studies for electric
power development, roading, regional development and town planning.
It is hoped to supplement these with an account of the work of the
Treasury planning unit.
However~ a comparative study of technic;,ues
used, problems encountered and results obtained in these areas lies
ahead.
For the rest of the present paper I want to turn to certain
aspects of evaluation studies which I think are particularly suitable
for discussion at this Conference.
They are: the relationship
between project evaluation and cost-benefit anal.ysis, the rate of
interest to be used in empirical studies in New Zealand, and the
treatment of overseas earningse
Project Evaluation and Cost-Benefit Analysis
It is necessary to distinguish between cost-benefit analysiS
per se and project evaluation.
There appears to be some confusion
between the two, indeed they are sometimes taken as one and the Same
thing.
The confusion has probably arisen because the discounted cash
flow technique was introduced at an early stage into cost-benefit
analysiS, with which it has become closely identified.
Discounted
cash flow has been extended to other forms of investment analysis in
recent years with the result that these have become loosely labelled
cost-benefit analysis.
The distinguishing feature of cost-benefit
analysiS is not the method of handling the problem of time, but the
fact that it specifically takes externalit~ into account, and by
so doing, encompasses a wider viewpoint'than other forms of project
evaluation carried out from the more restricted vieWpoint ;)f an
individual firm, a public corporation or even a government department
wedded to a cOl1.'lentional notion of profitability.
In brief, cost-

benefit analysis may be regardad as a
evaluation"

,,3p8dt?,~,

of +h8 genus project

Professor Williams has suggested that all firms are concerned
with costs and benefits so that thr:; privat8 firm has always, unknowingly
perhaps~ indulged in cost~benefit analysLs.2
It seems to me that this approf1ch
confuses the issue
I prefer to restrict thsuse of the phrase costbenefit anal.ysis to those investment studies which !3pecifically take
into account (Pigovian) social costs and bt-m8fits and to retain the
concepts of· re"J'enue or retUt'ns and costs for studies which exclude
externalities.
If we accept this distinction t.hen it follows that the
analysis of individual farm development schemes should not take the form
of ~ and should not be described as~ a cost,-benefit study ~ whereas the
study of a regional irrigation soheme l' or of a catchment area conservation
scheme 9 do fall within this category
g

0

The Rate of Interest in EmEirical §!udiN\
If either present worth or a cost-·benefit ratio is used as the
criterion of investment9 then a rate of interest or discount has to be
selected o
Obviously ~ the I' ate chosen will ha'Je a pronounced effect
upon the result of the evaluation, projects which appear worth while
at one rate of interest may not be so at another ~ higher rate ~ lI'Jhile
the ranking of projects with dif'ferent time patterns may be affected by
the rate selectedo
The select:1.on of a rate of interest for use in
public investment analysis remains a matter of controversy.
Amongst
the economic theorists there are advocates for the social rate of time
preference» which is assumed to differ from the private rate, and also
for the opportunity cost rate ~ or marg.inal efficiency of capital.
The
new welfare economists point out~ how8'Ter" that the marginal efficiency
of capital may vary for investment in th8 public sector and in the
private sector.< so that public investment decisions based on its value
in the former could lead to sub,~'optimal solutions"
As in some other branches of economics we find a gap between
the solutions of the theorists and the application of the practitioners.
Most empirical studies~ prefaced by a brief discussion of the difficulty
of selecting a suitable rate of interest ,9 end up by employing the rate
of interest on long,-term government bonds"
Moreover J there seems to be
a natural tendency for most writers to s8lect rates of 5 - 6 per cent3
as though~ subconsciously perhaps {' this is regard:ad as ~ long-term
rate of interesto
In an earlier paper I su.ggested that as a rule of
thumb measure in this countr'y.~ we might us·:? the rate of interest on
development bonds for domestic ·~api tal and that on overseas loans for
foreign capitaL
I did not then say how to different.iate between these
two cl.asses of capitalo
Vi.rtually e'lery major development projer::t in
this country has some import content and this is known to be large in the
case of the outstanding capital llSers;, electric ity power development and
2
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road and highway developmento
The mix of. imported and domestic inputs
into a project would not raise difficulties if the internal and overseas
borrowing rates were similar but in fact these now differ widelyo
This
divergence maybe, typified by the two loans floated this month~ one in
London for $15 million issued at £98 with a coupon of 7~ per cent giving
a yield to redemption~ 1988""'92,9 of £7-8-7d.
(As is well known~ i t was
undersubscribed with 81 per cent of the issue left with the underwriters,
and is currentlY3 late November 19679 selling at a small discount o )
The second is the new internal loan~ for an unspecified amount9
issued at par~ with a yield of 5 per cent (1970L 5~ per cent (1973) and
5';- per cent (1 98,3) • "
.
The yield gap of 2 per cent between New Zealand loans issued on
the home market and those issued in London raises a number of interesting
points~ many of which lie outside the scope of th~ papero
Of direct
significance is the question of whether the internal or the external
borrowing rate should be used for project evaluation o
It seems probable
that government departments carrying out thei.r ,own e:valuation use the
internal borrowing rate» although this is not perhaps consistent with
the repeated statements of Cabinet ministers justifying heavy overseas
borrowing on the grounds that the funds have been used to build up capital
assets within the country
The logic of these statements is that the
projects into which the overseas funds have been directed should yield
at least 8ufficient to cover the overseas borrowing rate 9 but to the best
of my knowledge9 this conclusion has never been drawn in any of the
Ministerial statements o I am left with the impression that investment
in New Zealand is thought to be a good thing in itself irrespective of
how the yield on that investment compares with the overseas cost of
l:orrowingo
Indeed 9 I sometimes wonder whether this aspect has Efwer
been considered o
0

Of i.mmediate copcern for this meeting is which of these borrowing
rates should be used for evaluating a project
One solution would be the
overseas rate~ to give particular emphasis to the restraint,. irp.posed by the
shortage of overseas loan capitaJ,o Another might be a weighted average
with the two rates weighted according to the proportions of foreign to
domestic capital o
This is an issue which this symposium could well discuss.
0

Project EvalU:l. tion and Export Earnings
Many capital intensive projects in New Zealand have been
justified in the past by a sweeping reference to their contribution
I
to export ea.rnings~ or to its close relative, import replacement o
believe that these concepts have been accepted too uncritically in the
past and that~ as a result~ a great deal. of unwarranted investment has
taken place in New Zealand o
The ultimate criterion of investment ought
to be its potential contribution to the real growth of the economy
Nevertheless, in the present economic state of the country~ foreign
exchange is the most important restraint on our economic growth~ and
0
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potential contribution to overseas' funds should clearly be one, though
not the only Griterion~) adopted in project eval·uation.
Although export earning, or import replacement,. have been stressed
sometimes in rather naive terms~ in many caseS of development, it has
rather surprisingly not received a great deal of attention in a number of
recent studies on agricultural development, including several made by this
College.
One such studY9 of the development of North Island pumice countrY9
was made by Mr E.D. Parkes and myself~ together with Mr M.B. Grainger and
Mr RoTo Fenton of the N.Z. Forest Service.
This was essentially an
investment study using a discounted cash flow analysiso
It was not a
cost-benefit study; although specific attention was paid to social costs
of housing and roading,~ no account was taken of externalities
It had
a further limitation in that outputs were evaluated' on a farm gate and
forest ride basis.
Now this basis can be justified on theoretical grounds,
if we assumed an approximation to competitive equilibrium conditions~ and
I have had to justify i t on several occasio!!sto members of the Forest
Service " who not only believe that processing is more significant for
forestry than agriculture D but are also highly sceptical about theoretical
states of equilibrium.
I have now carried out a rather tentative exercise
in an attempt to take the results of the Maraetai study beyond the farm
gate
Jlilr Grainger has extended the analysis for forestry in a similar wayo
0

0

,Agriculture

~Farm

Gate and f

00

ob. Values

Valuing the output from a block of agricultural land in terms of
export earnings raises a number of difficulties.
Foremost among these is
the fact that the physical transformation of the product means thaty with
the exception of wool~ it is not possible to compare like with like at farm
gate and fooobo
The processing of !I\ilk to butter and cheese~ and of sheep
and cattle on 'the hoef into carcases~ gives rise to a large number of byproducts ~ casein D pelts, hides} tallow» etc o, which are not covered under
the export items ~ butter;) lamb, sides of beef, - but which do contribute
to overseas earning and ought therefore to be taken into account in an'
investment analysis.
The significance of by-products means that it is
not sufficient to convert units of stock at the farm gate into carcases
at Loob o; a rather wider approach needs to be adopted.
For this
purpose ~ detailed ini'ormation about physical conversion rates and by-productsg
in addition to costs of processing~ were sought from a major dairy company and
a nwnber of meat companies
Sufficient data were obtained from the dairy
company to enable estimates to be made of the value added by processing
butterfat-in~mi1k.
It has been assumed that these estimates are broadly
representative for the industry as a whole~) as the company concerned is
the largest in the countryo
0

With regard to stock slaughtered for export9 much greater difficulty
was experienced in estimating value added, due to the number of processes,
the range of' bYe"products and the sale of final pr.oducts over some seventy
different markets o
Discussions with two major meat companies in South
Auckland met the response that to obtain figures with any degree of realism

"would be a major task involving considerable time"
In order to obtain
some estimate, however broad~ it was decided to value Wool ona realised
f.oob. basis and stock for slaughter on a wfarm gate plus processing
charge' basis.
The meat companies pointed out that their processing
charges take some account of the value of by-products but it seems
probable that valuing exports on the basis of 'stock at farm gate plus
processing charges' understates the real value of overseas earnings.
0

store stock also raise a difficult problem in that they make
no direct contribution to overseas earnings in the year in which they
are sold but do so only after fattening, or being used as breeding
stock. on other farms.
One possible approach would be to value such
stock for slaughter, Le. taking store lambs and weaners on a.weight
basis, but this was rejected in favour of valuing them at market price,
which is ['ssumed to give a reasonable~ though conservative~ indication
of their potential earning in overseas funds~
Dairy Block
Butterfat-in-milk
Conversion of farm gate to fooob. values for butterfat was
carried out by two methods in order to provide a check o
(a)

Value added: the value added by processing butterfat
in whole milk to butter and casein was 10002d. per Ib
of butterfat in 1962/63.
Butterfat in whole milk was
priced at 36.25.d o per Ib in 1962/63 so the output of
butter and casein was valued at 46 27d. per Ib o
butterfat f 0 b •
0

0

f.o.b. value

(b)

Q

2~1669000 lbs butterfat in Yfhole milk
at 46. 27d" per lb

£4.1 8,000

Physical quantities~ after allowing for a 1~ loss on
separation butterfat was converted to butter at a factor
of 1.2143.
Skim milk was converted to casein d.n the
basis of 3,600 Ibs of butterfat in vvhole milk to. a ton
of casein.
Using these conversion factors and applying
1962/63 prices gives:
2,166,000 Ibs

Butterfat in whole milk

Converted to:
Butter
2~590,9 000 Ibs
at net foo.b o price of 29 663d. per Ib
0

Casein converted to 600 tons
at fooob. value £130/ton -,

78~OOO

Total revenue from butter and aasein

398 3 000
say

£400:,00'0

25.

(li)

Bobby calves

It is estimated that 4,216 bobby calves would be sold off the
block at a farm gate value of £10,100.
All these calves are sold
through Bobby Calf Pools and realisations less costs of transport and
processing are returned to the farmers.
In 1962/63 nearly all bobby
calves were exported as veal and additional revenue was realised for
skins.
Value added was calculated at £1 -4~2 a head (£1 -0-11 for
processing plus 3/3 for collection and administration).
The farm gate
value was £2-8s. a head (including 4/- bonus); together with the value
added this gives a grossed up value of £3-12-2 f.o.b.
Total revenue
( iii)

4.~ 21

6 calves at £3-12-2

£ 15,200

Cull cows

Cull cows and heifers from the Jersey herds on the dairy block
are transported at 1 7/- a head.
Processing is estimated to cost 3.9d./lb
and the culls are estimated to average 350 lbs carcase weight.
Value
added after the farm gate is £6-4s. giving a grossed Ul; value of £21 -14s.
f.o.b.
Total revenue

1 ,632 cull cows and heifers at
£21 -14s.

£ 35,000

Sheep Block
(i)

Wool

It VlaS estimated that the total sale of wool off the Maraetai
block would be 720,000 lbs and that this would realise for the farmer
36d. per lb net of shearing and selling.
Se+ling, reclassing where
neoessary, and scouring of some part of the wool clip are among the main
processes adding value to wool for export.
The unit value of all (greasy,
scoured, slipe) wool exports for 1962/63 was ~.• 62d. per lb foo.b.
Assuming that the wool off the Maraetai block approximated to the national
average both in terms of the processing involved and in quality, and
applying this figure to the wool clip from the block, gives:

Total revenue
(li)

720,000 Ibs at

l~:-.62d.

£134-,000

Fat lambs

Data provided by
gave a value added figure
processing) for fat lambs
25,000 lambs sold off the

the N.Z. Meat and Wool Board's Economic Service
of 8/11 per head (1/1 transport and 7/10
in the 1962/63 season.
Applying this to the
Maraetai block gives an aggregate value of

26 0

approximately £11 ,000 and adding this to the farm gate value of £56,700
gives a grossed up value of £68,000 f.o.b.
Total revenUe

( HI.)

25,000 fat lambs at 54/-

£ 68,000

Cull ewes

It is estimated that 10,000 cull ewes a year will be turned off
the bloc.k.
Transport charges. to the freezing works were 1/1 Od. a. head
and processing charges2 8d. per Ib, which, at an average weight of 47 lbs,
amounts to 11/- a head.
Totai value added after the farm gate is1 2/1 Oc10
giving a grossed up value of 28/- f.o.b.
g

Total revenue
(iv)

1 O~OOO cull ewes at ,38/-

Cull cows

.. Cull cows from the r,un cattle are sold at an average of £22~1 Os ~ .
at the farm gate.
Transport costs to the works are 1 7/- a head and
processing costs, at 3/9d. per lb for beasts killing out at 450 Ibs~ total.
£7-3so
Grossed up values are £30-1 Os. a head.
Total revenue

700 cull cows at

£3~10s

£ 21 ,,350

Dairy block (10~000 acres)
Product

Physical
output

Value
Farm.
gate
£

:F "a

0

b

0

£

2,1 66 s 000

327,150

400s000

Bobby calves

~-j21 6

10,100

15»000

Cull cows and
heifers

1 ,632

25,400

Butterfat (lbs)

£372, 650

£450~ 000

27.

Sheep Block (15,000 acres)
Product

Ph;zsical
outEut

Wool (lbs)
Fat lambs
Store lambs
Gull ewes
2th ewes
Gull cows
Beef weaners

Forestr;z:

hi~h

F.o.b.

720,000

Farm
gate
£
108,900

134,000

25,000

56,700

68,000

4~900

8,600

8,600

10,000

1 2~ 700

19,000

2»100

6,800

6,800

700

15,800

21 ,000

3,400

48,000

48 3 000

£257,500

£305,400

£630~150

£755,400

TOTAL

Assumptions:

Value

£

productivity, moderate prices.

Forest ride and foo.b. values

For forestry the assumption is that all pulpwood will be
purchased by a pulp and paper mill located at Kinleith., and that all
sawlogs will go to a sawmill at Tokoroa.
In both cases it is
assumed that if the processing plants have to provide accorr~odation
for their employees such accorr~odation will be let at rentals which
at least cover all expenses, including interest.
Roading is not
involved _. hence the economic analysiS logically excludes all social
costs
All products are assumed to be railed to M.t Maunganui for
export to Australia; and it is assumed that the rillimai rail hmnel
has shortened the rail distance to not more than 85 miles~
0

PulE and Paper
Broadly speaking, there are two possibilities: processing
and export in the form of l.mbleached air-dry sulphate pulps or
al ternatively as Kraft paper sacking.
By virtue of the Australia-N.Z.
Free Trade Agreement, Kraft paper sackinG promises to be a highly
profitable line whereas unbleached pulp shows a very poor level of
profit
From a practical stand-point it is logical to assess the
economics of processing pulpwood on the basis of 50% I~aft paper sacking
0
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50/0

unbleached sulphate pulp.
Tables L~ and 5 trace the cash flow for
the commencement of pulpwood production
of the pulpwood yield in year 41 •
These
two tables each treat the pulpwood yield as if it were processed entirely
into unbleached pulp (Table 4) or alternatively entirely into Kraft paper
sackinG (Table 5).
The assumption is that to produce 100,000 tons of
pulp and paper per annum the capital cost of plant and buildings would

and

i'ul~l I.lnJ. paper processing from
ir ~lear 20 until stabilisation

1k~

:

£12,000,000
£15,000,000

Pulp only
Pulp and. paper

Col'.Jmn 3 of each table allocates these capital charges pro rata with the
a'vailable pulpwood supply
0

Profitatility of Pulp and Paper

At no stage is the pulpwood supply from Maraetai sufficient to
satiafy a pulp and paper mill of 100,000 tons capacity per annum; so
the assumption, is made that adequate supplies of pulpwood are available
from other forests to lift the total mill input to the requisite 17 million
cubic feet per annum.
A summary of the operating position from year 41
onwards is as follows:
Product

Unbleached pulp
Kraft sacking
AVERAGE

Capital
investment

Annual
net J2rofit

£
2,300,000
2,900 3 000

£
146,000
900 9 000

£2,600~000

£523,000

%

6
31

20%

Sawn Woed
Export prices for sawn wood are lower than domestic prices;
hence 'because the log supply has beencosted into the sawmill at local
market rates the processing of sawn wood for export is a marginal
undertaking
The wood is exported on a "rough sawn and unseasoned"
basis J and, as Table 6 shows ~ the net annual profit from year 41 onwards
is only 5% on the capital investment (standard profit on sawmilling
be ing 1 5%) '.
Note: In the case of both pulp and paper and also sawn wood, all
prof its are shown before tax. Production of sawlogs does not commence
until year 38, and, as production is constant from then onwards, the
an!!:J.al cash flow is constant apart from the capital outlay of £400,000
in year 37/38.
(Table 6~)
0

TABLE 4, PROCESSING OF THE PULPWOOD YIELD INTO UNBLEACHED SULPHATE PULP FOR EXPORT TO AUSTRALIA

Total.
plllpwood
supply
Year

I Pro !''ita
cost of
plant and
equipment

(million
cu.ft.)
(2)

(1 )

\.£ million)

1.43

20

Cost of
pulpwood
at
forest

Cost of
transport
to
mill

(£)

(£)

0)

(4)

1.0

59,000
202,000

"

23
24

6.55

4.6

230,000

120,000

"

"

- 25
26

298,000

..

II

760,000

"
970,000

6.70

4.7

231,000

12:3,000

"

"

"

"

It

124,000

357,000

(9)

(10 )

(8)

950,000

354,000

(£)

(£)

350,000

..

(£)

(£)

207,000

96,000

(£)

Total cos1
f.o.b.

85,000

.

on
processi ng

Transport and
a'ales expenses

26,000

,"

.

(t)

value
f.o.b.

Cost of
processing

(7)

3.7

"

Cost of
wood at
mill
(6 )

5.24

I Total s des I Profit

Processing into unbleached pulp

(5)

22

21

I

"
"
980,000

36,000
13 1 ,000

"
164,000

"
168,000

"
169,000

328,000

(11 )
47,000

375,000
1 , 380,000

1,189,000

.

191 ,000

.

"

256,000

1.720,000

1,464,000

"

"

"

268,000

1,760,000

1,492,000

"

"

II

274,000

1,780,000

1,506,000

6.77

4.8

233,000

29
30
31

"
"

"
"

"
"

5.90
6.40

4.2

202,000

4.5

222,000

117,000

339,000

32

"

"

"

"
"

"

33
34

"
"

6.60

4.7

232,000

121,000

353,000

960,000

165,000

1,478,000

1,730,000

252,000

35

6.20

4.4

217,000

114,000

331,000

900,000

155,000

1,386,000

1,630,000

244,000

130,000

1,162,000

1,370,000

208,000

27
28

.

.

"

"

108,000

310,000

..

"

272,000

95,006

36

5.20

3.7

177,000

37
38

"

"

"

3.45

2.4

109,000

63,000

172,000

"

105,000

62,000

167,000

58,000

154,000

3.38

39
40
41 and on

2.2

3.18

!

3.25

!

2.3

96,000

,

98,000

"

"

60,000

II

158,000

"
"

"
"

860,000

148,000

1,3 1 8,000

930,000

160,000

1,429,000

"
"

760,000

"
"

"

"
"

"
"

"

232,000
25 1 ,000

1,550,000
1,680,000

"

II

"
"

"

"

"

"

"

500,000

86,000

758,000

905,000

147,000

490,000

85,000

742,000

888,000

146,000

460,000

80,000

694,000

"

I 470,000

81,000

I

709,000 11

"

835,000

141,000

855,000

146,000
0

.

I\)

\0

TAJLE 5: PROCESSING OF THE PULPWOOD YIELD INTO KRAFT SACKING FOR EXPORT TO AUSTRALIA
Year

II

Total

IPro .rata
cost of
supply Iplant and
(million f.6.Q ui pment
cu.ft.) (£ million)

~ulpwood

(1 )

Cost of
pulpwood
at
forest
(£)

Cost of
transport
to
mill

Processing into kraft sacking
Cost of wood
at mill
(£)

(£)

(£)

(~)

(i'_ )

(£)

(6 )

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11 )

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

1.43

59,000

26,000

202,000

96,000

85,000
·298,000

5.24

22

"

"

"

"

If

23
24

6.55

5.8

230,000

120,000

350,000

"

"

"

"

25
26

6.70

5.9

231,000

123,000

354,000

"

"

"

"

"

27
28

6.77

6,0

233,000

124,000

357,000

29
30
31
32

"

108,000
117,000

"

If

33
34

"
"

6.60

5.8

35

6.20

5.5

36

5.20

4.6

37
38

"
3.45

"

"

232,000
217,000

121,000

"
"

"

"

211,000

"

It

213,000

1,560,000

339,000

202,000
222,000

206,000

1,540,000

1,360.,000

5.2
5.6

"
"

1,500,000

1,470,000

5.90
6.40

It

"

3 1 0,000

"

45,000
165,000

1,204,000

"
"

"

"

328,000

"
"

"
"

If

Profit
on
processing

(£)

1.3
4.6

20
21

Transport and Total cost
f .o.b ..
sales expenses

Cost of
processing

Total Sales
v-alue
:f.o.b.

"
"

"

767,000

309,000

1,667,000

2,810,000

1,143,000

It

2,056,000
tI

2,105,000
It

2,130,000

"
3;520,000
It

3,500,000
It

3,633,000

It

1,464,000

"
1,495,000
It

1,503,000

It

"

"

"

"

"

It

It

185,000
201,000

"

458 ,000

1,545,000
1,671,000

.

VI

o

3,170,000

1,625,000

3,400,000

1,769,000

It

"

"

"

"

It

"

It

1,813,000

1,727,000

3,540,000

195,000

1,615~000

3,~30,OOO

1,7 1 5,000

164,000

1,354,000

2,790,000

1,436,oCO

1,520,000

114,000

353,000
33 1 ,000

207,000

1,420,000

177,000

95,000

272,000

1,190,000

"

"

"

"

"

It

"

3.0

109,000

63,000

172,000

797,000

109,000

906,000

1,850,000

944,000

"

"

39
40

3.38

"

105,000

62,000

167,000

775,000

106,000

881,000

1,820,000

3.18

2.8

96,000

58,000

154,000

730,000

100,000

830,000

1,710,000

939,000
880,000

41 and
on

5.25

2.9

98,000

60,000

158,000

745,000

104,000

849,000

1,750,000

901,000

!

TABLE 6: PROCESSING OF THE SAWLOG YIELD INTO ROUGH SAWN WOOD FOR EXPORT TO AUSTRALIA

Total sales value of sawn output:
20 million bd c ft at 76.5 shgs. per
100F.OoB.

Less expenses:

Cost of saw logs ex forest
Cost of transport to sawmill
Cost of processing (green basis)
Cost of Transport to port

£765,000
£391 $000
58,000
190,000
97,000

Cost of wharfage and inspection

9,000
745,000

Annual Sawmilling Profit

£ 20,000

....

VI

•

Capital investment required for a sawn output of 20 million
bd. ft/annum:
Hence annual profit ratio is only

£400,000

5%
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Overseas earnings
In Tables 4 and 5 column 16 shows the overseas funds that would
be earned by the two respective products (these two being mutually
e ;.;clus i ve) •
Summaris ing the outlook in perpetuity from year 41 onwards,
we have the followin~ potential earnings:
£

Alternative (a):

19,000 tons U/B pulp
20 mil.lion bd. ft sawn wood
TOTAL

855,000
765,000
1 ,620,000

£

Alternative (b):

19,000 tons Kraft sack
20 mil.lion bd. ft sawn wood
TOTAL

1 ,750,000
765,000
2,515,000

The best estimate of overseas earning potential on a long-term
basis is probably 50/50 pulp and paper - giving a prospective toial annual
earnings of £2,067,000.
It is questionable whether the high income from
Kraft sack paper could be maintained indefinitely, so the 50/50 product
mix provides a conservative basis for estimating overseas earnings.
Forest ride
value
£452,000

F 00 .b.

value
£2,067,000

Footnote:
All data for both agriculture and forestry were based on prices
recorded for 1962/63 and are accordingly expressed in £.s.d.

SUMMARY

COMPARISON

Af!i!. ic ult ure
Farm

~ate

Forestr,l

and forest ride values

Annual gross output

£632,000

£452,000

Annual net output

£194,000

£333,000

£9

£17

Land expectation value
Internal rate of return
F 00 ob

0

5~

6%

values

Annual overseas earnings

£2~067~000

£755,400

This analysis has taken the earlier study one stage further
by converting the value of physical output at farm gate or forest ride into
overseas earnings.
It illustrates the much greater significance of value
added by processing forestry products than by processing farm products~
The rates of export earning to forest ride value is 4 6g1 for forestry
compared with an export earning to farm gate value of 1 02:1 for agriculture
0

0

A definitive study should, of course, include an estimate of
the profitability as well as the extent of processingo
It should also take
into account any import content in domestic costs.
I discussed this point
at some length in an earlier publication, where I suggested that a cost-benefit
analysis should make allowance for the over-valuation of the $N~Z. by
3
incorporating a premium for overseas exchange into the evaluation criterion o
Time does not permit me to repeat this argument here, but it is a point that
might perhaps be discussed during the course of the Conference o

3

Ward, J.T.
"The systematic evaluation of development projects."
Lincoln College Agricultural Economics Research Unit Publication No o 1,
1964&
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A REVIE.'W OF EVALUATION STUDIES IN NEW ZEALAND

AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY

R. W. M. Johnson
Lincoln

College

In this paper I have set out the main developments in projeot
evaluation in agriculture and forestry in New Zealand.
To some the
treatment may seem rather brief.
I have endeavoured to assemble a
bibliographY of the appropriate reports and the following discussion
relates to the reports quoted.
I have probably missed some of the
reports prepared (espeoially those done by Government Departments) and
I have tended to discuss several reports together if their method
of treatment is essentially similar.
It should be noted that some
reports quoted are in manuscript (MS) or mimeograph (Mim.) and may
not be in general oirculationo
Finally, I apologise for any errors
of omission or fact in advance to the authors eoncerned e
To facilitate disoussiong the subjeot is divided into five
different types of projeot; irrigation schemes, water supply schemes,
drainage schemes, individual farm intensifioation schemes, and land
development schemes.
Some schemes are difficult to olassify, as for
example oomparisons of farm forestry with pastoral farming, but in
the main the above five categories oover the literature and the
bibliogra~ is arranged accordingly.
Considering the long history of projeot evaluation in the
United states, its very recent application in New Zealand merits
comment.
It would appear that the allocation of capital in the
public sector has been deci0.ed for many years by rules-of-thumb bylocal!'lnd-.politicalpressures rather than by objectiv.e;econOlnic, tests ..
It could be t.hat economic criteria have not been considered in the
public decision making area» or it could be that such rules-of-thumb
have been sufficiently indicative of the economic prospects of a
scheme to know when to proceed.
Uncertainty introduced by fluotuating prices may outweigh
preCise tests of profitability.
Schemes launched into a period of
prosperity will tend to be regarded as successful, and those launched
just before or into a period of adversity will tend to be written offo
There is little that prior evaluation can do to overcome these
problems"

1'h8 rCDl question is whether the set of techniques Known us
project evaluation ore better than rule-of-thumb methods.
1'0 be
sure of this, we need the co-operation of adrrtinistl'ators bS well us
field investigators.
We need to formulate· the set of rules as precisely
as possible, and we need an assurance from the policy-makers that the
results would be adopted in policy situations.

Since the subject of this paper includes both agriculture
and forestry, it is appropriate to note that forest economists have
incor.pornted discounting techniclues in their analyses for many years.
I understand, however, that the assembly of the relevant data and
building up of projections for 40 years or more is regDrded as a
Inoorious task in forest circles and is not carried out as a routine
[l.c;siL;rullent for evcry new fore~;t plantinc.
In Canterbury, for
examl-ile ~ recent plantings are related to !:":J{:'p~.9j;~2: demand, und I
assume that the plannel's expect future timber prices to recompense
them for their efforts.
Comparisons of agriculture and forestry
are discussed later.
Finally» in these introductory remarks, I believe it is
important to distinguish between th~ funding of investment in the
public and private sectors.
In the private sector, we assume that
individuals and companies employ precise investment criteria, or have
satisfactory rules-of-thumb which do the job for them.
Secondly~
there are certain institutions~ private and public~ which provide the
finance for these investments.
Banks and the state Advances Corporation
are examples here&
They assess the worthwhileness of the individual
situation by their own rules and finance it if they see fit.
Thirdly~ there is the area of public investment which varies from
the activities of municipalities~ to flood control, land development,
irrigation schemes, public health~ and so on..
These schemes or
expenditures t=tre not necessarily uneconomic ~ they may be too large
for individuals$ they may require co-operation over boundaries in
the private domain~ they ma,V only be econordc if run in large units.
l11e must realise that the per'fect allocction of funds cannot be
achieved betv:een each government department i! between the private
and the public sector, and often even between projects under a
single department's control.
In general~ the rules of project evaluation can be applied
in both the private and public sectors~
Only certain minor adjust~
ments are required in terminology and approach8
But the world being
an imperfect place, with many social objectives incapable of precise
measurement, the perfect allocation of funds will never quite h.§)
achieved~
.
The application of project evaluation in agriculture and
forestry in New Zealand was first undertaken by Professor J. T. Ward.
His first paper setting out the principles of land use evaluation
for forestry and agriculture is dated December 1961 (41)"
Before
this~ it appears that the conditions were right for take-off (if you
will pl~rdon the metaphor).
N.R. Woods points out in a paper on
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the economic appraisal of community land betterment projects (22) that
in 1955 District Commissioners of Works were required to obtain a
report from the Department of Agriculture on all rural water supply
schemes, and that in the same year the first economic report on an
:i.rrigationscheme appeared (1).
Later in 1960, economic reports on
all irrigation schemes were also made mandatory.
Woods' paper is
da ted February 1 963» and al though written some time after Ward 9 s
pioneer pape~D makes only passing reference to modern project evaluation
as we now understand it.. .We also have a paper written by the classifier
to the North Canterbury Catchment Board, A.C. Norton, dated December
1960 (23) which defines costs and benefits in terms closely anticipating
recent usage~ and which questioned simple annual comparisons of costs
and benefits~
"The problem to me is ,(a) do we consider the net benefit as
a dividend on money invested (i.e8 cost) which should return say 5 per
cent ~ or (b) do we consider that the annual net benefit should equal
the annual interest~ capital repayments and maintenance charges for
the estimated life of the work done~ egg~ 25 years for building stop
banks~
1,,00 ye"ar, s for tussock grassland improvement and tree planting~
or (C) do we consider the scheme economic from the individual or
national pr both points of view?" (23, p ,,4 .. )
I now turn to the individual types of projeot and discuss
the development of the form of analysis in each in turn o
It is
appropriate to commence with irrigation schemes because these exhibit
most of the difficulties encountered and are worth discussing in
detail e
The other schemes are discussed in the order shown in the
bibliography~

I start with the 1961 report on the Maniototo Irrigation
Scheme (4)
As one of the reportG 8 authors describes it (22) this
was the first time scheme costs and farmers u development costs were
added together to find the total investment required to produce a
given number of additional .stock units.
The result was an estimated
cost of £79 per stock unit added by the scheme, and since the then
accepted on=farm investment per stock unit was £15~209 the scheme could
not be recommended e
In a second report (5)~ the authors estimated the
annual costs associated with the scheme (including interest and a
maintenance and renewal fund) and determined the residual income available to meet these annual fixed costs on a stock unit basis o
They
found 152pOOOstock units would be required to meet annual fixed costs~
whereas 38~000 units were all that the scheme could support.
0

One feature of the proposed scheme was that the irrigation
water would be held in a dam in an area already partially developed.
The authors correctly debited the ~ in carrying capacity in this
area to the scheme as a wholeo
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In these reports9 the 'without irrigation' situation is
analysed in terms of dryland potential, i.e. what would have happened
in the oourse of time without additional watere
This concept proved
difficult to substantiate when the report was discussed at inter~
departmental level.
Comparisons were made between present carrying
capacity and readily attainable irrigation potentials
Clearly a
comparisons must be made on the basis of readily attainable potentials
or on present carrying capacities of both methods.* It should be
remembered that farm management potential changes fairly slowlys and
proponents of schemes tend to assume rather optimistic coefficients
when it is in their interests to do so.
.
The llaniototo scheme was re-assessed again in 1 966 (6)"
By this time the readily attainable potential of the plain under
irrigation has risen from 165.9000 ewe equivalents to· 206~OOO ewe
equivalents..
The potential of the area as dryland was fixed at 100 li OOO
ewe equivale.nts
After adjustments ~ the stock increase due to the
scheme was raised from 38 9 000 ewe equivalents to 86 s 600 ewe equivalentso
(Part of this increase is explained by a pumping extension which had
later been added to the original scheme.)
0

The author then analysed the project according to the rules
of projeot evaluationo
These included defining the sequence of scheme
and farm expenditures and of resulting increases in net farm income;
chOOSing a discount rate, capitalising the post=development income;
and different residual incomes per ewe equivalent according to variations
in product prices received"
The analysi~ i~ set out as f'ollowsg=
Benefits

Costs

Pessimistic Prices

Vi

Realistic Prices

V2

Optimistic Prices

V3

C
1
C
2
C
3

Difference

Vi

=

C

V

=

C
2

2

1

V3 = C3

Vi V2 VY and C1 C2 Cy are the present worths of the respective
time streams of project benefits and costsQ
As might be expected p V2= 02
is highly negative 9 and the benefit-cost ratio varied from 0 18 to
Oo23~
The fundamentally uneconomic nature of the scheme was not
greatly altered as the 1962 report had arrived at a break=even ratio
of 0025 without sophisticated analysis~ (iaee 37~900 ewe equivalents
were 25 per cent of the 1529000 ewe equivalents estimated as desirable)
0

0

Several more reports have been prepared along the same lines
Attention is drawn

(7 i 8~ 9) and the evaluation procedures are similar.

~ I am indebted to Mr HoJ. Plunkett for this pointo
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to the fact that the evaluations are carried out to ascertain the
national point of view and that an individual's situation needs to
be budgeted separately~
Care is required in assessing dryland and
irrigation Qpotential'.
It is suggested that the present most
efficient farmers should be compared with a group of top irrigation
farmers~
The use of market gardening intensification is mentioned (7)
and the limits of benefits in this area examined.
The problem of
incorporating an existing scheme which becomes redundant is analysed (8).
While attempts have been made to make these reports as clear as
possible? especially with regard to discounting procedures, some
more improvements in presentation of basic data appear desirable.
We turn now to rural water supply schemes under the aegis
of the Department of Agriculture.
Earlier reports which have come
to my notice Simply assess the increase in carrying capacity that
would result from the new supply, place an annual value on it, and
compare this with the annual costs of financing the scheme (10,11).
Capital costs are converted to annual charges, by a sinking fund
factor.
The local instructor in agriculture makes the assessment
of increased carrying capacity.
If benef'its exceed costs, a
subsidy of one in two is recommended,
In 1 964~ project evaluation techniques appear for the
first time (12)0
The procedures follow those used for irrigation
projects (6).
Scheme costs are identified according to the year
in which they are undertaken, and extra livestock increases are
assumed to have an opportunity=costo
Fencing is assumed to be
necessary as well as on~farm re'ticulation and watering points e Annual
running costs are capitalised into perpetuity~
The increase in
carrying capacity is spread linearly over the number of years it is
calculated to complete the scheme~ and the post development benefit
is capitalised in perpetuity c
The social present worth3 or V~C 9 is
then calcu1ated~ and usually a break=even rate of interest as well
(the internal rate of return).
In general. the reports actually sighted all show favourable
results (12 D 13~ 149 16).
Break=even rates of interest varied from
10 to 15 per cent.
It appears that rural water supply constitutes
a restriction or bottleneck on carrying capacity~ and that communal
pumping schemes can be provided at a cost well within the'value of
assessed benefits that would result.
Farmers must provide some
voluntary labour 9 provjde a fixed capital sum toward the costi and
pay an annual charge based on off-take points.
The assessment of benefits appears over-simple.
It is not
always clear if the effect of improved water supply alone is being
considered~
Some reports include top=dressing as on=farm charges.
It is not clear whether this is complementary, iee. a joint development
cost, or development which will take place anyway.
There is some
confusion on the valuation of b~nefits~
Early reports use the
residual farm income concept used in the irrigation reports; later
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water supply reports use a much higher gross margin per ewe equivalent.
Needless to say~ these assumptions have an important bearing on the
results of the analysis. and need clarif·ication.
Finally~ the arguments for subsidies in the recommendations
set forward in these reports appear most naive~
I quote~ "If the
criterion for justification of a subsidy on a rural water supply
scheme is that the community as a whole should benefit from the Public
Funds so invested$ then it is our recommendation in light of the
increase expected and the results shown in the appendix. that this
scheme qualify for a subsidy at the usual rate of £1 for every £2
expended." (12)
I find it difficult to believe that a scheme with
an internal rate of return of 15 per cent requires a subsidyt
The
subject of project evaluation and subsidies is referred to again
later.
..
0

I now turn to drainage schemes.
We use examples from the
North Canterbury Catchment Board.
The examples are drawn from the
work of Mr Ace. Norton~
We first look at a scheme analysed by means
of annual costs and benefits (24),
The analysis was carried out for
an area including part or all of 14 properties~ and was concerned with
farm development costs and not scheme costs directlyo
At the end of
10 years" gross income was estimated to increase by £33~084 and gross
expenditure increase by £29 9 3040
(Expenditure includes interest on
repayment of on-farm development cost8~ assuming 6 per cent for 25 '
years~)
It is assumed that this 10 year level is representative of
the whole 25 year period 0
Thus total extra income generated is
£3~780 x 25 or £94~500.
Maintenance of capital works at £1 1 700 per
year comes to £42~500.
Interest on maintenance expenditure is £2~711
and other charges come to £2~006, leaving £47~283 as an estimate of
the capital cost which would be justified in constructing the scheme.
This approach seems·to me to get very near the answer that
a dis·oounting analysis would give ~
The one difficulty is the even
spreading of benefits over the whole period of amortisation.
The
shape of the production increase in time might be such that late
development would depress the present worth of total extra benefits c
The annual equivalent of this present worth might thus be lower than
£3~780.
The report does not state the estimated cost of the
engineering aspects of the sGheme~
Subsequent reports from the same office incorporate discounting
into the same approach .to scheme costs (25~ 26).
Increases in net farm
income and farm capital expenditure are allocated to the years in which
they take place~ and then constant net income is assumed for the
remainder of a period of 40 years.
These streams are discounted to
present values at 6 per cent, to give ~ present worth (V ~ C) of
the schemee
From this present worth~ i f positive~ the discounted
value of scheme maintenance expenditure for 40 years is deducted s to
give an estimate of the justified capital cost of the works proposed o
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The author emphasises that the reports are drawn up from the national
viewpoint and that it would be necess~ to consider taxation and the
need for incentive in the individual viewpoint.
At this point I want to digress for a moment to consider a
retrosPective evaluation from this same source (27, 28).
The author
was attempting to follow up a drainage scheme carried out in 1946/47,
eighteen years latero
Considerable difficulty was experienced in
finding 1946/47 levels of productivity.9 but once this was overcome,
estimates of increased farm income and expenditure could be derived
as a lump sum difference
Construction and maintenance costs were
known.
The author converts all prices to a 1 965 base and then by
appropriate assumptions determines the time pattern of investment and
income.
The key time problem, the pattern of income increase, is
assumed to be a simple linear cumulative series e
The present worth
of the improvement programme over 18 years is not quoted, nor is any
time preference rate, but the results are presented in internal rate
of returp form..
This turned out to be 12 per cent over the eighteen
year period.
Q

The Agricultural Economics Research Unit at Lincoln College
is undertaking a further study along these lines~
Fortunately a
pre=construction evaluation was made of the particular scheme concerned,
though I believe this is going to be of limited usefulnesso
The
pric.e problem is of concern, and the selection of the right price
indices could be difficult~
Further~ the assessment of the appropriate
levels of technical performance in the absence of the scheme poses the
usual problems 6
Mr Plunkett will be speaking to the seminar on these
problems a
I now come to farm investment studies using discounting
Again the pioneer work in this field is that of Professor
Ward
In his 1961 paper (41) he correctly observes that a productive
valuation budget provides the criterion for land use decisions.
Applied to farm intensification or development situations~ the status
guo budget now provides the starting point for every paper in the
bibliograpPyo
Once the development period is complete 9 a further
status ~S budget provides a terminal benefit for capitalisation or
other manipulationo
The principles of investment analysis were
taught by Ward at Lincoln for a number of years and are set out in (46)
Gow (0) and Holden (31) also set out the main essenti.als of the
technique~ and it is used and developed by McArthur (33) and then
Frengley" Tonkin and Johnson (35)0
In fact, the latter report~
published in 1966" is based on earlier work of Dr Ward! s.
teGhniques~
0

There is some confusion in the nomenclature of development.
Ward (46) heads 'Up a section 'marginal relatlonships o when he is in
fact referring to additional· cash flows due to development, He works
out the \ma..r"ginal 'return on capital as the percentage return on
additional capital.
This tends to be misleading.
The true marginal
return on capital through time can only be obtained from a properly
specified development hypothesis that includes optimisation procedures~
This work bas yet to be done ~
Q

0

Farm investment studies should be divided into the retrospective, usually based on analysis of farm accounts (29, 30, 31 J
32'f 34, 36), and the forward-looking, based on forward budget methods
(35. 37 s 38, 39, 40). The historical, or ~ post studies, involve
problems of price changes which cannot fully be [iccounted for.
It
is difficult to give meaning to a statement such as: "What is the
profitability of development at today's prices, if a historic programme of development were repeated over again?"
I now incline to
the view that these ~ post studies should be made in actual prices,
because all operational decisions were made with prices as they
stood at the time~
There may be some argument for correcting for
1950 wool prices} but then we eliminate the very source of capital
that enabled many farmers to take offe
The forward, or ~~, studies avoid the price problem
by assuming that current prices are the correct ones, or at least
some combination of past and present prices is correct.
The
parametisation of prices is essential in ex ante studies.
For a
recent survey in Taranaki I have had to c~pletely re-work the results
as prices have changed.
A rece.nt study of development in Southland
makes three different price assumptions based on present prices
continuing~ average price relationships of the past being repeated~
and a price squeeze situation developing (39)~
Most of the stUdies capitalise net income at the post
development stage; only Gow has explored sale prices of land as a
substitute for this procedure (30)0
There appears to be no equivalent of the salvage values of engineering economics in farm investment analysis~
The analysis of forward budgets by computer methods
is a more recent innovation in this field (37).
The studies of farm investment programmes have lead to
considerable research in the processes of development.
Some
surprising results which have appeared in the past can be better
understood by these methods o
For example, Taylor found that farm
development programmes that take different periods to reach the same
target income gave conflicting tests of profitability (38).
The fast
programme was not always the most profitable.
Mr McArthur and
Mr Jensen will be addressing the seminar on some of these problems,
A minor controversy has sprung up over the use of certain
criteria in farm investment analysis.
One school maintains that the
present worth of a development programme is suitable for between-farm
comparisons.
The opposing view is that between-farm comparisons must
be based on a Vic type of ratio.
An example of the use of one such
ratio is set out in a recent publication (34).
All farm investment studies include the individual point
It is common to include taxation in the analysis.
It is
of view~
not clear how to measure the incentive effect of a development pro~
Some authors recommend that farmers be shown the profile
gramme a
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of net additional returns and that the sacrifices and gains be stressed
(39)
It seems that present worth measures are not particularly useful
in addressing farm audiences..
More use of these techniques by farm
advisers may well give a guide to the future handling of these problems.
0

The principles of project evaluation for forestry have been
well set out by Professor Ward (41).
In general, the sequence of
costs and returns typical of forest establishment and utilisation can
be brought back to present worths at appropriate interest rates..
If
thi.s present worth is positive~ then it can be expressed on a per acre
basis, known as the land expectation valueo
Ward provides a good clear
example of the working to arrive at this value through budgeting (41).
The same result can be obtained by applying the Faustmann formula,
which specifies standing values, values of thinnings and so on in a
correct compounding equation..
The formula assumes that a forest
rotation is followed in perpetuitys and is equivalent to the analysis
of farm development with post-development income capitalised in
perpetuity~
It should be noted that the budgeted land expectation
value referred to by Ward is for a single rotation only and thus
slightly underestimates the land expectation value in perpetuity ..
The land expectation value type of analysis has been used
by Chisholm in a study of the relative profitability of forestry and
agriculture on the lower producing soil classes of the Manawatu=Rangitikei
sand country (42)0
He emphasises the difficulty of estimating physical
input output relationships which will be representative of the actual
production achieved over the next 50 years..
Secondlys there are the
errors arising from inaccuracies in predicting resource costs and
product prices 50 years ahead..
Thirdly, his results proved to be
extremely sensitive to the external interest rate assumed.
In the
light of the above data limitations~ the author considers that no
differences in land expectation values of less than £10 per acre should
be treated as significant"
The general trend of the results showed
that large scale forestry was significantly more profitable than sheepbeef farming~ that the profitability of large scale forestry and dair.y
farming was of the same order of magnitude and that dairy farming
combined with forestry was more profitable than either enterprise on
its own"
The final report in this series is a study of the development
of the Maraetai block by Ward and Parkes (43)..
The principles of
pro,ject evaluation are those already set out by Ward (41 9 46)
The
~oncept of the demand price and the supply price is utilised,
but does
not9 in my opinions add to the clarity of the presentation e
Features
of the analysis are the treatment of "social" costs (roading and housing)
inherent in the settlement patterns but in the case of roads~benef'iting
others beside the settlers~ the introduction of pessimistic s moderate
and optimistic price assumptions; the projection of large scale farming
on a permanent basis, and the comparison of forestry with agricultural
land use..
The level of detail in the analysis is most impressive and
pres8nted very coherently.
The final results of-the analysis show
0

43.
little difference in the relative profitability of forestry and
agriculture e
Table 12~2 (43~ po136) is illustrative of thise
Excluding
social costs
AgrG·
For.

Including
social costs
Agr.
For.

3049
706

4593
652

1007

2952

233

419

Land expectation value (£)

28

26

9

17

Internal rate of return (%)

7

Future net worth (£000)
Present net worth (£000)

6i

5t

6

Finally in this survey of project evaluation in New
Zealand» I return to the subject of subsidies.
I have already
remarked on the need for a clearer statement on the granting of
subsidies for water supply schemes s
Parkes has drawn attention
to the proper criteria in these cases (48)
He points out that
national viewpoint analyses of water supply schemes merely justify
going ahead with a scheme~
The justification for the subsidy
payment should be based on the divergence between national net
benefit and private net benefit.
A subsidy should be used to
raise the private net benefit to a level that is worthwhile to
the individual.
It is not justified i f the net private benefit
is already adequate~ unless further incentives arp, needed~
&

In an early reference in this paper)) Woods draws attention
to the subsidy element in water charges for irrigation schemes (22).
"The question at issue is whether the water rate should be set
after taking into account what farmers could or should be expected
to be able to payor whether the charge should be in direct relation
to the cost of the scheme~ the proposal being accepted or rejected
by the property owners on that basis o
Needless to say~ in a
world .that has be.come more urpane and more systematised~ no consideration is now given to what farmers should be able to pay for their
waters
By act of Parliament~ the rate struck is required to cover
annual capital charges on one quarter of the total cost of the scheme 9
in addition to all running and maintenance costsl! (22~ p"3),,
This
paragraph strikes me as truly amazing~ and suggests that pressure
groups are urbane and systematised G
Certain land retirement schemes in this country are also
eligible for subsidies..
I understand these also qualify on the
basis of national benefits.
Mr Frengley of the Farm Management
Department at Lincoln College is investigating the basis of retirement
subsidies and the seminar may be hearing from him on this subject.
In all the cases outlined above there is clearly a need to scrutinise
the legislation itselfs as well as applying the rules in different
types of case study.

This concludes my review.
The papers and reports referred
to in the text are attached in the accompanying bibliography. We
have made progress in New Zealand in all five types of project
discussed.
The application of the techniques described is remarkably
uniform and discrepancies are mostly concerned with the treatment of
data.
It is apparent that a number of practitioners are working
in isolation and that a national seminar would help to standardise
procedures and uses· of data.
I suggest that the framework provided
by project evaluation analysis does help to set problems in their
proper perspective and. one of its contributions is that it forces us
to ask the right questions.
It is not clear, however, how useful
project evaluation can be to policy makers.
More information is
needed on this point.
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TERMINOLOGY FOR PR0JECT EVALUATION
IN NEW ZEALAND

R,C, Jensen*
Lincoln College

Introduction
Project evaluation has assumed a position of increasing
importance in recent years.
As ~ technique of applied ec6nomics ,
it has been accepted by engiaeers, town planners l soil conservators l
farm management specialists, ''9perations research workers and
accountants as well as economists working in several different
fields.
As an operational technique, project evaluation yas
'been enhanced by contributions from several professions and has
developed from a mere discounting exercise to one of the established
and accepted professional tools of trade.
Large scale projects involving funds from the public
sector, or international lending institutions, are quite commonly
submitted to economic evaluation.
In an increasing number of
countries a favourable report from economists is required before
a project is accepted.
At the farm development 1 level, both the
economist and the farm management specialist have found the
techniques of project evaluation increasingly useful in assessing
th~ economic desirability of development.
The term "project" should be interpreted in its widest
sense, referring in large scale projects to perhaps a reservoir
or series of reservoirs and power-generating stations l or at
the farm level to the process of farm development, use of
machinery, etc'l or to any course of action between these extremes.
The terms "project evaluation" and "investment evaluation" are
therefore usually accepted as synonymous.
They suggest the use
of discounting procedures to account for the passage of timeo
This symposium will be restricted to these procedures and will
not consider other techniques.
The discipline of economics has the disadvantage that
many of the terms used.dd not have a unique definition.
Many
of the terms in common use have a variety of meanings;
this

*

1

I am indebted to Mr R,W.M, Johnson, Mr W,F, Musgrave,
Mr B,J, Ross, Mr H,J, Plunkett & Mr A.T.G, McArthur for their
helpful comments and suggestions during the prepartion of
this papero
The term "development" is ambiguous.
It is used both in a
"land development" context, referring to the subdivision of
larger holdings for closer settlement, and in a "farm development" context referring to the intensification of operations
within the farm,
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lack of precision and uniformity in the use of common terms has
been responsible for some confusion and misunderstanding of
economic studies, and their interpretation.
Earlier contributions to the field of the evaluation
of large-scale projects have suggested terminology and procedures
for project evaluation (4 1 8)0
Recommendations for nation-wide
adoption were incorporated in the two editions of the "green
book" (12) of 1950 and 1958. which dealt with river basin
planning in the United Stateso
More recently the President's
Water Resources Council (PWRC) has prepared (10) a statement
of definitions. standards, procedures for guidance in the
large-scale project evaluation.
To my knowledge no parallel
statement exists for evaluation of investment in farm developmento
Slight changes have occurred from time to time in the
terms used in project evaluation o
This paper draws on the
most recent publications 9 and suggests an appropriate terminology
to use in New Zealand project evaluation.
Every advantage is
to be gained by accepting existing terminology. wi~h modifications
which'm~y suit the special aspects of the New Zealand sceneo
This
paper is not intended as a dictionary of terms in use;
these
often vary with the individual 9 which makes comparative study
difficul to
Viewpoint of a

Proje~t

The beriefits and costs accruing from the establishment
of a project will not be distributed equally among the individuals
of ' an area, nor will they affect the various sectors, regions
and industries in the same way.
It is quite conceivable for
example, that a project which is highly desirable when the
interests of the nation are considered. will adversely affect
individuals or groups in the area in which it is establishedo
It is necessary therefore to decide which interests are being
considered in any project evaluation, and to specify these
interests by stating the viewpoint from which the project is
evaluated.
For any project there may be several viewpoints:Comprehensive Public (or National) viewpoint ~ defined
by P,WoRoCo as effects on "all persons and groups within
the zone of influence of a project"o
The effects of project
establishment should be traced as far as possible throughout
the economy, and will include benefits and costs accruing to
the nation as a wholeo
These are usually evaluated through
effects on nationalincome v on the somewhat dubious assumption
that national income can be identified as national welfare.
Marglin 2 suggests national efficiency as a more acceptable
goal.
In the case of projects which involve overseas sales
and purchases the national viewpoint should include consideration
of the net requirement of the project for overseas exchangeo
(a)

2

Ch. 2 in ,(6)0
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(b)

Political-Administrative viewpoint - the ultimate effect
on the political administration of the establishment of
a project.
It is difficult to assess the role of political
factors in the justification of }Jrojectsj
it is probrtbly
justifiable to assume that some projects receive higher priority
if political ends are achieved.
Trade and tartff policy the
level of government expenditure! government borrowing policy,
the level of employment 9 and probably national prestige, all
with political significance, may be affected.
(c)

Regional or Local viewpoints - the effects on surrounding
entities such as specific regions, local populations,
and local governments.
The establishment of a project within
a region could increase the local population, and the income
earned, but add heavy burdens on local governments in road
construction etc.
Some effects which are benefits from one
viewpoint will be costs from another e.g. the provision of
a rail service to an area would be a benefit from the local
viewpoint, but involves a cost fr6m the national viewpoint.
Industry viewpoint - t~e effect on an industry,
through hoth pricing and nroduction, of the establishment
of a project desig11ed to improve efficiency,
Some seotions of
the industry may not be able to receive the benefits of the
project, possibly through remoteness, and may have to be relocated.
(d)

(e)

Individual viewpoint - the effect of a project on an
individual business, its operation and profits.
Farm
development studies are often confined to this viewpoint, and
do not consider project effects outside the farm boundary.
The specification of the viewpoint from which a project
is to be studied should be accompanied by a statement detailing
the primary aim of the evaluation; e.g. it is important to
distinguish whether the object of the evaluation is

or

(a)

to provide information for an accept-reject decision
on a given project! which is assumed not to be
competing with other projects for investment capital,

(b)

to give the project a comparative rating with other
projects which are competing for investment capital.

Capital and Investment
It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss the
semantic differenc es of the meaning of "capital " and "investment"
to the various professions.
Comment will be restricted to
the meaning of the terms as understood by ecotiomists; the
accountant, investor or banker should have little difficulty
in reconciling the use of these terms with their professional
jargon. The terms do not refer specifically to sums of money! or
to the use of money in purchasing shares etco 9 but to "real"
assets such as the raw materials of production, machinery)
buildings and so on,
In the agricultural sector these
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would normally be taken to include land, livestock, farm machinery,
irrigation equipment, improved soil fertility, pastures, fencing,.
drainage, and other assets of a permanent or lastihg nature wh~chl
provided they are maintained satisfactorily, may be used to increase
production and income.
Capital refers to the stbckof these assets, or inputs
which have been previously produced by the farm, or by another
producer.
It will be recognised that capital, in the economic
sense, will normally include the Fixed As~ets an~ most.of the
non-negotiable Current Assets of the normal balance sheet.
For
convenience, capital and investment are usually expressed in
money terms.
Investment is the process of acqu~r~ng~ or of producting
capital, the process of committing resources in the accretion
of capital.
It includes the sacrifice of an immediate and
certain return from cash or capital, hoping to receive benefits
in the future.
Gross Investment or the total commitment of resources
could be: (3,7)
(a)

Reinvestment ~ the purchase of equipment as
replacement due to wear and tear, or obsole~ence;

(b)

Expansion outlay - to increase the output of an
enterprise.

(c)

Modernization outlays - designed largely to reduce
costs (may coincide with (a».

(d)

Strategic investment - where the return of the
investment might be il.ildirect e.g. "defensive"
investment to protect against adverse oonditions
or risks, and "offensive" investments to improve
the relative technical or economic conditions of
the investor.

Net Investment or merely investment represents the
difference between the capital stock in two successive time
periods, e.g.
It = Kt - Kt _ 1
(when I refers to

IJlve:stment_,·.§I.n~;l<:) r-¢fer6>..l

tp:. capital)

It is i~~6rtant at this stage to distinquish between
an investment decision and a financing decision.
Traditionally
the investmeht decision indicates what specific assets should
be acquired, and the volume of funds to be committed;
the
financing decision indicates the source. of the funds.

The distinctive feature of capital as an input in any
production process is that its contribution to production is
usually made over more than one year, e.g. irrigation equipment
is normally expected to be in use for several years.
Time is
therefore an essential element of the use of capital.
The
measurement of the amount of capital employed in any productive
process may not be shown satisfactorily by a single figure
representing money value, but should also include an estimate
of the time period involved, e.g. the use of a $2000 2-man
machine for 10 years.
There are two ways in which the use
of capital can be increased - capital widening, an increasa in
the total stock of capital without change in capital intensity,
e.g. the use of two $2000 2-man machines and capital deepening,
an increase in the total stock of capital to allow more intensive
use of capital relative to labour for a given volume of output
e.g. the use of a one-man machine.
Investments have also been classified (5) according
to the relationship between the time a project is initiated
and the time its product is available for consumption.
Three
cases are usually considered;
(a)

Point-Input, Point-Output - Inveotment outlay
is concentrated in a single period of time and
the product is available for consumption within
a single time period.

(b)

Continuous-Input, Point-Output - Investment outlay
is spre3d over a period of years! while the
product becomes available for cionGumption within
a single time ·period.

(c)

Point-Input, Continuous-Output - Investment
outlay is concentrated within a single period
of time, but the return from the investment
becomes available over a period of years.
Most investments in the agricultural sector
fall into this category.

A fourth category could well be considered for the
special case of investment in farm development - the ContinuousInput, Continuous-Output, case.
In this case capital investment
is applied in several distinct forms, e.g. pasture improvement,
livestock machinery and so on.
While many inputs in farm
development may clearly be applied in a single time period,
others such as livestock and pastures may be regarded as selfgenerating and capable of improvement to a higher productive
capcaity with the passage of time.
Further, management and
biological factors could well dictate an ordered sequence of
investment over several time periods.

Investment studies in the agricultural sector which
allow for the continuou~ application of inputs involve particularly
difficult problems because of the inarequacy of technical information
concerning production response, and the most desirable combination
and sequence of inputs
In the absence of this information the
skill of the individual undertaking the study, and the standard of
technical knowledge, will determine the ultimate value of the
conclusionso
.
0

Frequently sub-optimal investment decisions are taken
because the borrower is unable or unwilling to invest on a scale
which will earn the optimum returno
This situation is termed
capital ritioning and has been shown to ~ccur in two ways:
Ca)

internal capital rationing - anti11willi,ng.nessl ;i.:nV:est
aristng from within the firm (farm)o
This could
be due to the desire to maintain a high liquidity
position, a reluctance to borrow, or a psychological
discount of returns due to risk and uncertaintyo
Technically these mean that.the individual's
discount rate is higher than that of the communityo

(b)

external capital rationing - financial institutions
may be unable or unwilling to provide funds to the
investor'o

In the first case the restraint on investment derives
from within the firm;
in the second case a restraint is imposed
on the firm from external sources.
The result in either case
is similar - funds may not be invested to obtain a return
approaching the optimumo
Large-Scale Projects
Benefits 3 are defined as the increases or gains in the value
of goods and services which result from conditions with the
project, as compared to conditions without the projecto
Benefits should be measured net of associated or induced costs,
and include both tangible and intangible benefits.
They may
be classed as primary or secondary
0

Tangible Benefits - those which can be expressed in
money terms, preferably based on actual or simulated market
prices for the products or services of the projecto
If
these measures are not available, the cost of the most likely
alternative means to provide the equivalent products or
services may be used as a measure of the minimum value of
such benefits to the userso

3

The sections on definition of Benefits and Costs are taken
largely from (10)0

Intangible Benefits - those which are not fully
measurable in money terms, or may not be satisfactorily
expressed in money terms, in formal analysis.
The significance
of intangible benefits should be based on "informed judgement".
Primary (or Direct) Benefits - the value of goods and
services directly resulting from the project less associated
costs incurred in realisation of the benefits and any induced
costs not included in project costs.
Primary Benefits included
in the study of water resources projects could derive from:(a)

Nater supply for:
(i)
domestic use
(ii)
municipal use
and (iii) industrial use,
the improvement in quantity, dependability, and
convenience of use.

(b)

Irrig~tion - increase in the net income of
agricultural production attributable to irrigation
only;

(c)

water quality - the contribution to public health,
safety, economy and efficiency in use which are
attributable to changes in water quality;

(d)

navigation;

(e)

electric power;

en

flood controf and prevention;

(g)

land stabilization;

(h)

drainage

(i)

recreational uses;

(j)

fish and wildlife;

(k)

other benefits - such as area re-development,
national defence etc.

j

Secondary ( or Indirect) Benefits - the increase in the
value of goods and s8rvices which indirectly result from the
project under the conditions expected to occur with the project
as compared to those without the project.
Secondary benefits
are measured net of any economic non-project costs which have
to be incurred to realise them.
The term would normally be
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applied to the increa8ed net incomes of the various businesses
from f~rming, wholesalers, retailers, processing, and service
industries which stem from a project~4
Care should be taken"
to eliminate the purely transfer items, and include only the
value of the increment in output from an investment.(11)
Costs
Project Economic Costs (or Direct Costs) - includes
the value of goods and services used in constructing, operating
and maintaining the project.
This category of costs includes
interest during construction, all other identifiable expenses,
losses, liabilities and indirect adverse effects connected with
the project whether or not compensation is involved, whether
tangible or intangible.
Project economic costs are the sum of:(a)

installation costs - the value of goods and
services necessary for establishment of the
project - such as investigation,.design and planning,
purchase of land, rights, relocation of facilities,
and project construction;
(b)

operation, maintenance and replacement costs the value of goods and services needed to
operate an established proje6t and to maintaip the
proJect in a sound operating condition during its
economic life;
(c)

induced costs - all uncompensated adverse effects
caused by construction and operation of a project,
whether tangible or intangible.
This category may
include the increased cost of government services
and net uncompensated adverse effects on the economy
such as increased transportation or telephone serivce$o
(Indirect costs may be added to project economic
costs or deducted from primary benefits).
Project economic costs associated with an irrigation
project would indicate the cost of supplying irrigation water
at the farm gate.
Associated Costs (or Indirect Costs) - the value of
goods and services over and above those included in project
costs needed to make the immediate products or services of
the project available for use or sale.
In the example of
an irrigation project, this would include costs to the farmer
of taking water from the farm gate to the point of application,
i.e. "on farm" costs.
Associated costs are deducted in the
calculation of primary benefits.

4

See ( 8) Ch. 9.
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Taxes Allowances in lieu of taxes or taxes foregone
should not normally be included in project economic costs.
These are a re-allocation of funds within the community and
not a cost incurred for the creation of value.
SPILLOVER EFFECTS are defined 5 as the uncompensated effects
on the costs and receipts of a firm or group of firms caused
by any particular change in economic activity.
The term
embraces all types of external effects from a project, whether
they are economies or diseconomies.
Spillovers may be:(a)

Technological - affecting the technical
efficiency of other producers - e.g. the
addition of a project using water upstream
could enhance the output of power plants
and irrigation schemes downstream.
Air and
water pollution may have a social cost which
should be considered as a spillover effect.

(b)

pecuniary spillovers, associated with shifts
in prices.
e.g. the establishment of a project
could:-

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

increase demand for some factors of
production and increase its prices to
all purchasers6f the'facto~~
decrease the price of substitute products,
increase the price of complementary
products,
decreaae the price of the output of
the projecL

Pecuniary spillovers are usually not considered in
large scale project evaluation since the gain to one firm or
group of firms would be offset by losses to other firms;
if
the project is desir3ble the re-adjustment in prices and
outputs may be desirable.
In some cases, e.g. large
indivisibilities in investment, it may be wise to consider
these effects.
"Multiplier" effects although seldom considered in
project evaluation could contribute significant spillovers.
Consideration of multiplier effects would be desirable if
the evaluation confror:ting the decision maker is either. the'
establishment of a particular' project, with no alternatives, or
if al ternativeRexi'st," the comparison ofprojee-ts :whose
mUltiplier effeotsare_- expected to be dissimilar'.
,In faot the"
same rEimairks oould applyto-o'bher spillover.;, and, secondary
benef-it:s. '

5

Spillover effects are discussed in

(8)

Ch.

8.

5~,

The fine line of distinction between secondary benefits
and spillover effects as externalities is drawn by some authorities
only.
McKean (8) suggests that secondary benefits are those
accruing to businesses locally associated with a project, and
that spillover effects are those which accrue beyond this "first
line" of association.
This can be interpreted to mean either
outside the area in which the project is established, or beyond
the immediate impact of secondary benefitc, such as increased
incomes of businesses associated with the project.
TheP.W.R.C.
makes no such distinction and implies their inclusion in secondlry
benefits, through the suggestion that a project be considered
from a comprehensive public viewpoint.
I feel that there is
some advantage to be gained by distinguishing between spillovers
and secondary benefits on: a', basis" suggested by Musgray.e ' - spille>vers
shoUld be aoknowledgedwhen!:8. stud,y:assUmes. the nationaliPoint .of v;iew, and
that~ .the 'Uermi ,'Ieecilndary benefits!' should be restricted to use in studies
where a local or regional viewpoint is adopted •
. An interesting argument on the necessity of including
secondary benefits in project evaluation is presented in
Prest & Turvey (11).
Their argument proceeds as followso
Take an example of an irrigation project, resulting in increased
g~ain production which is used in making bread.
Primary
benefits are measured as the value of increase in grain output
less the associated increase in farmers' costs.
If the market
mechanism is working perfectly, secondary benefits are important
only to the extent that the market price of the additional
output of the project (wheat) fails to reflect the communities
true valuation of the additional output.
If this "market
price" and the community's true valuation (however it is measured)
of the additional wheat production are equal, there is no
necessity to consider secondary benefits.
Certainly I am in
no position to postulate whether or not this condition holds
for New Zealand agricultural products.
Overseas Exchange Benefits and Costs
Ward (13) has suggested that the net requirement or
contribution of a project for overseas exchange is appropriate
to evaluation of large projects in the New Zealand economy,
and that an index of the premium on overseas exchange should be
applied as a measu~e of the net benefits or costs fiom this
source.
This index would represent the degree of over-valuation
of New Zealand currency.
Ward has further suggested that these
benefits could be both primary and secondary and that it should
be possible to calculate foreign currency spent on operating
and capital costs.
These costs will have been included
directly in project economic costs and associated costs and
their inclusion in overseas exchange benefits and costs is
specifically to measure the social value of the net overseas
exchange flow to the nation.
They could also be both tangible
and intangible.

Farm Development

Studie~

Studies of the profitability of farm development
(meaning intensification) have contributed substantially in
recent years to our knowledge of the agricultural sector.
These studies have shown the "return" which can be expected
from investment in different types of farming situations,
and enable conclusions to be drawn which should be helpful
to the farmer, the banker, and to the policy maker who should
be concerned with the problem of resource allocation.
Farm development studies including as they do,
consideration of investment and returns over a period of
years, can 'de~~~tely be ev~luated using discounting
techniques.
Farm development ShDUld be regarded as a
mini-project.
The ind~vidual farmer is not normally
concerned with the ramification~ of his development programme
on conditions outside his farm boundary.
He must accept
input and product prices imposed by economic conditions,
and restricts his interest to benefits accruing to the farm
firm.
Investment in farm development by a farm operator
parallels investment b,y individuals in a comMercial enterprise
in other sectors of the economy.
In their simplest, and
probably most effective fo~m,. these evaluation studies depend
on the calculation of expected c~sh flows, and express the
results of the study in some monetary terms.
Seldom (if
ever) is any attempt male to measure the intangible returns
to the farmer by way of increased satisfaction, leisure and
so on, because of the obvious difficulty of cardinal expression
of these benefits.
Similarly, spillover effects outside the
farm are, by definition, ignored.
Farm development studies are often undertaken in the
context of a research programme.
In this case, the objective
is usually the measurement of the economic desirability of a
project, rather than the cash flows and accompanying capital
profits.
The main dist~nction between the two approaches
lies in the treatment of depreciation.
The former approach
is of more interest to the economist and would include
depreciation as a cost (the consumption of capital or the
allocation of capital cost over the useful life of an asset)
and the latter of more interest to the farmer might disregard
depreciation because of its non-cash nature.
A further
distinction is the treatment of taxation which would be
excluded from the "economic" study but included in the "farmer"
study.
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Measures of Value
Terms indicating the measures of, value in project
evaluation are often used interchangeahly, and do not appear
to have established, precise ~eanings.
The desirability of
uniformity ot expression in any field i~ usually accepted;
in a field such as project evaluation with a riumber of workers
evaluating a variety of projects for different purposes then
nee& for uniformity is obvious.
Notation:

A

su~gested notation~-

=

series of prospective !'costs" in years
11 2
"
on, (measured at the end of
"
each year)
constant annuity with same present value
as c"
c ' .•...•.. c n ;
2
series of prospective !1benefits" in
years 1, 2, •..•• n; (measured at the
end of each year)
constant annuity with same present value
as b ,b ,oooooob ;
1 2
n
scrap value;
appropriate rate of discount;
internal rate of return;
terminal year of project life;
present value of "benefits"
0

c

b,t b 2, •. o.,.oob
n

=
=

b

=

s
i
r
n
V

=
=
=

=

=
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+

C

=
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+
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=

n
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n

=
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Modified from (11)

-
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Both the b. and the c. are in money terms, and could
J
J
include non-cash allowances converted to these terms.
Internal Rate of Return

n..c"
L
•. J

j=1

or

v-

(b. -c

(1+U j

=

C

Both

.)

_JoI.J_~J_

=

=

discount rate at which

0,

0, and solving for r.

~.

and c. are often calculated as additional
J
J
"benefits" or "costs" as compared to a pre-investment stable
situation.
Four distinct approaches, each deserving
distinctive terms can be outline~:
(a)

Individual Viewpoint - Cash Flow Studies
In these studies, such as farm development
evaluation, where cash flows only are considered,
and the net cash flows are r~quired, the following
terminology is suggested:

c.

=
=

payments or expected payments,

V

=

present value of receipts,

C

=

present value of payments

V-C

=

net present value (or private net present
value) of project.

b.
J

J

receipts or expected receipts,

This case is similar in effect to the disc8unted
cash flow (D.CoF.) method commonly used by account3nts
It has an obvious use in capital budgeting decisions,
the calculation of capital profits, and the cash
8utcomes of investments, and in financing decisions.
(b)

Individual Viewpoint - Including Depreciation or
Renewal Funds, and other Non-cash Allowances.
In these studies, the economic (as distinct
from cash) return is usually required.
The
following is suggested:
b.

=

income or expec ted income

c.

=

expenditure or expected expenditure

V

=

present value of income

C

=

prejent value of expenditure

V-C

=

(private) ne t present value, or (private)
pre'-5ent worth of project.

J
J

Approaches (a) and (b) would give substantially the
same result;
(a) provides information for a financial decision,
(b) provides economic information for the economist and farm
management specialist.
In approaches (a) and (b), b. would normally represent
.1

The co are 'often calculated to include variable and

gross income.

Jj

fixed expenses associated with the investment.

b.-c. would
J
J
then represent a cash surplus or deficit in the form of a net
cash flow, or net income.
If taxation is included in the c.,
J

the b.-c. will represent net income after tax or disposable
J
J
4
lncome.
(c)

Larg~

Scale Projects - Cash Flow Studies

These studies are based on expected cash flows
only, from a regional, industry or national viewpoint,
and would include usually only primary benefits with
project and associated costs.
The following are
recommended;?
b,
J

=

returns or expected returns 9

Co

=

costs or expected costs 1

=

present value of returns 9

=

present value of costs 9

-

(social) present worth or ( social) present
value of projecL

J
V

C
V-C

(d)

Large Scale Project - Including Non-Cash Allowances
Both primary and secondary benefits are included,
perhaps with some values imputed or simulated, and with
allowances for other factors such as net requirement
of overseas exchange.
Recommended~-

b.
J

=

benefits or expected benefits,

Co

=

costs or expected costs,

V

--

present value of bene fi ts

C

=

present value of costs,

=

(social) present worth or project.

J

V-C

7

I

The term "benefits" as defined by the P,'Jv'.R.C.
and
other sources implies a wider meaning than cash returns which
flow directly as a result of an inve'stment.
The term "benefitcost" analysis is often loosely applied and frequently used
synonymously wi th "projec t eva',ua tion".
I would suc;gest further
th8.n "benefit-cost" analysis be restricted to project evaluation
when a substantial number of non-cash allowances are included
in the analysis, and then only for large scale nroiects.
The
term "investment analys'isi" ,is probably moredes:lraible: f.or :c;ssh-flow'

studies.
In summary:Project Efaluation
\

Cost/Benefit
Analysis
(Both Cash & Non
Cash Dimensions)

I

Investment
AIl/Uy-sis, )

(Cash Dimension
only)

The enumeration of calculated V-C and vic values
in some publications has not been clear.
I would suggest that
the values be specifically stated in terms of the items included
in the calculation e.g.
including primary benefits only,
including secondary benefits when
calculated,
tingible
including all primary, secondary,
Total
V-C and vic
spillover and exchqnge benefits,
accompanied by a statement of opinion on the likely magnitude
and effect of intangible benefits and spiliover effects.
'

Primary
V-C and ViC
Secondary V-C and vic

Time Consideration
Period of analysis is taken as the time over which
the project will serve a useful purpose, and the shorter of
either the physical life or the economic life of the project.
The upper limit would normally be 100 years.
Errors of
calculation of the period of analysis become less significant
as the time period lengthens.
The Discount Rate
Space does not allow a full discussion on the meanings
of the terms "interest rate" and "discount rate".
Masse (7)
suggests that the two functions of the inte 'est rate which can
be interpreted as the price of money, should be separated.
These functions a~e firstly establishing the terms of exchange
betw0en borrower and lender, ultimately determining the amount
of saving and therefore the sup(\ly of funds on the money market,

~nd

secondly as an element in economic calculation for the purpose
of selecting among competing demands for money - by comp~ring
present and future economic values.
Masse summarises - "a
borrower and lender agree on an int~rest rate, while a decisionmaker uses a discount rate".
However, the literature on both the theory and practice
of discounting techniques has interpreted the discount rate in
different ways:(a)

as an opportunity 90st, i.e. rate of interest which
invested funds could earn in alternative uses.
For
example, a farmer contemplating investment in additional
land and employing discounting techniques to evaluate
this as a course of action would be well advised to use
as a discount rate the opportunity cost of capital.
This could be the rate of return expected from investment
in increasing the productivity of his existing. farm.

(b)

as a rate of time preference, referring to the rate of
discount which relates the vatue of a dollar now to
some date in the future.
An individual's rate of
time preference would be high if he has a strong
preference for money now rather than at a later date,
or low if his intention is to maximise income at a
later time period.
The individual's rate of time
preference will often differ from the social rate of
time preference, which is the rate at which society
is considered to relate present and future values of
money.

(c)

as a cost of capital, i.e. the rate of interest
actually paid on borrowed money.
Clearly this cost
could be substantially different (probably higher) to
the individual investing in farm development than to
the government or semi-government institutions
investing in large-scale projects.
The cost of
capital to the individual investor has been adequately
described in (1,2,9).
A weighted average of the cost
of each type of capital is usually recommended.
An
example showing a common method of calculation of
the cost of capital is given in Appendix 1.

For large-scale projects, Ward (13) suggests that
we could consider using the rate of interest on development
loans for domestic capital and that on overseas loans for
foreign capital.
To be more precise we should say the
effective rate of interest on current development or overseas
loans.
The P.W.R.C. (10) recommend that the discount rate
be "the average rate of interest payable by the (U.S.) Treasury
on intere3t-bearing marketable securities (of the United States)
outstanding at the end of the fiscal year preceding such
computation, which upon original issue, had terms to maturity

of 15 years or more.
Where the average rate so calculated is not
a multiple of one-eighth of one percent, the rate of interest
shall be the multiple of one-eighth of one percent next lower
than such average rate".
If these guidelines were to be adopted
for project evaluation work in New Zealand, a discount rate of
5.375 per cent would be employed in 1967-68 financial year.
The calculation of this figure is shown in Appendix II.
It
might be desirable however, because of the rather frequent
changes of interest rates to use the next lowest one half
of one per cent for discounting purposes.
The fact is that while the problem of discount rate
selection is real, some rate has to be selected and this will
he a value judgement.
Prest & Turvey (11) suggest in this
Y'e.':;ne~t "thr3.t whatever one dnes, one is trying to unscramble an
omelette, and,! ! mOl--one has yet invented a uniquely superior
way of doing this"o
Price Levels
Forward estimates of the prices of inputs into the
project and of the prices of goods and services arising from
the project are necessary.
In the absence of any other
acceptable approach, prices of output are normally assumed
to be constant.
Some recent studies of farm development
have incorporated the inevitable phenomenon of rising input
prices.
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APPENDIX

I

One Method of Calculating ,the Cost of Ca,pital
simplest

The following example shows what is probably the
and probably as valid as any other measure:-

~eth6d,

Capital required
Source

$10,000
Retained Profits $4500
Bank overdraft
$3500 @ 6%
Relatives
$2000 @ 4%

Assuming opportunity cost of retained profits = 6.5%
(This can be calculated from the share market for large
public companies).
Calculation:Proportion

Source
Retained Profits
Bank Overdraft
Loan

Cost

(by
6.5%
6%
4%

(a)

.45
.35
.20
1.00

Appropriate discount rate

2.925
2.10
0.8
5.825

Q

5.825%

67.
APPl!;NDIX
D~RIVATION

II

OF DISCOUNT RAT~ USING PWRC RECOMMENDATIONS
(for use during 1967-8 Fiscal Year)

Govt. Security Yields:
Long Term (over 10 years))

1966

%
July
August
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

5.38
5.38
5.38
5.37
5.35
5.36

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
April
May
June
July

5.36
5.43
2. 49 - end of 1966/67 fiscal year
5.50
5.51
5.52
5.53"

(Monthly averages of yields
on outstanding loans as at
Thursday of each week)

1967

a

Discount Rate would be multiple of
of one per cent next
lower than 5.49%, i.e. would be 5.375%.
Reference:
Reserve Bank of NeZ. Bulletin, August 1967.
Table:
"Share Prices & Interest Rates:"
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MEASUREMENT OF BENEFITS AND COSTS
IN FARM DEVELOPMENT STUDIES

Neil Go Gow
Lecturer in Farm Management
Lincoln College
°The eTaluation of benefits and ©osts in each field offers
its own set of ditficultie~o1 It is the object of this paper to
attempt to crystallize the major eyaluation d1tfioulties
associated with benefits and ©oete in the field of tarm
inyestaent o
It must be noted that most of the work carried out
at Lincoln in relation to farm iDYestment hae been concerned
with measuring the profitability of farm in~estment rather than
with the ranking of farm investment planso
Certainly it is not
the object of this paper to ente~ into the argument about the
selection of the correct criteria for profit aaximizationo
This topic will be discussed at l~ngth during later seasione
of the seminarc
Furthermore it must alao be stated that many
of the probl.as discussed are equally applicable to either ex
post (historical) or ex ante (future) studieso
1,0

_........:::::: .. 'INVESTMENT

The most general definition that ~an be suggested for the
act of investing is that it ~onatitutes the sacrifice of an
immediate and certain satisfaction in exchange for a future
expectation whose se~tllri ty -H.es in the ~api tal inl'ested
The
term expectation is used because it shows clearly the two~fold
aspect of the decision to investo
Firstly it inwolwes the
question of time since the expectation lies in the future 9 and
secondly it involves a gamble since expectation and possession
are not synonymou8o
Hence we see as factors in the decision
to investg a subject. who does the investingg an object~ which
is the capital invested g the coat of time o and the value of an
expectationo The body of lit'Qlrature ©onc~rned wi th investment
analysis is voluminous and to a major degree is primarily
concerned with portfolio and industrial investmentc
As a
result of this the process of investment has normally been broken
down into three main ©lassesg
0

a)

POINT INPUT=POINT OUTPUT
Where ~apital is invested at one Bpeit~ifi© point o·f time and
the returns a©crue to it at slOme other spe©ific point of
t1mee eogo wine allowed to age and mellow in a cellaro

=

10

Where capital is invested over successive periods of time and
the return is concentrated in one period of time, e.g. the
subdivision of urban land~ or a forest taken to maturity.

Where a single injection of capital gives off a continuing
stream of benefits, eag. the purchase of a tractor.
As will be immediately obylous most farm development falls
into a fourth class 9 that of continuous output.
This is the
first reason why the evaluation of benefits and costs of invest=
ment in farm development raises its own set of difficultieso
This problem is further exacerbated by the fact that many farm
development projects involve investment in a farm unit which
is already economically viabl&~ or at least an operating
economic entity in its own righto
Thus we are faced with the
problem of deciding upon some base or status quo situation
existlng without the planned investment taking place~ and
measuring the results of the investment against the base.
This' wi th and wi thb1i1.V, 'pi"'incipih '113 mafintlli'd ,by Et.:ksUdn a.s
~no more than a restatement of the fundamental analytical
idea that any action be evaluated in terms of the differ~nce
it makes,
tha~ ~s, in terms of the effects which it specifically
;).
causes~o
In EcksteinCs view the Qwith and without cr principle
is Buperior to the 'before and after' principle because it
prevents effects being attributed to a project that are not
caused by ito
In most of the Lincoln work the iwithout'
situation has been arr1ved at by adjustment to the ibeforeo
situatlon.
In ex post stud~es windfall gains oaused by output
price fluctuations not baCked by productivity increases can in
certain situatlons have a very significant effect on the
apparent profitability of farm development (see Gow ppc
of
these Proceedings) 0
,

Lawson 3 has taken this a stage further by allowing a current
farm management plan which involves some degree of development to
work itself out~ and thus he superimposes a new development plan
on a mov1ng baBe~
To me this is a good example of the correct
application of the 'with and without' principle where the 'without'
situat10n cannot be easily formalized.
2,0

=CAPITAL VERSUS MAINTENANCE

The preceeding discussion of the Qwith and without' principle
leads quite naturally on to the question of distinguishing capital
from maintenance expenditures.
Because of the continuous nature
of farm development i.n'IYestment and the complex nature of the
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physical input relationships involved 9 both known and suspected t
the clear division between capital and maintenance expenditures
possible in industry cannot be postulated for agricultureo
Attempts have been made at Lincoln to produce this division but
the consensus of opinion is that such an analysis is usually
spurious a
The agricultural production process is characterised
by complementary relationships between inputs, and further
complicated by lagged effects associated with certain key
iriputs (eog. fertilizer).
Thus any division of capital and
maintenance expenditures on a detailed basis tends to be
based on a convention rather than on the basis of productivityo
Because of this the present method of using a total status quo
situation (with its fixed relationships between inputs and out~
puts) as a bench mark, and inputing the variations from this,
as the benefits and costs associated with development~ appears
to be as accurate as one can be from the standpoint of economic
theoryo
On the basis of Euler's theorem even this assumption
has certain quite severe logical deficiencieso
DURABLE GOODS OR INDIVISIBLE INVESTMENTS
The suggestion made in the previous section was that
division between capital and maintenance expenditure is extremely
difficult except on a very proad basiso
Having said that it
must be admitted that the problem is still a very re~l one.
particularly as some forms of farm investment are fixed in size
and lumpy in nature~ ioeo they are durable or capital goods of
a certain formo
'It is a characteristic of durable goods that
they comprise a bundle of inputs (or cost units) which produce
a stream of outputs coming forth over a sequence of short periods~
and 9 as Wicksell and Hayck have emphasised 9 there is in most
instances no way of linking particular units of input with
particular units of outputo
All that we can say is that all
inputs embodied in the durable good are jointly responsible
for the Whole stream of output i • 4
Or as Wicksell has said with
reference to this same °durable goods U problem 'the annual uses
successively following one another constitute a kind of joint
supply
and fundamentally it is just as absurd to ask how
much labour is invested in either one or other annual use as to
try to find out what part of a pasture goes into wool and what
part into mutton U 5
The whole problem of estimating the short
run cost of a durable good arises because someone wants the
answer to an ambiguous question, namely °what are the farms u
net earnings or profits for an interval of time which is very
short compared to the investment period of capital employed by
the farm? °
This is essentially the same question which must
be asked when we are attempting to set up a post development
status quo situatiDn for capitalization into a residual valueo
The difference being that in the status quo situation we have to
make some allowance for the replacement of fixed capital employed
(eogo plant) which we know will have to be replaced sometime in
0000

0
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~

the capitalization period.
To neglect this problem is to compound the error 9 to overestimate the problem is to undervalue
the residual or status quo valueo
Thus the existence of durable
goods in a farm development programme, some of the benefits of
which are assumed to continue in perpetuity, means that the
question of depreciation must be solvedo
DEPRECIATION
Depreciation has a variety of meanings but the most common
one is 'the periodiC reduction in the value of a fixed capital
asset'o6
It is at this point that accountants and economists go
their separate wayso
Accountants regard the cost of a durable
good as a prepaid operating expense to be apportioned among the
years of its life by some more or less systematic procedure (i.e.
depreciation accounting).
Thus the accountants~ method of de~
preciation is a process of cost allocation not of asset valuation.
The economist on the other hand would add a rider to the defini=
tion above;
namely that the reduction in 'value of an asset is
va reduction which arises from a change in the asset's future
earning power' 7
That is, they accept Fisher's statement that
Vit is only when we know what amount of income a given capital
asset will probably yield that it becomes possible to estimate
the value of that capitalo
It is true that the grain harvest
depends on the land and the soil that produce ito
But the value
of the harvest is not a function of the value of the land.
The
value of the land~ on the contrary~ depends on the presumed value
of the harvestsio o
Thus whereas the value of a capital good to
an accountant at any point in time is equal to its book value
(or more correctly its unamortized cost), to an economist its
value will depend on the stream of future benefits it can giveo
Hudson and Mathews point out that in order to measure vdepreciation
it is necessary to estimate 9 at different points of time in an
asset's life (eogo end of each financial year) the stream of future
net services (ioeo gross returns less operating and maintenance
costs) which the asset is expected to yield over the remainder of
its working life 9 including as one item the assetVs estimated
scrap value at the time of salee
The expected stream of services
at each point in time is then converted to a discounted value at
~ point9 and the depreciation between any two points is simply
the difference between the discounted values of future net services
at those points of time i o 9
As with all discounting procedures the
definition of the appropriate discount rate is a difficult pro=
blemo
Hudson and Mathews use the internal rate which makes the
present value of the expected stream of net services at the time
when the asset is originally purchased exactly equal to its costo
The internal rate resulting from this method therefore defines
the rate of depreciation of the assete
This method is not always
appropriate because it implies that the depreciation allowances
are re-invested at an interest rate equal to urvo
In this latter
case va rate of return on the asset in question can be defined
at the maximum earning rate consistent with maintaining
0
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.intac~ the capital invested in the asset.
The depreciation
charge for any period can then be calculated as the value of
the assetis net services in the period plus interest earned
on previous depreciation provisions at the rate appr9priate
for ire-invested! funds minus profit for the period (where
profit equals the defined rate of return on the original
capital invested in the asset)'.

In general terms, if an asset produces a net service of
b-c per annum over t years, its present value equals~
b-c

r

r (

'Jt )1

1
a.. 1 -\,1 + r,.

The same asset after one year will only be expected
to produce a net benefit of b-c per annum for (t-l) years~
and its value at that point of time equals~
b-c
r

(1
_(1 1+ r
l

t1]

Thus its depreciation for the year equals:
b-c
r

=

( 1 - (1 1+ r) tJ

b-c
r

l' ) t-l '1
1 + r,

(1 _ (.

L

,

"

b-c
(f+"r)t

Where t equals the remaining expected life of the asset~
at the beginning of the period in question.
The implications
of this formula are ~ firstiy, that the, depreciation char.ge
per year will rise as t falls, secondly, that the depreciated
value of the asset at any point of time reflects the expected
future net services, and thirdly that the sum of the deprecia=
tion charges over all periods of the asset's life equals the
original purchase price.
But perhaps the most important
feature of the formula is that it can result in constant or
straight line, reducing, or increasing depreciation charges
over the asset's life o
The :rinal pattern .of' depre'ciation will
depend on'the predicted pattern of net services and the discount
rate usedo
401
ACCOUNTANTS METHODS OF DEPRECIATION
Accountants tend to use one of three methods for calculating
their concept of depreciation.
The three methods are commonly
known as:
straight line, diminishing balance and sum of years
digits.

STRAIGHT LINE DEPRECIATION this method assumes that the cost of an asset will be paid off
in equal instalments over the life of the asset

74 ioeo Straight line rate

=

eogo Initial Cost

Life t

o

0

$300

Depreciation

Initial Cost - Salvage Value
Estimated Life in Years

=

=

$300

=

$100 per year

3 years

T

In terms of the Hudson and Mathews formula this straight
line depreciation rate implies a gradually declining periodic
undiscounted net benefit stream resulting from the need for
increasing maintenance expenses in the later years of the
asset's lifeo
eogo

Begin
Year 1

End
Year 1
$130

End.
Year 2
$120·

End
Year 3
$110

$300

$200

$100

$

$100

$100

$100

Future Net Benefit
Discounted FoN,B,
(where r = 10%)
Depreciation

0

Disc ounted Future Net Benefit at beginning Year 1

=

=
=

($130 x 009091) + ($120 x 008264) + ($110 x 007513=
$118 2 + $9902 + $8206
$300
0

The requirement in general terms for the formula to give
a straight line depreciation rate is that the undiscounted net
benefit stream must decline linearly as follows:

~
e

1 + rt 9

!

e

K'
1 + r

(t - 1) ;

0000

t

1 + r

where k is the original purchase price
t is the life of the asset
r is the internal rate of return

40102

DIMINISHING BALANCE DEPRECIATION -

this method assumes that the depreciation of an asset will be
a constant percentage of its declining depreciated value~ and
implies that an asset contributes more to income in its early
years of life than in its later years o
It also assumes some
positive scrap value for the asset at the end of its useful
life since a diminishing balance depreciation curve is
asymptotic to the zero axis o
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e.g.

Assume a posi ti ve scrap value of $37.5
after 3 years.
Begin
Year 1

for a $300 asset

End
Year 1

End
Year 2

End
Year 3

$180

$ 90

$ 45

Future Net Benefit
Scrap Value
Discounted F.NoB.
(r
10%)

=

$ 3705
$300

Depreciation

$150

$ 75

$ 37.5

$150

$ 75

$ 3705

P

If
equals the annual percentage rate of decrease which
will reduce the original cost of an- asset to its crap value
after t years then the pattern of undiscounted future net
benefits required to give a diminishing rate of depreciation
would have to be of the general form:

SUM OF YEARS - DIGITS METHOD -

4.1.3

in this method the digits corresponding to the number of
years of estimated life are added togethe~ and the sum is used
as the denominator in a fraction"which is applied to the
original cost~in order to determine the annual depreciatipn
charge
0

e.g.

Asset cost
aQo

o
•

to

$300~

Sum of digits

t

=3

years

=

1 + 2 + 3

=

6

=

t

=

$150

=

b

=

$100

Depreciation in the first year

second year

third year

2

1
= b

=
Thus this method writes off about 75%
in the first half of an asset's life.

x $300

x $300

x $300

$50
of the depreciation

76 Begin
Year 1
Future Net Benefit
Discounted F.N.B.
(r = 10%)

$300

Depreciation

End
Year 1

End
Year 2

End
Year 3

$180

$115

$ 55

$150

$ 50

$

$150

$100

$ 50

0

In general terms this method is appropriate when the
future net benefits are expected to decline in
the following fashion:

un~iscounted

2K
tC t+l)

t

2K
tC t+l)

t

I

rt(t+l)
2

2K
;tCt+l)

rC t-2)( t-l)
2

••••••

(t-l)+

rC t-l)t
2

2K
tC t+l)

1 + r

SINKING FUND

4.1.4

American literature 10 on Benefit Cost analysis mentions the
use of sinking funds in order to calculate depreciation chargeso
Under this system an imaginary sinking fund would be established
by uniform end of year deposits throughout the life of the assets.
These deposits are assumed to draw interest at some stated rate
of interest sufficient that the fund will equal the cost of the
asset minus its estimated salvage value at the end of its
estimated life.
The formula for this is:
A

Where A

=

= annuity

Sn

= future

lump sum accruing at the end
of n years.

The amount charged as depreciation in anyone year consists
of the sinking fund deposit (annuity) plus the interest on the
imaginary accumulated depreciation fund.
This method is some=
times called the PRESENT WORTH method - i.e. the book value of
an asset at any time is equal to the present worth of the uniform
annual cost of capital recovery for the remaining years of its
life plus the present worth of its prospective salvage value.
e.g. Asset Cost = $35,000 Salvage Value
n = 20 years
i = 6%
A = (35.000 - ~2600) x 0006
(1 + 0006
- 1)
= $856

.0.

=

$3,500

END OF YEAR BALANCE

DEfRECIAtION CHARGE FOR lEaR
Diminishing
Year Balance

Years
Digits

StTaight
Line

6% Sink=
ing Fund

0
$3 9 500
3 9 150
2\)835
4
29551
21)291
.5
1

2
3

6
?

8
9
10

2\)067
19 860
19 614
1 9 506

$3 9000
2\)850
29700
3 9550
2\)400
2\)250
2\)"100
1 9 950
19'800

1 9356

1\)6.50

11
412

1\)221

41,;)500

~\)098

13
14
415

998
890

1 9 350

416

720
649
584
525
473

411

18
19
20

801

19 200

1\)050

$1~575

1 9 575
11)575
11)575
1 9 575

$ 856
908
962
11)020
1\)081

11)515
11)575

1\)146
1\)215
'19 287
1 9 365

1 9 575

19

1 9 575
19m

"7

1 9 515
1\)515

1\)626

1 9 515

1",723

1 9533

Straight
Line

ing Fund

$35~OOO

$35 9 000

$359 000

$35 9 000

31\)500
28 9 350
25 9 515
22\)964
20\)667

3?7 0oo
299 150
26 9 450
23 9 900
21 .. 500

33$425
31 9 850
30 .. 275
28 9 700
279 125

349144
33 9 236
32 9 274
31 9 254
30 9 173

18\1600
161)740
159 066
13 9 560
12\)2oJt.

19\)250
179 150
15 9200
13 9400
119750

25 9 550
231)975
229 400
20 9 825
19 9 250

29~027

10\)250
8 9 900
79700
6 9 650
5\)750

17 9 675
161)100
14 9.525
12 9950
111)315

229 180
20 9 554
18\)831
179 004
15 9 068

5 9 000

9 9 800
81/ 225
6 9 650
5 9 075
3 9 500

13 9 016
10 9 841
8 9 535
6 9 091
3 9 500

99 885
8 9 897

1\)827
1\)936

89 001
71)206

750

1\1515

4.50

1 \)51'
1\)575
1 9575

2\)052
21)115
2\)306
29 444
2 9 591

6\)486
5\)837
5 9 253
41)728
49 255

150

1~575

279 812
26 9 525
25 .. 160
23 9 713

-.l
...,.;j
0

101)983

19575
11)575

300

Sink~

Years
Digits

900
600

6%

Diminishing
Balance

49 400

31)950
3\)650
31)500

Sinking Fund
To Start

Sinking Fund
Plus Interest

x

Annuity

Sinking Fund
To End

A

Depin
Charge

YY- X

Year
1

856

856

2

856

907

1763

9~

3
4

1763

1869

2725

962

2725

2888

3744

1019

A comparison of the effect of the four methods of depreciating
an asset is given in the following table.
This comparison is for
an asset costing $35,000 with an estimated life of 20 years and
an estimated salvage value of $3,500.
Hudson and Mathews reach the conclusion 'it is clear that
there is no general case for any individual method of depreciationc
Possible patterns of the distribution of depreciation charges
over an asset's life are unlimited, and which one of the methods
commonly in use gives the best approximation depends on the rate
of return and on the pattern of undiscounted net services expected
to accrue over the asset's life'.
ECONOMISTS' VIEW OF DEPRECIATION
Vernon L. Smith11 states 'discard an incumbent asset in
favour of the most attractive alternative commitment if the
net contribution to the present worth of the enterprise due to
holding the asset an additional year does not exceed the external
market value of the asset.
The complement of this rule is to
hold the asset an additional year if the resulting contribution
to net worth exceeds the market value of the asset'o
Or to express it another way 'an asset should be held until its
marginal internal value to the enterprise from another year's
service no longer exceeds its external market value,.12
As will be immediately obvious the foregoing statements have
been written in the context of investment timing, but they
are relevant to the question of benefits and costs of farm
development9 because in essence they embody the same general
approach as Hudson and Mathews.
PREINREICH-LUTZ-TERBORG THEORY
These writers point out that in the short run the revenue
accruing to a durable good is residually determined.
They
suggest these short run payments are in fact quasi-rents
ice. they are payments to a factor of production which are
economic rent in the short run, and transfer earnings in the
long run.
They base this contention on the concept that in
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the short run output is determined by marginal cost and marginal
revenueo
This implies that the costs of the durable good do
not enter into the determination of output in the short runo
If the average revenue exceeds the average total cost~ the
quasi rent from the durable good will exceed its cost and
profits will be made, and vice versa.
In the long run if
the average total cost of the product remains above its price
so that the quasi~rent of the durable good falls short of its
fixed costs l then the durable good which is wearing out will
not be replaced.
Lut z 1 3 suggests the use of a capitalization
formula Uwhich avoids the use of the depreciation charge as a
cost item! and the use of the average fixed cost curve 9
entirely.
Under this method the only cost curves we need
to construct for determining the prospective profitability of
investing in fixed equipment are the estimated short run
marginal cost curves for the successive unit periodso
These
curves. combined with the corresponding marginal revenue
curves! give us the successive. outputs for the periods and the
successive (residual) revenues attributable to the fixed
equipment or durable good! i.eo its quasi rentso
This
seriep of prospective quasi rents discounted at the market
rate of interest gives us the estimated capital value (V)
of the equipmento
By comparing this with the initial cost
(K) of installing the equipment, we can tell whether it is
profitable to install ito
The difference between V and K
we may cal1 9 following Preinreich 9 the ugoodwillu of the
equipment U
If V is just equal to K the goodwill is zero
and fixed costs are covered, but if V is less than K then
goodwill is negative and since fixed costs are not covered
the equipment will not' be bought or renewedo
0

Let

T
i

=

quasi=rent of a durable good in any unit
period t (t = 1~2 ooooT)
the market price of the product
the number of units 6f output produced and sold
in the unit period
the variable or operating costs (exclusive of
depreciation andof interest charges on the
fixed equipment) as a function of the number
of units of output produced in the unit period
the ma~hines scrapping date
the rate of interest (here assumed to be constant)

In each unit period

80 Therefore the present value of the whole series of
quasi-rents thus determined, plus the present value of the
scrap value (S) is then

v
If we set Va = K (Va = value of good at time of installation) and treat i the rate of discount as the unknown then
we can solve for that rate, which will under this condition
be the internal rate of return r.

4,2.2

EQUIVALENCE OF Va AND K

Wicksell and other authors conclude that the only possible
method of valuing a partly used-up durable good is to capitalize
its rema~ning earnings at the market rate of interest.
If the
assumption that Vo = K is not appropriate (i.e. that Vo is
greater than or less than K) then the application of Lutz's
capitalization formula will cause depreciation equal to Vo
rather than to K, ioe. the goodwill is part of the capital
to be maintained.
Thus if V is greater than K and if we
assume that K is to be mainta£ned then the whole of the goodwill must be counted as income at t
0 and must be consumed at
that date.
If the goodwill is not consumed, at n • 0, we may
say that! by being saved it adds to the amount of the investor's
capital! and that this increased capital is henceforth the amount
which he wishes to maintain int~ctD'
If the internal rate of
return i! instead of the market rate of i'riterest r is used as
the discount rate a difficulty will arise so long as i is greater
than r.
This difficulty is that under this assumption the
book value for the asset in each period will be below the present value of the asset's future quasi-rents.
Lutz favours
using the assumption 'that the capital sum which the investor
desires to maintain ~intact, is Vo and thus the net income
(quasi-rent) in each period i9 then equal to the interest rate
r times the capital sum Vo ,.14

=

Smith12 formulates the Preinreich-Lutz-Terborg theory as an
investment decision rule of the following form:
1
Ho(Lo) = Ho (Lo) + M~ (Lo) + _~V/9Lo
J..vtk M (L )
"
0
0
r

=

the net contribution to the present worth of
the enterprise of holding a sunk investment
Lo additional years.

=

market value (salvage or resale) of the asset at
L09 i.e. the contribution to present worth that
will result from sale.
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Ro (Lo)
r

r

r

V1

=

the capitalized value of the assets expected net
earnings in year Lo

=

the capitalized value of the ass~tls expected
decline in. market value that y~ar9 (this component is algebraically negativ~)o

=

the capitalized value of the expected technological
change benefits obtained by delaying reinvestment
an additional year (such a delay permits the purchase of a more 'profitable' asset in a world of
technological improvement)o

=

the present worth of the expected future net
income stream of the reinvestment asset and
its chain of replacementso

Put in simple terms this decision rule states that ]the first
three enumerated components of Ho (Lo) provide the gross contribution of the asset to the firmis present wortho
From this is
subtracted V1, which is an opportunity cost of not reinvesting
at LOt to arrive at the net present worth. contributed
When the
internal net worth contributed by holding the asset no longer
exc.ee.ds i ts mark~t value, the asset should be replaced
0

0

CONCLUSIONS
10
The Hudson and Math~ws and the Lutz formulae are the
same if Qt is defined as· equal to b-c
In both cases if the
discount rate (i) is the internal rate of return (r) then Vo
will b.e equal to Ko
If i is not the internal rate of return
(r) then Vo will not equal K, and the depreciation charge will
keep Vo rather than K intacto<
0

20
Where a constant or straight line depreciation charge
is used in the post development status qu.o b·udget to determine
the surplus to b.e ca'pitaJ.iz-ed the!! the implication is that the
stream of undiscounted net benefiiB accruing tothedur.a:ble good
are declining linearly
0

•

30
If the objective of the depreciation charge is to
es,timate the present value of a g~od on the basis of its transfer
earnings then this implies that Vo is to be kept intact 'rather"'
than K~

.82 -

4.
If the absolute size of the depreciation charge is
likely to have a substantial effect on the value of the
capitalized post development surplu~ then i t may be better
to treat it separately rather than bring it in the overall
surplus figure, i.e. instead of expressing depreciation as
an annual figure, express it as an amount of capital to be
kept Antact;, and subtract this figure from the capitalized
value of the post development status quo cash surplus.
5.0

RESIDUAL VALUES

In the discussion of depreciation reference wasmade to the
term salvage or scrap value.
This was an admission that a
durable good exhibits the 'possibility of substantial end of
life capital value,.15
This end of life value is often overlooked i~ the appraisal of an·ititernal;~nve~tment proposal.
The reasons for this neglect could be due. to:
a)

the long economic life of the durable good - i.e.
the ultimate monetary realization is too far away
to have any effect on present investment decisions.

b)

the probable scrap value is so low that it can be
safely ignored.

c)

the available data do not provide an adequate base
for forecasting.

d)

the future is so uncertain that changing conditions
may wipe out whatever values now seem probable.

All of these reasons have some point in relation to farm
development programmes, but before this problem is discussed in
more detail, it is appropriate to further clarify the term scrap
value.
Shillingl aw 1 5 talks of residual value and prefers this
to scrap or salvage value, because he contends that residual
value 'may include everything that produces or retains a cash
or opportunity cost value at the time the physical facilities
contemplated in the investment proposal are retired, replaced
or relegated to stand-by status'.
He further contends 'they
are usually positive in amount, but sometimes they may be
negative' •
It seems to me that residual value is the
appropriate term for end-of-life capital values for land
development proposals,since land may have a significant end
of period value which does not have to be sold in order to be
realised 9 ·i.eo the investor can realise part of his increased
equity by borrowing against it.
If we accept this definition
then it can be clearly stated that residual value is of great
importance in land investment.
For as Shillinglaw says 'the
value of land may in some instances rise sufficiently to
justify relatively low incremental earnings during the projects

3~

-

life Q •
Work at Lincoln confirms this statement (see Gow pp
of these Proceedings)
0

The preceeding statements on residual value are recognition
of the fact that in land development returns accrue to investment
in the form of income and capital gainso
The definition of
capital gains can be handled in one of two ways.
Firstly~ as
is common at Lincoln the post development status quo surplus can
be capitalized, or secondly estimates can be made of the estimated
residual value after sale at the end of the investment periodo
In the first case the residual value is the present worth of a
future income stream (V t ) and in the second residual value is a
measure of the external investment value (Kt).
As was pointed
out in the discussion of depreciation V and Kt are not
t
necessarily equalo
Economists because of their concept of
value tend to use the capitalizatio~ approach~ although it must
be said that the second approach approximates to Bouldings idea
of the dynamics of the balance sheet o
Regardless of which method
of determining residual value is used 9 it will only have a
significant effect on overall profitability if the investment is
a marginal proposition without ito
Where the investment is
highly profitable and the residual value is well in the future
then there may be no practical gain from measuring ito
That
is, the effect of residual value will be determined by the
discount rate used 9 and the planning horizon envisagedo
Even if we accept the preceeding proposition the merit in meas~
uring residual values must not be overlooked~ since although it
is generally not feasible to achieve complete precision in the
estimates of residual value 9 great precision is not necessary;
because the effect of time on present values is such that fairly
substantial error ranges in the estimates can generally be
A customary ass~mption is that residual values will
tolerated o
remain constant through time and that ultimate realization will
equal the initial outlay for the lando
Many land investors have
made substantial profits disproving this pointo
600

THE ROLE OF CONSERVATISM

Because all investment proposals deal with expectations; and
since these (particularly residual values) may be well in the future
the alleged need for iconservatism~ is sometimes advanced as a
justification for ignoring or sharply discounting future residual
valueso
The implication of this argument in its crudest form is
that in a dynamic environment it is impossible to predict future
economic circumstances and that therefore the only way to avoid
mistakes is to predict the worsto
Carried to its logical extreme 9
this argument would mean that no investment should ever by undertaken unless it is accompanied simultaneously by instantaneous net
cash receipts equal to or greater than the investment outlay.

Provided the argument is not taken to its logical extreme it
has some point9 since every estimate is subject to a range of
error.
Because of this it may be desirable to apply a greater
discount for risk to distant realizations than is implied by the
overall discount rate which already contains an allowance for
risk.
To compound this by ignoring residual values would be
unnecessarily restrictive on capital expenditure.
Similarly
to lower estimates of benefits in the post development status
quo budget on the grounds of conservation and to also introduce
a risk premium may lead to an unnecessary pyramiding of risk
allowanceso
As Shillinglaw so aptly says I a wise conservatism
is to evaluate the future, a false conservatism is to ignore it'16
More will be said about the question of risk and uncertainty by
Mr Cleland in Session.
In the case of farm development it is important to
realise that the individual farmer (the subject) who does the
investing has his own particular risk aversion and debt servicing
~apacity.
It seems to me that the role conservatism is to
p:ay in an investment study must be interpreted in relation to
these two factors.
7,0

EFFECT OF TAXATION

The effecwof present rates of taxation on the profitability
of the individual farmerQs development programme are considerable 9
particularly if the objective is to maximuse the income effect of
development.
Should the Ross Committee's recommendation of a
capital gains tax be implemented then the income effect would be
even more importanto
It is not the intention of this paper to
give a critical appraisal of the effect of taxation on the
profitability ~? farm development as this has been carried out
by Cartwrighto'
The point must be made however 9 that because
of our present tax laws the profitability to the farmer and to
the nation are not necessarily the sameo
Thus in any individual
:and development scheme the inpact of taxation can be critical to
the net benefits accruing to the individual investoro
EFFECT OF TECHNOLOGY
On the basis of history it must be recognised that changes
in technology will confer a net benefit on most development plans
- particularly if they have an extended planning horizono
From
historical data it is possible to calculate a rate of technological
change and this rate should be taken into account in the setting of
any risk premium.
The so called 'stocking rate revolution' has
undoubtedly made a significant contribution to the profitability of
farm development in the past and will undoubtedly continue to do
so in the futureo

DEFLATION OF HISTORICAL DATA
Where an ex post study based on accounting records is being
attempted then one of the major problems to be resolved is how
to convert money values into real valuese
If all the physical
quantities used in the development programme are available then
a series of constant prices can be applied to these physical
quantities in order to derive the required real values o
Unfortunately most accounting data does not provide this information! thus the derivation of real values relies on the use of a
price index o
The most useful index for farm costs in New Zealand
is the one published by the New Zealand Meat and Wool Boards'
Economic Service but this 9 like most general indices~ has a
number of weaknessesc
The most important of these is that
it is based on a specific input mix which 9 may or may notj be
representative of the input mix used in the particular
development programme under reviewo
It is however weighted
for type of farming (evgo High country! hill country etco)
according to average patterns of expenditureo
For any given
project it would be possible to derive a cost indexj but this
is very time consuming! and probably gains little in accuracy
in comparison to the Econserv index o
On the output side
diligent research normally produces enough information for
real values to be calculated quite accuratelyo
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
This paper9 "The Measurement of Benefits and Costs in Farm
Development Studies" has been based on the assumption that
seminar members are familiar with the criteria for evaluating
investment profitability! and the need for definition of a status
quo situation when further investment is being imposed on an
already viable economic unit.,
In the body of the paper a number
of seemingly diverse topics have been covered l all of whichj however have some bearing on the subject of the papero
The
implications raised by these topics can be summarised as follows~
j

10

Because of the problems of complementarity of inputs
and technological change 9 and because in most cases
we are dealing with an already viable economic unit9
the problem of distinguishing investment and maintenance
expenditure is best handled in a broad wayo
That is~
by defining a status quo situation and using that as a
base level for measuring the benefits and costs associated with investment o

2,

Because of the adherence to EcksteinUs 'with and withoutQ
principle it is acceptable to use a moving status quo
situationo
This is particularly applicable to
situations where the pre~development level of costs and
returns already involves a measure of unexploited develop~
mento
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3.

Because investment in farm development involves income
and capital effects the question of residual values must
be faced.
Furthermor~ if this involves capitalization
of a post development surplus then some care must be
exercised in defining this surplus, particularly in
relation to the maintenance of partially used indivisible investments or durable goods.

40

In both the pre and post development status quo budgets
it is appropriate to make allowance for a depreciation
charge.
In the development phase the depreciation
charge can be ignored as the depreciation of status
quo plant has already been covered 9 and any further
change is unlikely to be separately funded~ i.e. in
a profitable development programme the opportunity cost
of a separate depreciation fund for additional plant
is likely to be above the interest which the depreciation fund could earn outside.

5.

Because the planning horizon is likely to be w~ll in
the future some notice must be taken of risk and
uncertainty.
To avoid a pyramiding of risk allowances
the best way to achieve some allowance for these factors
would seem to lie in suitably adjusting the discount
rate.

6.

Because an individual investor is involved 9 the effect
of taxation should be evaluated~ which of necessity means
each project will be specific to one individual.
This
individual is also important in relation to his risk
aversion and debt servicing capacity.
Thus the scale
of the project and the time period involved may have
to be tailored to the individual.

It is quite obvious from the foregoing remarks that farm
development as a sector of Benefit - Cost analysis does have its
own set of difficulties.
Furthermore 9 because of the individual
nature of each farm development programme the general principles
of measuring benefits and costs may have to be modified to suit
particular investment proposals.
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BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS AND
AGGREGATION PROBLEMS

W.F. Musgrave
University of New England,
Australia

In their admirable survey of the field Prest and Turvey (10)
emphasize that benefit-cost analysis is theoretically a straight
forward exercise as long as perfectly competitive conditions hold.
If there is a departure from these conditions problems start to
pile uP. Many of these arise because in benefit-cost analysis we
are trying to use "investment decision rules derived from a perfectly
competitive state of affairs to a world where such a competitive
situation no longer holds" (10, p.693). The purpose of this paper
will be to briefly outline some of the difficulties that can arise
even given competitive conditions. Time prevents treatment of the
problems posed by the absence of perfect competition.
In Australia and, I gather, New Zealand the major applicatiops
of benefit-cost analysis have been in the appraisal of large-scale
land development projects typically involving many firms (e.g. 4).
The two problems which will be examined in this paper can be very
important in such studies. One of them is theoretical, the other
is essentially a problem of measurement.
Market Effects and the Measurement of Benefits and Costs
In this section particalequilibriumanalysis will be used, in
a simple way, to describe the sort of thing we, as benefit-cost analysts,
want to measure, The model used will illustrate what happens in a
simple market situation following a change in production possibilities,
This is a typical benefit-cost situation, although the market is usually
not so simple.
First of all, before the change, there are the demand and supply
curves for a commodity, DD and SS, as depicted in Figure 1. The demand
curve is the schedule of prices which consumers are willing to pay for
successive units of the commodity. The area under the demand curve is
assumed to represent the total value, or utility, of the commodity in
consumption. For example, consumption of OQ1 of the commodity should
afford a total utility to consumers of OQ1 ED.
The supply curve is the schedule of prices at which successive
units of the commodity will be offered on the market and the area under

the curve represents the total cost, or utility foregone, of producing
any quantity of the commodity.
Thus, in order to produce output OQ
a total cost of OSEQ1 must be incurred or, in other words, productioh
of OQ j of the commod1ty involves the sacrifice of OSEQ1 of utility
elsewhere in the economy.
As is usual, the intersection of these curves determines the
equilibrium output, consumption, and price.
The equilibrium quantity
in Figure I is OQ1 and the equilibrium price is OP1 •
Let us now assume that, following some developmental investment
in the industry, there is an upward shift of the production function
and a resulting shift of the commodity supply curve to the right to
the new position indicated by ~
in Figure I.

1

D

S1

1".

I

oL-__________~====~I----------------Q
Q
1

Figure I

2

Quantity of Commodity

The Effects of a Shift in the Supply Function in a Simple
Market Situation.

This shift in the supply curve would bring about a new equilibrium
in the market at E1 with price OP and output OQ. ~he benefit-cost
analyst would be interested in determining the effect of this change, an
effect which could be difficult to determine in view of the decline in
commodity price and the rise in unit costs which have been accompanied
by an increase in output.
Under the old market situation the total value created in the
hypothetical market by the production of OQl of the commodity was, as we
have seen, ODEQ1 •
Of this total we have a so seen that OSEQ reflects
the total cost of producting OQ.
The triangle SEP1 is a return to the
producers of the commodity net bf the costs they incurred.
This area is
referred to as the producers' surplus or rent.
The remaining area DP1 E
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is the utility derived by the consumers from the IJurchase of OQ1 of the
commodity which is not cancelled out by payments.
This last area is
reft)rred to as the consumers' surplus.
In assessing the effect of any change the benefit-cost analyst
would in general be interested in measuring the net effect on each of
the cost of production, the producers' rents, and the consumers' surplus.
EVen in our ;imple model this is quite a complex lJroceSs, at least
conceptually.
Let us examine our three divisions in total value in
turn.

(a)

Consumers' surplus:
The increase in consumer' surplus
is P P EE1.
Of this area P2P1EF is a self-cancelling
2
transf~r
payment from the producers to the consumers
and so the net increase in consumers i surplus is the
area FEE1 • 1
Producers' rents: The changes here are somewhat more
complicated but in effect the producers lose P P EF
2 1
which becomes a self-carc311tng gain to the consumers,
and they gain the area 31 SFE which is the net gain in
producers' rents, as long as the economy is fully
employed.

(0)

The cost of production: These have decreased by S1 SEC ,
which area has been allocated between producers' and
consumers' surplus, as has been seen.
There has also
been an increase in costs which is represented by the
"rc'a Q1 f'E,1
n
c.::.......
v
~2C1

So the net benefits of the scheme are the sum of the net
in producersi and consumers I surpluses minus the net increase
..,
That i"'·
in cost of production.

~hanges

.

Net benefits

= FEE1

+ S1 ~'F,J
.;!..

1

-

Q CE Q2"
1

Tr-e benefit-cost analyst would be interested in evaluating
tL23", \'c'd.ou,s chanGes in order to arrive at his measure of net benefits.

;,s ;:[,::; oeen inclicatecl, this 11:3 been U Lenccalizcd, though
d,:lplified, prcsentLtion of the general closses of benefits and costs
:cnvclved where the development under study brings about non-marginal
chGnges in output and/or resource use.
If the. commodi ty uncJor ::;tudy is v,-holly ()xported, then any increase
in c~cn8uL18r;~' sur~,lu,s is no i:uin to the lJroducing economy.
In
.'.:).e> n 8['.3e tk) area ?:~E' should not be credited to the project and
i;he area PrF1EF~ inst'Del of being ignored, should be debited against
the scheme '::b0; c(;.,<1.3e it is a loss to the domestic producers and hence
to the nation.
_

~

J

~

The conventional benefit-cost study of a land development
scheme is based on an analysis of a case or representative farm with
the conclusions about the scheme being drawn from individual farm
results.
However, as far as the social decision process is concerned,
it is the total aggregate gains and costs of the scheme which are
crucial.

It would seem, however, that there will be occasions when
the aggregate effects of the scheme are such that the usual
assumption of perfectly elastic output demand and input supply are
unacceptable.
Such a situation is depicted in our simple mo~el.
In these cases there is an interdependence between firm organization
and the aggregate effects of the scheme which may need to be
recognized if seriously biassed results are to be avoided.
The type of situation which is typically assumed in
conventional benefit-cost studies is portrayed in Figure 2.
Here
consumer demand is assumed to be perfectly elastic (constant product
price is assumed).
S

p~

__________________

~~

__________

~~

_______________ D

S

o ~:__________~--------~!----------~~I-------------------Q
Q
1

Figure 2:

2

Effect of a Shift in the Supply Curve with Product Demand
Perfectly Elastic.

The important thing to note here is that consumers t surplus has
zero value before and after the shift and so does not enter into our
calculations.
The only relevant comparison is between the change in
producers t surplus S1 SEE1 and the net change in cost of production Q AE1 Q
1
As long as input prices remain constant the danger of the type of aggrega~ion
bias so far outlined is non-existent.
0
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No doubt, in many instances, the assumption of a perfectly
elastic curve is justified. However, the good (cautious?) benefitcost analyst would always have his weather-eye open in anticipation
of the possibility of the sort of bias outlined.
It would seem
that the probability of such bias could be greater, the greater the
impact of the developmental scheme on the supply curve; that is,
it would depend on the significance of the change in output in
relation to total national output.
An example of a failure to recognize the importance of
aggregate market effects is provided by the assessment of the Brigalow
scheme in Australia (4) where it was not appreciated that the magnitude
of the scheme would lead to considerable difficulty in obtaining store
stock for fattening purposes. This was an instance of a failure to
anticipate the probable nature of an input supply curve to the industry
with its subsequent implications for farm development, organization
and producer's surpluses.
The fundamental significance of the foregoing is its
demonstration of the potential importance of consumers' surplus.
Prest and Turvey (10, p.691) emphasize this and go further by pointing
out that the gross benefit of a project which includes products which
are inputs to processes outside the project is " ...• measured by the
market value of sales plus any increase in consumers' and producers'
surplus in respect of any final product based on the intermediate ones".
Kelso (6, p.30) develops this point in some detail and it is apparent
that whenever perfectly inelastic or elastic demand curves cannot
justifiably be assumed the benefit-cost analyst's task becomes far
more complicated, with the degree of complexity depending on the
parameters of the curves. A further possible complication is that
net off-project changes in producer or consumer surpluses should be
credited to the project as admissable secondary benefits.
In the New Zealand situation a lot of thought should be given
to the possibility of such market effects occurring and their potential
nature. This is so because so much of the literature on benefit-cost
analysis is written within the context of a large country, particularly
the United states, where it is implicitly assumed that most projects
involve marginal changes in production and consumption only. New
Zealanders cannot afford to make this assumption as casually.
In
New Zealand the position is also complicated in that many of the
commodities effected by projects are sold on both export and import
markets through relatively complex marketing schemes.
The Measurement Problem in Aggregation
To this point we have been discussing the dangers of " wrong tt
answers in the benefit-cost studies when projects produce outputs or
demand inputs to an extent which affects prices.
We will now turn
to the second of our problems, which is a measurement one arising from
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the fact that most agricultural project evaluations are concerned with
assessing the aggregate effect of the behaviour of many firms.
If we make the, in my view, heroic assumption that our
predictions of individual firm behaviour are no reason for concern,
we can concentrate our attention on the question of the performance
of agricultural economists in predicting the aggregate results of
the behaviour of many farm firms"
There are two mai.n ways in which such problems are usually
tackled:

(a)
(b)

Aggregation of representative farm studies; and
the use of interregional competition models to
estimate spatial equilibrium.

While considerable experience has been had with both
methods, all too seldom have tests been made to validate particular
. models by endeavouring to reproduce a real vvorld si tuationo
The few
tests which have been made have had. depressing results o
(a)

The Respresentative Farm Approach

This procedure consists of constructing a linear prograrnming
model of a farm firm which is "representative" of some defined population.
The coefficients of this model are obtained as averages of those of a
sample of farms taken from the populationo
The jJrinciple behind the
procedure is, having derived the optimum plan for the representative
farm, to derive the corresponding estimate for the population by
multiplying that optimum plan by the m.:unber of farms in the populationo
Of course, this is a simplified statement of the problem
and, in particular, modifications to the sampling procedure may be
introduced to improve the "representativeness" of the case farms.
The effect of policy changes9 such as the impact of public investment
decisions~ can be incorporated in the farm firm models.

The most dramatic test of this procedure for aggregation bias
has been that of Frick and Andrews (5)"
They took a "population" of
51 farms and used linear programming to derive normative supply functions
for each farm.
They then summed the results over all farms to obtain
what was assumed to be the "true" population supply relationship.
They
then grouped the farms according to size and resource mix and se1ected
a representative farm from each grouiJo
Normative supply functions were
developed for each representative farm~ the results were aggregated back
to the groups and the group supply functions were weighted and summed to
obtain population supply functions for each sampling procedureso
All
of them were biassed in relat.ion to the true relationship~ some cons iderably more seriously than others
0

Since this work was done there has been continued study of the
problem but, unfortunately ~ the problem of aggregation bias remains with
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i:'S and there is little doubt that it could be a very serious source of
error in some studies.
An unpleasant aspect of the problem is that
we ~ as yet, do not know how serious the bias will be in different
situations, although, as would be expected, one would anticipate less
tias with homogeneous populations than with heterogeneous ones.

There is some glimmer of hope.
Lae (7) following some
pioneering work by ]ValIer (9), has developed conditions for biasfree a{!gregation.
Unfortunately., his conditions, while not being
outrageously restrictive, are still, at the mement, unrealistic
b~cause th.3 criteria for their application can only be developed
in the two-·input casp.
However, we can afford to. be optimistic,
if or~y because Lee's conditiens are a considerable advance en the
suggestion by Day (2) that bias could only be avoided by grouping
farms lyi.ng on the same scale line of a homogeneous production
functicn of degree one o
This was an impcssible requirement.
9

Wcrk is prcceeding cn a generalization of the Miller-Lee
ccnditions o
(b)

The Use of Interregional Competition Models

If ene were to. turn, then.? in disgust frem the representative
farm apprcach~ one could e:xe.('cise the multiple firm demon by treating
the, area for dev·"lopment as a mono] ithic unit.
This is what happens
when inter:':."egional cempetitien or spatial models are used.
The study ef interregienal cempetition represents a rapidly
grewing and challenging area in the general field ef agricultural
ccor"emics
The medels and approaches which have been developed in
the last ten years are legien (8) and the rate ef imprevement in
the methed~legy is so rapid that ene sheuld not be over-impressed by
any shertcoming in a particular medel at any particular point in
time .• fer it may soen be overceme
0

0

Ir: general spatial medels consist of the specificatien in a
mathematical pregramme ef cemmedity supply and demand functions fer
8aoh of the several regions into which the area of interest is divided.
The general class ef spatial medel is divided into. two. sub-classes~
one b3ing the equi1ibrium medels in which explicit supply functions
are used~ and the other being the activity analYSis medels in which the
supply functiens are implicit
In the latter case cemmodity preduction
prooesses are explicitly defined"
It seems likely that developmental
preposals would be best studied by means ef activity analysis medels
with the effe~t of development being reflected in the coefficients of
the appropriate preduction precesses o
0

Mest studies of pol.icy (incJ.uding resource develepment)
using spatial models have been based on the use ef linear pregramming.
Such med3ls are rather limited in SCODe because they can enly be used
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satisfactori~ with the assumption of either perfectly elastic or
perfectly inelastic demand and-supply schedules.
While adaptations
can be made to meet price responsiveness to quantities demanded or
supplied, for example by using iterative procedures (11), such
possibilities are usually limited in scope.

Formal procedures for analysing problems where regional
demand and supply curves are neither horizontal nor vertical are
available.
These techniques maximize "net social payoffll which is,
in effect, the sum of producers' and cons~ers' surpluses.
However,
as they require data in a relatively highly refined form, and as
they are based on non-linear programming procedures and therefore
impose high demands on computer space~ the potential for the use of
these procedures does, at the moment, seem limited.
Despite this~ the prospects for these non-linear programming
interregional models are promising, particularly with increasing
computer size
Many important conceptual problems have been solved
in relation to the development of a generalized and flexible
interregional, intertemporal model -(12)0
Q

However, we are not there yet!
One must be critical of those who have developed and used
spatial models for their more or less general failure to validate
them.
Several years ago Baker (1 )··commented on some of the tests
on spatial models which had been carried out to that time and had
to express disappointment with the results o
A few other tests have
been conducteu since then~ but few have been published (13 is one of
the few)~
Of these, the results have been as disappointing as those
discussed by Baker.
It is unfortunate that no published tests have
been made of the more sophistica~ed models developed since Baker made
his remarks, but it is my belief that the biasses involved are so
serious that I would be surprised if they were to perform all that
much better than did the earlier models o
It seems to me that, except for those models which are
constrained to "behave" themselves (13) or for those which fall
into the recursive class (3), interregional programming models must
remain suspect as a means for predicting the effect of policy changes.
Conclus ions
It would appear that our ability to predict accurately and
confidently the aggregate effect pf the behaviour of farm firms is
highly suspect.
This means that our studies of large scale land
development and settlement schemes must tend to be empirically and
conceptually crude at the aggregate level.,
This, in turn~ implies
that the returns to continued refinement of individual or representative
firm models may decline at a rapid rate until the problems of aggregation
are reduced or, at least, better understood.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INVESTMENT PROCESS·
RG C. Jensen

Lincoln College

Investment evaluation enters, to a greater or lesser extent D
into several specialised fields e
The accountant~ executiv6 g farm
management specialist, management consultant, valuer, the eoonomist D
and some other specialised workers, all consider that investment
evaluation in some form or other~ as part of their professional
equipment e
To those outside these categories whose training has
not included the elements of investment evaluation~ it often appears
as a difficult and complicated technique"
In fact the techniques
are basically very simple~
A great deal of theoretical discussion of inve.stment evaluation
continues in professional journals..
Most of this discussion is
directed to the interpretation of measures of value$ rather than
to the techniques per see
Competence of the use of investment
analysis depends not only in the calculation of measures of Talue~
but in the interpretation of the results, and in realising the
limitations of the technique 0
This paper is basically '!theoretical" in nature ~ and attempts
to present the simple truths of investment evaluation 0
No attempt
is made to provide "practicaP information - this will be developed·
later in the symposium
Q

The following topics are.consideredg
10 Scale of Investment
2~ Timing of Investment
3~ Rate of Investment (both constant and varying)
4e Effect of Discount Rate
5~ Effect of Time Period of Analysis
6~ Class of Investment
70 The Vic Ratio, and Optimisation~

*

I am indebted to Mr R.W.Mo Johnson and Mr A.ToG. McArthur for their
comments on this papero
Certain sections of this paper, in particular that dealing with the Rate of Investment~ are a result of a
confluence of ideas from Mr A.T&G. McArthur, Mr N.G. Gow, Mr G.R~J.
Cleland and the authore
Separate research works proceeding independently
have developed similar approaches to this topic e
In particular Mr
McArthur has contributed a great deal in the use of unit cash flowa
and rate of investment studies
9
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Scale of Investment
If an investor has the choice of buying one or more machines,
each of which gives rise to the same cash flows1 , then the net present
value (NPV) of an investment is directly dependent on the number he
buys, and the internal rate of return (IRR) is constant.
eog" a machine (or other class of investment) whose purchase
gives rise to the following net cash flov/s g
Year

($ )

1

3

4-

-40

2

2

From this flow, NPV at 5%
IRR

=.
=:

000$

£6

6%

8

to inf"

8

The purchase of two or more machines would give net cash flows ofg ..
Table 1
Year
2 machines

($ ~

3 machines ($
x machines ($ )

1

2

""80

18 2
Q

3
46

2703
9 1 .x 2x
-40x

~120

Q

4
e.,e to inf ..
6 ""'6 to inf"
2x,,", 0 to info

1+

NPV

= $13.6

NPV = $20 .. 4NPV = $ 6 .. 8:&:

IRR= 6%
IRR= 6%
IRR= 6%

These relationships would not depend on the time period
provided it does not change~ but on the symmetry of cash
flows..
In this case the cash flows appear as in Figure 1 ..
involved~

4

vi 3 mac hiue

.

. ~.2 machine s
~ ~1,

machines

~.
3

t

time

4-

2

40
60
Figure i.

1201 Assuming away diminishing returns for illustrative purposes ..

These relationships can be shown simply in mathematical terms:-

NP\T1 machine

~ (b .-c.)

=

L

J

j=1 (1+i)

5

where j = 1 •••• n
b. and c. = expected receipts
J
J
and payments
and b.-c. are the net cash flows.
J

NPY 2 machine s·

=

NPYx machines

=

=

and, i f NP\T

~2(b .-c.)

L

J

J

~X(b.-C.)
J .J
j=1 (1+i)j

ot.
,

(b.-c.)
J.sl:j=1(1+i)J

2~(b.-C.)

clearly

J

L

J

~

j=1 (1 +i):.1

xf(bj-C j )

=

j=1 (1 +i)j

o

at r

=

and x>n (bfC j

)

=

o

at same r.

j=1 (1 +i)j

Timing of Investment
It is important to establish the effect on conventional measures
of profitability of delaying investment.
Taking one example of an
investment with net oash flows of:

($) -40,
Let

Vi

9.1 ,

= NPV at

5%

2,

2, ••• to inf.

in year of investment

V = $6 .. 8
1
V2 = 6.8 = $6&48
(1 +i)
V3 = 6 .. 8 = $ 6.17
(1+i)2

IRR = 6%

Vn = 6.8
(1 +i)n-1

11m = 6%

IRR =
IRR

6%

= 6%

While delaying investment reduces the NPV of an investment by the
factor (-1-), the IRR will remain unchanged.
1+i
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Rate of Investment
The rate of investment may be defined simply as the number of
units of investment applied in any time period
This can be expressed
in money values (eQg" $100 per year) or in physical terms (e.g8 5 ewe
equivalents per year) 0
The rate of investment may be constant as it
would be in the case of a farmer increasing stocking rate by 0.5 ewe
equivalents per year"
It may vary from year to year» as it would i f
a farmer were investing annually a fixed proportion of a fluctuating
income"
G

Constant Rate of Investment
If the rate of investment is constant over time, i&e o the
distribution of investment is even, then again the NFV of the investment depends directly on the rate of' investment» and the IRR is
constant"
Eeg~ the unit of investment is 1 ewe equivalent with a net
cash flow ofg~6, ~4$ 2s 3~ 3 9 0 0 0 0 info

If the rate of investment is one ewe equivalent per year for
four years ~ the following cash flows will be generated.,
Table 2
Year
$

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

-6

-4
-6

2

3

<3

-4

2

3

-6

=4
=6

2

3
3
3

=4-

2

3
3
3
3

3 o
3 "Q&
3 "0 ..
3 """

=5

=4-

11

12

$
$
$
Total Net Cash
-6
$

Q

..

to inf"
to info
to info
to info

FlQws~

=10

-8

12 " " .. to info

NPV at 6% :::: $126.5
::::
IRR
24 .. 4%

If the rate of investment in physical terms is higher, the net
cash flows would be as listed below in Table 3 and shown in Figure 2.
Table

.2

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

~30

-50

-40

-25

20

60

60

10 e .. e4 -60

-100

=80

-50

40

55
110

120

120

-75

60

165

180

Year
5 e ee..$

1

=150
15 e"e..$ -90
=1 Ox
x e"e..$ -6x

-8x

-5:x:

4x

11 x

12x

<.

&.0

e

to inf"
to info

120 '''' ..
180
" to info

...

12x .. "" to info
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Net
Cash
Flows

Pv

@

6%

(15i126Q5
=$2897)

180

r

150·

$
(10x126.5
c:4li 265)

120
90

$
(5x126 5
0

60'

IRR

= 24,,,6%

for all rates

120

150
180

~633)
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Footnote to Table 3

5 ewes - NPV
10 ewes -PI
15 ewes -PI
x ewes -PI

at
at
at
at

6%
6%
6%
6%

= $632&5
= $1265 0
= $189705
= $126 5x
0

Q

IRR
IRR
IRR
IRR

= 24.4%
= 24.4%
= 24.4%
= 24.4%

Again, the relationships between the NPV's and the IRR's of the
various rates of development depend 9 not on the length of the time
period involved, but on the proportional relationships between the
different cash flows.
In general mathematical terms, let
f.

J

V.

J

represent the number of units of investment applied
in each year 1 • ~n,
0

represent the present value of the unit of investment in
the year in which i t is applied, then~

NPVN units

=

+
f.= N
J.

(1 +i)

i.e .. the NW of a strategy will depend directly on the r ate of
developmente
It is clear that IRR will be independent of the
rate of developmento
Varying Rate of Investment

~

Distribution

In practice, investment is made in an uneven or possibly a lumpy
fashion, depending on the availability of investment capital, personal
preferences and expectations» etc.
Seldom~ if ever, is the rate of
investment constant over time o
The distribution of investment is

10j

defined here to measure the relative concentration of investment in
the earlier or later years of a time period~
This is demonstrated
by an example in Appendix I~and will not,be detailed heree
It has been shown so far, both empirically and in simple
theoretical terms, that for a particular class of investment~
(a)

there is a direct relationship between scale of investment
and net present value;

(b)

the relationship between net present value and time of
investment is a factor of ( 1 .) ;
1 + J.
there is a direct relationship between rate of investment
and net present value,

(c)
(d)

that IRR is independent of scales timing or rate of investment o

The distribution of investment is clearly a combination of
timing,' and scale of investment~
Consequently we can expect
tbate while IRR will not be affected by changing distributions of
investment~ NPV will be substahtially'affected
Briefly, as shown
in Appendix Is the NPV of an investment will be higher with earlier
investment and a higher rate of investment, ioeo investment should
be made as early and heavily as budgetary or technical constraints
allow.
rate~

g

The Effect of Discount Rate
NPIT

~(b .=e,.)
=.L:. J J

where i

= discount

rate

j=1 (1 +i)j

and

~(b.=C.)

.L.

J

J

=0

when i

= IRRs

j=1(1 +i)j

and taking as an example~ an investment generating a series of cash
flows of $ -30 8 =50~ =40 e =25$ 20, 55$ 60~ 60 oeO$ infa~ Figure 3
shows this series of cash flows with each annual flow discounted at
various rates~
For example in year 6~ the net cash flow is $55;
discounted at 10, 20 and 25 per cent, the discounted values are
respectively $31 ~ $18,,4 9 and $14 .. 4"
As the discount rate increases the curves representing the
discounted value become flatter.ll and the area C (representing positive
values) comes closer in area to area B (representing negative values)Q
Since Area C less Area B represents NPV9 then NPV will be decreasing
as the discount rate increases e
This is shown on Figure 4 for the
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same series of cash flows.
The discount rate at which Area B = Area Cs
i.e. NPV = 0 is the IRR.
In this example, IRR is relatively high.
If however the IRR was closer to a commonly used discount rate, an
error in the choice of discount rate could make desirable projects
appear undesirable and vice versa e
Effect of Time Period of AnabYsis
A later paper by Mr G.R.J. Cleland will discuss this aspect~
It is sufficient to mention at this stage that adequate technical
knowledge regarding the life of an investment is essential to avoid
the possibility of distorted results o
In any case the time period
of analysis should be long enough to define a stable or equilibrium
post-investment situation~
Class of Investment
Class of investment is defined here as the activity~ or process
to which investment is applied e
Specifically~ production units
which have differing capacity or output are differe~t class~s of
investment, and would generate differing streams of cash flows e Differing
environmental conditions could throw off quite different series of cash
flows ..
As an example~ take classes of investment (eog. machines) with
different cash flows~Table 4
Cash Flows - Years
Year
Class
Class
Class
Class

1

A ($ ~

($
C ($ ~
D ($

B

2

40
9.1
40
9 ..1
40 =1005
40 - 7 6
0

3
2
3
3
3

4
2
3
3
3

0190Q

eeCto
eo6)Q6
0Q0t:J

inf.,inf"
inf"
inf ..

NPV at 5%
68
24 6
6 08
904
0

0

IRR

6%
807%
508%
6%

Class A investments are not as "efficient" as are B investments
which can earn a higher cash flow from year 3 onwards&
Each unit of
class B investment would have a higher NPV and a higher IRa than units
of class Ae
Class A investments have the same NFV at a discount rate
of 5% as class C investments@ but show a higher IRR~
On the other
hand, class D investments show the same IRR as class A investments g
but have a higher NPV
An area of confusion can exist when one
The
measure of profitability is used to the exclusion of others~
problem of the selection of projects, and the criteria used will be
outlined by Mr Johnson in another paper but it is important at this
stage to demonstrate some relationships between NPV and IRRo
0

These relationships, as suggested in Table 4 above, will depend
on the size and sequence of the cash flows associated with the various
class of investment~ and on the discount rate9

1,01

Figure 4 showed the relationship between NPV and discount rate
for a particular stream of cash flows~
The various graphs of Figure 5
show the same for hypothetical streams of cash flows generated by
various classes of investments s
Figure 5(a) shows quite simply how two classes of investment
(G and H) with different streams of cash flows may have the same IRR
(in this case 6~ but differing NPVts at a given discount rate (e.g. 5%).
In this case,!> at a discount rate of 5 per cent, npvh
npv
This
example parallels investments D and A above.
Figure 5(b)gdemonstrates
simply the position where NPV curves intersect.
Investment E has a
Comparison of NPV's varies
hi.gher IRR (1%) than investment F (5%)..
with the discount rate used.
At a discount of 3G7.%, NPV = NPV ,I>
paralleling i.nvestment classes A and C..
At discount rat~s greater
than 307/0, NPV
NPVf' and investment E appears the most attractivee
At discount rates less than 3. 1%g NPV ) NPVE and investment F could
F
appear the most attractive proposition.,

>

0

>

Two important points emergeg first IRR, while dependent on the
size and sequence of .cash flows may not be a useful guide to the
relative attractiveness, unless We know that the NPl curves do not
intersect (e$g. investments I and J in Figure 5(c))G
This we normally
do not know e
Second, a small change in the discount rate used to
calculate NPV,I> (eoge 307! ~1% in Figure 5(b)) could reverse the order
of attractiveness where NPV is the criterion used o
Si~oe NPV is
normally not calculated over a wide range of discount rates, we seldom
know the relationship between NPV curves ..1 "
Other possibilities~ less common.!> existo
The PV curves could
intersect twice s
For example, Figure 5(d)s NPV = NPV at two
interest rates s corresponding with p and P2$ a~ the ikRus of the two
investments may be different~
Lastly" it ~s quite possible that no
unique IRR can be found o
If the NPV curves due to heavy investment
late in the time period, becomes negatives then positive and so ons
the situation could be as represented in Figure 5(e) for investment Mo
Theoretical~~ three IRR's exist~ in this case 3$ 4.and 6 per cente
More advanced techniques may be required to obtain an appropriate
~olution rate of interest..
As mentioned previously.l> the decomposition
of aggregate cash flows to unit cash flows to obtain the IRR associated
with the investment unit may overcome this problem in many cases~
It
would be necessary however that the unit cash flows did not exhibit
multiple IRR6 s , and that the unit cash flowsl/ when obtained» are acceptable
on theoretical groundso 2
1 Mr GoRoJ& Cleland has written a programme for the IBM 1130 Computer
which would provide this information over a range of discount rates
from 1 =1 00 per cent
2 The derivation of unit cash flows from aggregate net cash flows was
first demonstrated I believe by A.T.G. McArthur, Lincoln College»
(Agricultural Economics Paper NO e 410)Q
Q
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The reoognition of different olasses. rates and distributions
of investment in projeot evaluation is important when comparison of
alternative investments are to be made.
The "shape" of a stream of
cash flows arising from an investment will depend on
the rate of investment ~ di t 'b t'
··
.p.
s rl. u l.on
the t l.ml.ng
0.1.
l.nves t ment
the olass of investment
Strictly speaking, i f two classes of investment are to be oompared,
then "all other things (timing and rate) should be equal", otherwise
a confounding situation oocurs.
It is not suffioient) for example,\>
to compare investment in dair,y cattle and beef oattle to increase
stocking rates on a farm, unless the rate and timing of investment
is the same for both types of stock.
The

Vic

Ratio,

It will be remembered that NPV can be caloulated in either of
two ways:

(a)

disoounting the returns or income s, tream (b j ),
discounting the cost stream (0.) and finding
J

n

n
~

= ~--..:L
.~ .. ~~~g
b

"

c.

- L"
J
j=1 (1 +i) '.
j=1 (1 +i),j"

(b)

~(b.,",O.)

;: L' ,)

J

j=1(1+i)j

determining net cash flows (b j -6 j ) for each time period and
finding:-

It can be shown sim~~ that under some conditions, the VIC ratio
may be oonfused if method lb) above is used'",
Taking as an example the following stream of cash flows:
Table 5
Year
Returns
(b j )
($ )
Costs
(OJ)
~
Net Cash Flow (b.-c.) ($
($
J

J

4

2

3
4

6
-4

2
2

1

1

3

3

1

2

0

6
-6

4

5
4 0"" to inf.

...

to inf ..
" to info

eo.

11

~

It is important to distinguish between "returns" or "income"
and "positive cash flows", and "costs" and !!negative cash flows""
Table 5 shows actual costs and returns which could generate net cash
flows of -6, -4, 2, 3, 3~
The actual returns are shown in the b.
row and the costs in c. row~
Some workers using discounting tecrlniques
have yielded to the teMptation to designate the negative net cesh flows
as costs and the positive net flows as returns"
The following
calculations show how an erroneous Vic ratio can be calculated when
"costs" are not correctly def'ined ..
Using method (a)
n

~

=.L.:

b.
J

j=1 (1 +i)J

_n .

=2--

w.

~.

J

c
j.

j=1 (1 +i)J

}WV (or

V-C)

= $34.44

IRR = 2404%

Using method (b)
PV of positive cash flows ::; $43,,66
PV of negative cash flows "" :I> 9.,22
NPV = $34 .. 44IRR = 24~4%
Vic ::; 4,.74

(erroneous)

studies which do not specify actua1 costs and merge::'osts and
returns into aggregate net flows will c1early beuilsuitable for

of'V/c.
Vic ratio

calc~ation

The
or investment.

measures the return or benef'it per unit of cost,
A simple modification of this ratiO, namely

v~c or ~1 will measure net benefit or net return per unit of investment in a discounted sense.
Clearly VIe and ~ = "j will vary
together f'or any investment.
Hence we have a measure (expressed
as a ratio) of "returns per dollar of outlay'l (VIe) or "net returns
per dollar of outlay" (~ ~ 1-) ~
j

Several variations of the

Vic

ratio exist.

The Bureau of

1·~j.

Agricultural Economics 3 suggests "dynamic" benefit/cost ratios which
are oalculated to include establishment and operating costs s and
"static" benefit/cost ratios when all estimates of income, capital
and costs are related to the full development period.
Quite clearly,
any number of variations of the Vic ratio can be calculated to some
speoific purposes, according to the information required.
Some of
these ratios appear to have a promiSing potential in projeot seleotion
procedures.
Mr McArthur4 has used a ratio V-C J where Ct represents

cr

the negative cash flows in the series of cash flows arising from an
investment, and suggests its use in selection procedures o
Mr Johnson
will discuss this in detail in a following paper.
The relationship between V-C and Vic is shown in Figure 6
in relation to establishing the optimum scale of investment.
We
could assume that the proposed investment is a reservoir for irrigation
and power generations and that as the size of the proposed reservoir
increases, diminishing returns are encountered.
Three points in Figure 6 are signifioant.
Point 1 - The size of the investment at which Vic is a maximum
(i.e e BB' has the greatest slopeD and the Vic curve in the
lower graph is a maximum)
0

Point 2 - The size; of the,Hnvestment at which V exceeds C by the
greatest amount~ i.e .. V = C is a maximum o
At this point
the cost of adding the last increment of size (~C) is equal
to the added benefits ilv resulting from that increment, i.e ..
L! V =L1 C and A vi AC = 1. Investment beyom this point
would require additional expenditure in excess of additional
benefits and would not be justified ..
Point 3 - V = C3 and Vie = 1
Between points 2 and 31' although Vie
is greater than one, the additional benefits are less than the
additional costs.
0

Net benefits are maximised when the size of the investment is
extended to the point where the benefits added by the last increment
of scale are equal to the costs of adding that increment
This will
occur at point 2
9

3 The Economics of Bigalow Land Development in the Fitzroy Basin~
Queensland, Bureau of Agricultural Economics~ 1963.

4 Personal communication ..
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Costs (C

Figure 6:
Taken from Proposed Practioes for Economio Analysis of River Basin
Projects.
Report to the Interagency Committee on water Resources e
May 1958.

Figure 6 demonstrates some important pointso
(a)

That maximising V/Cwill not lead to the optimum level of
investment 0
In the point-input9 continuous output case,
IRR is maximised when vie is maximised" 80 that maximising
the IRR will similarly not lead to optimum scale of investmento

(b)

That increasing investment untnV/c = 1 is similarly
irrational ..

(0)

That an attempt should be made to invest as close to point 2
as possible"

APPENDIX I

AN EMPIRICAL EXAMPLE DEMONSTRATING DIFFERENT
DISTRIBUTIONS OF INVESTMENT

Suppose technological limitations place an upper limit on the
capital intensity of a projecto
Our example will be a farmer who can
increase the number of ewe equivalents on his farm by 150" over a period
of 15 years o
He can invest in ewes at different rates at different
times of the fifteen year period~
As an empirical exerCise, 9
alternative strategies have been oonsidered e (Table 6 and Figure 7m)
The net cash flow associated with each ewe is assumed as -6~ -4-, 2$
3" 3 9 .. eo to info
It is necessary to have some measure of the degree of asymmetrys
or departure from the symmetry of the constant level of investment o
An obvious measure is one related to skewness o
Conventional measures of skewness g such as the third moment
al?,out the mean of a distribution are not suitable",
We must consider
the range of the distribution arbitrarily to be a definite period of.
time = i.n this case 15 years 9 since we must have a basis of comparison
of "skewness" for all. 9 distributions of investment..
An index in
dimensionless form 9 based on the suggestion of GbR0J~ Cleland was
developedg=
0( JC

=

(1=~)3
where f :::: no o of units of investment in any year
~ = mid point of time scale (i"eo = 8 in example)
d1 :::: deviation from".,u
N :::: number of units of investment (i"e" :::: 150 in example)"

11.6

No.of

e.e ..
applied

150

150

140
D

= 1 .0)

c(o(

(oC...-1 ...0 )

13

130
120

120
110

• 110

.
I

I 100

10
90
E(oC

80

= 0.846)

70

5

(~=

1~

0)

__~________~~~____~I~______~~________~__~

•
1

2

3

4

Figure 7:

5

6

7

Year

8

9

10

11

Distributions of Investment used
in Empirical Example

12

13

14 15

<"

,(
, ~

1I)l
,,",

index varies only between +1 .0 and -1 aO.
Calculated values for
the 9 strategies considered in the empirical example are shown in
Table 6 and Figure 7~

~he

The cash flows generated by each investment strategy, with
NPV's and IRRe s all shown in Table 7e
It will be immediately
apparent that those strategies where investment is concentrated in
the earlier years exhibit higher NPV's, i.e. C~ E, G & A~ and further
that the more concentrated the investment in the earlier years (i~e0
the higher the_~~c index) the higher the NPV"
The relationship
between c(;and NPV- is shown in Figure 8.
Since several distributions of investment could provide the
same value for 0( it is not possible to state an exact mathematical
relationship between NPV and 0<. •. All that can be noted is that NPV
obviously decreases as the distribution of investment becomes less
positively "skewed", i"e" aso(decreases&
In factj) the NPV of the
same total investment falls by over 55% as 0( moves from +1 .0 to =1 ~Oo
Intuitively, it would appear that, since the points on Figure 8 are
not unique f,or any value ofo( II .the relationship between PV and 0<:
could be expressed by a curve represented by an area such as that
between the dotted lines on Figure 8&
The width of this area would
depend on the range of distributions of investment which satisfy
any value of 0( '"
j

The message from Figure 8 is that the distribution of invest=
ment should be as positively "skewed" as budgetary constraints allow t
ieee investment should be made as early and heavily as possible~
It is clear also that IRR is independent of distribution of investment.
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Table 6
Strategies Representing Distributions of Investment
in Empirical Examnle
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A

20

40

30

20

10

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

B

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

10

20

C

150

8

9

10

11

12

_

14

15

Total

~··JC

3

3

3

1 50

0.359

30

40

20

150

-0 .. 359

13

No. of units (eoeo) invested

Strategy

D

150

1 .0

-

150

150

-1 .. 0

E

120

10

5

3

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 50

10 .. 846

F

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

3

5

10

1 20

1 50

-0 .. 846

G

30

25

20

15

10

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

150

0.302

H

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

10

15

20

25

30

150

-0.302

I

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

.10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

150

I

0

-lo

~

12°;'0

Table 7
Net Cuh Plow"SI

mo. "

IDD.

a••ooiatecl with

Strate,i••

I~e.tmeDt
I'

11:

r

.,.,900

-720

-6

-180 . - 30

... 60

-30

",,600

-SleD

-10

...270

- 50

...120

...300

-2Jt.

300

170

.... 8

...160

-leD

- 80

4-

..... 00

- 15

4-50

342

5

-30

... 25

... 50

5

100

...

-

6

450

316

2

85

... 10

.., 20

6

252

3

450

397

1

185

5

10

7

320

12

450

408

4

240

20

40

8

336

21

450

412

7

260

35

70

9

345

30

450

415

10

275 .

50

100

10

354

39

450

418

13

290

65

130

11

363

6

450

421

10

305

50

160

12

372

- 73

450

'424-

3

320

15

190

13

381

-150

450

427

-

8

335

-10

220

14

390

-200

450

430

"'" 38

350

~

20

250

15

399

- 40

450

"'900

433

-70$

365

- 15

280

16

426

270

450

=600

442

...400

410

215

370

17

447

430

450

300

449

330

445

420

44-0

18

450

450

450

450

450

450

450

450

450

to inf.

450

450

450

450

450

450

450

450

450

NPl 18 yrs. 1738

198

2538

=342

2351

-191

1541

383

918

4361

2825

5165

2284

4953

2436

4168

3010

3545

2404

24 .. 4

24 .. 4-

24-",4

24,,4

24&4

24~4

2404-

240)1.,\-

Year

.A

B

1

-120

- t8

2

-320

3

NPl to inf.

IRR%

C

D

..,

..,

-

G

H

I
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UNCERTAINTY AND ITS EFFECT ON CAPITAL
1
INVESTMENl' ANALYSIS

G. R. J. Cleland
Department of Agriculture

This paper is concerned with the usefulness of "theoretically
correct" choice indicators in real world investment decisions"
For the purposes of this paper "theoretically correct" measures
are taken to be the Present Value, and the Internal Rate of Return
of a stream of cash flows e
The measures of profitability most often used, by business
men such as "Pay Back Period", or "Simple Return on Capital"g
have been criticised by economists as unscientific.
However
we must be sure that the theoretically correct measures do give
better results than the unsophisticated decision ruleso
It can be shown that when all costs, returns, project lives~
and salvage values, can be accurately predicted, the theoretically
correct measures do give a better indication of profitability than
the unscientific measure$o However~ all capital investment does
involve some measure ofuncertaintYe
It is the aim of this paper
to show that because of this uncertainty the value of the theoretically
correct measures may be limited and that an appreCiation of the
limits of the techniques is necessary.
j

First we will show diagrammatically the effects of uncertaintY$
length of project life and annual return~ and then go on to measure
these effects for specific examples.
First consider the simple case of single investment, yielding
a constant annual return, for a fixed period o

1

This paper leans heavily on "Uncertainty and Its Effect on Capital
Investment Analysis", Martin B. Solomon Jr. Journal of Managem,;;~!.J·,
Science, Vol. 12D No.8» April 1966.
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In its undiscounted form it may be represented thus:

$
Annual

Cash
Flow
~---+----~----L---~~--~----~----~----~----Yeara

When this is discounted

ai

it may be represented

(1 +r)i
P.V.

~
•

I

I

,

I

~

ara

Present value of the stream of disoounted cash flows is equal
to the area above the zero axis, minus the area below the
axis.
Hence it can be seen that the change in present value
which results from a change in the length of life of a project
may be represented by the addition, or subtraction of one
"block" from the right hand end of the diagram.
It will be apparent that an error of one year in the
estimation of project life in a project of long life will
cause a relatively small error in Present Value, while an
error of one year in a project of short life will cause a
relatively large error.
Errors in the estimation of annual return:
For simplicity
we will assume a constant under-estimation error in the
estimation of the annual returno
This is represented in its
undisco~ted form thus:=

AnnuJ
Clash!
Flows

$

~

____ ____ ____ ____ __
~

~

~

~

~~

__

~~

____ ____ __ ______ Year
~

~

~

and in its discounted

form:~

P.V •

$

~....----:: ~

~

~ /"/./ i--"///........-/~

LL/

J
yrs.

It will be seen that ohange in present value will depend directly
on the change in annual return, but the absolute value of the
change in Present Value will be greater for a project with a
longer life ..
Although the above conclusions are stated in terms of
present value, similar conclusions follow for our alternative
"theoretically correct" measure i Internal Rate of Return ..
Now let us consider a numerical example.
For simplicity,
we will take a single investment of $10,000, with a uniform
annual return (which we shall vary), for a number of years which
we shall also very"
The attached table and Graph I,. showing the Internal Rate
of Return, for each combination of annual return and project
life, were calculated on the computer"
The table may be useful
for calculation of Internal Rate of Return, When working with
uniform series, as using conventional tables. internal rate of
return often involves tedious calculation ..
Looking at the table of Internal Rates of Return, as this
is easier to visualise than Present Value, we notice that
Internal Rate of Return does vary quite rapidly as we change
the value of the parameters e

INTERNAL RA ~ OF RETURN
Years

5

6

7

8

9

Annual
500
Amount
600
with an
700
Initial
800
Investment 900
of $1 O~OOO 1000

1100
1200
1300
14-00
1500
00
,,0
1600
1700
.. 0
,,0
1800
1900
00
,,0
2000
2100 ,,016
2200 0032
2300 ,,048
24-00 ,,063
2500 ~079
2600 ",0942700 .,109
2800 .. 123
2900 .. 138
3000 .. 152

10

11

12

13

14-

15

16

,,006
,,023
,,040
0055
0070
0084,,098
.111
.. 1240136
,,14-8
0160
.. 172
01840195
0206
0218
.,229
,,24-0
0250
,,261
0272
.. 283
.,293

~013

~O
~O

,,0
,,0
.. 005
,,022
,,038
,,054,,070
0085
,,100
.. 115
..129
,,144,,158
.. 171
0185
,,199

",0
,,0 ,,008
,,0 ,,025
,,012 ,,042
.. 029 ,,058
,,04-5 .,073
,,061 <)088
,,076 ,,103
,,091 ,,118
,,106 ,,132
.. 121 ,,14-6
0135 .159
,,14-9 .,173
.. 163 .. 186
0176 ,,199
..190 .. 212
.203 .,224.. 216 .. 237
,,229 .,24-9

,,0
,,015
,,032
,,04-8
,,064,,079
.0940109
,,123
,,137
,,150
,,163
..176
0189
0202
.. 214",227
.. 239
,,251
.. 263

,,0
,,017
.. 0340050
~066

0081
,,096
.. 110
,,124,,137
..150
,,163
0176
0189
.. 201
.. 214,,226
,,238
,,24-9
.. 261
.. 273

,,0
,,016
0033
,,04-9
,,064,,079
,,094,,108
,,122
..135
014-8
0161
.,174<>186
0198
,,210
.. 222
0234.. 24-5
.. 257
.. 268
0280

,,0 ,,005
,,01 ~ .. 023
,,029 .. 039
e04-5 0055
0061 .. 070
,,076 ,,084,,090 ,,098
..104- ,,112
,,118 ..125
..131 ,,138
,,144- ..151
..156 ..163
0169 ,,175
,,181 ..187
,,193 ,.199
.. 205 ,,210
",217 .. 222
~228
.. 233
,,24-0 ",244,,251 ",256
,,262 ,,267
,,274- .. 278
0285 .. 288

0015
,,032
.. 04-8
0063
0078
0092
0105
,,118
..1 31
..1440156
0168
,,180
.. 192
,,203
0214,,226
.. 237
024-8
,,259
0270
,,280
,,291

0030
004-6
~061

0075
0089
,102
~115

.. 128
.. 14-0
.152
0164,,175
,,187
0198
0209
.,220
,,231
,,24-2
.. 252
,,263
0274.. 284,,295

17

18

.. 002
.. 020
,,036
,,051
,,066
,,080
0093
~1 06
0149
0131
.14-3
.. 155
,,166
,,178
..189
,,200
,,211
,,222
.. 233
.. 24-3
.. 254.. 265
.. 275
.. 285
.296

,,008
,,025
,,04-1
0056
,,070
0084,,097
0110
,,122
,,134,,14-6
..157
..169
..180
.,191
0202
.. 213
,,223
0234.. 24-5
,,255
.. 266
0276
.. 286
0297

19
,,0
.. 013
,,030
004-5
,,060
,,074,,087
,,100
.. 112
.125
.. 136
,,14-8
,,159
,,1 71
0182
0193
0203
,,2140225
.,235
.. 24-6
0256
0266
0277
.. 287
.. 297
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INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN
Years

500
Amount
600
with an
700
Initial
800
Investment 900
of $1 OaOOO 1000
1100
1200
1300
.1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600
2700
2800
2900
3000
Annual

20
,,0
,,018
0034
0049
,,063
.. 077
.. 090
..103
..115
..127
..138
0150
,,161
,,172
,,183
..194
.. 204
,,215
,,226
.. 236
0246
0257
.267
.,277
0288
.298

21
,,004
,,022
0038
,,052
,,066
.. 080
0093
..105
0117
.129
..140
,,151
..162
..173
..184
0195
,,205
,,216
.,226
,,237
0247
3257
0267
.. 277
.. 288
.298

22
,,008
.. 025
0041

.. 055
,,069
0082
.. 095
0107
..119
,,129
..141
..153
,,163
,,174
..185
..196
.,,206
,,217
,,227
,,237
0248
0258
.. 268
.278
.,288
.299

23
.,01 1

,,028
.. 043
.. 058
.. 071
.. 084
,,096
,,108
..120
..130
..143
.,154
..164
3175
,,186
.196
,,207
.. 217
.. 227
1/1238
.. 248
.. 2,58
.. 268
.. 279
.,289
0299

24
.. 015
$031
.. 046
,,060
,,073
.. 086
.. 098
..110
..121
.,131
..144
..154
..165
..176
$186
..197
.207
.. 218
0228
,,238
.. 248
,,258
0268
.279
.289
.299

26
27
001 7 .. 020 ,,022
0033 ,,036 0038
0048 ,,050 0052
.. 062 .. 064 .. 065
,,075 ",076 ,,078
0087 ,,089 ,,090
,,099 <>100 .102
.,111 0112 .,113
..122 ,,123 ..124
,,133 .,133 ..134
,,144 ..145 0146
0155 ..156 ..156
,,166 ,,166 .,167
0176 ,,177 . ,.177
.,187 ,,187 ..187
,,197 ..198 ..198
,,208 ,,208 ,,208
.. 218 ,,218 ,,218
.. 228 0228 .,229
.. 238 0239 0239
.. 249 0249 ,,249
.. 259 .. 259 .259
.. 269 ,,269 .. 269
.,279 .. 279 .. 279
.,289 0289 0289
0299 .299 0299
25

28
.. 024
,,039
,,053
.. 066
,.079
.. 091

29
,,026
.041

,,055
.. 068
,,080
,,092

0102

0103

..114
..125
,,135
..146
..157
..167
()178
..188
.198
,,208
.. 219
.. 229
.. 239
.. 249
.259
.. 269
0279
.. 289
.299

.,114
,,125
0136

..147
..157
.,168
..178
..188
..198
0208.
,,219
.229
.. 239
0249
.. 259
.. 269
.. 279
.289
.. 299

30
~028

,,043
0056
,,069
e081
,,093
0104
.,115
0126
..137
..147
,,158
0168
,,178
..188
,,199
,,209
,,219
,,229
,,239
.. 249
.. 259
.. 269
.. 279
.289
.299
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For instance~ let us assume that the estimated return is
:ji1 ,,500 per annum, and the expected project life is 10 years. We
see that the IRR is 8.1%~
If we are using an interest rate of
6%.> this scheme is prima ~ profitable.. But if the project
life should drop to 8 years, the IRR will fall to 4~~ ~£~ faoi~ unprofitable.
However it will also be seen that
the IRR for th~ same cash flows at 24 years, and 30 years$
are 14,,4% and 14" 7% respectively.
Hence the conclusion is
that while IRR is unstable with respect to project life at
short project lives~ say less than 10 years, it is quite stable
at long project lives o
Now we will examine the effect of variation of annual
return~

Let us assume that the project is to have a life of 10
an estimated return of $1,500 per year o
From the
table the IRR ,is 8"1%,,
However if the return in fact turns
out to be oply $1 ~300 per year, the IRR drops to 5%0

years~ an~

If we are told a project has a life of 9 years, plus or
minus one year~ and an annual return of $1,400 plus or minus
$100» all we ,can say is that the internal rate of return lies
between 1%, a!}d 8%.,
Clearly IRR is so unstable as to be of
limited value,.
If we define the error in the annual return in terms of
the original investment~ in this case $10,000, an error of $100
is a 1 % error"
Hence a 1 % error in annual return for a short
project life~ looking down the1 columns of the table~ causes an
error of 1 ,,5 percentage points in the IRR; while a 1 % error in
annual returns causes an error of 1.1 percentage points at long
project life"
Because these errors in project life and annual returns
are by no means unlikely~ one ~as to be cautious with the
theoretically correct measures"
Thu:s if two proposals are nearly equally profitable g there
will not be a significant difference between the projectsQ
internal rates of return, While, if one of the proposals is
obviously more profitable than the other, simple measures such
as pay-back=period or return on capitals could provide the same
information as the theoretically correct measures» at less cost.

1 The difference between

pointe

6% and, 7% is said to be

1 percentage
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An interesting feature of the abave analysis is that the

relationship between annual returns and internal rate of return
is close to linear~ and constant over the whole range o
On the
other hands the relationship between internal rate of return and
project life is not constant but curvilinear~
Hence proposals
that last less than the estimated life g lower the average internal
rate of return~ more than proposals that last longer than the
estimated life J 'Y"aise it.
Thus errors in annual return may average
out over a large number of investments» but errors in project life
will not average outo
In fact even small errors in project life
will result in a serious over-statement of profitabilitYQ
To make the analysis more complete the situation of non
uniform annual returns should be discussed&
In all case s the
tables and diagrams are very similar to thoae given above» and
all the conclusions still hold~
Let us now look at the effect
of taxation"
Because most of the cost~benefit studies are done at a
national level» taxation has not been included in the calculations
as taxation is only a transfer payment» and does not represent
the using up of factors of production~
However s from an
individualus point of view» taxation must be taken into account
in measuring profitabilitYe
Because taxation is progressive it wiU ll to a small extent»
tend to buffer the effect of changes in annual return» and project
life&
Where annual return is under-estimated» taxation will also
be UDder=estimated» and the two will partially offset each other»
so that the final error in Internal Rate of Return of post~tax
income is smaller than the error in Internal Rate of Return in
pre=tax income",
However it is likelY that this effect will be
small» and because taxation will bring the project nearer to
the boundary between profitable and unprofitable» the smaller
error may still be critical&
For instance, let us consider a project of 20 years;) straight
line depreciation, and a taxation rate of 50co in the dollar o
If
the possible pre=tax returns are $2»700 and $2~900j the internal
rates of return will be 26 7,%, and 28 a.% respectivelyc
But'the
post=tax internal rates of return will be 9~Q% and10~3% respectively~
The absolute difference has been reduced~ but the difference is now
even more critical o
Q

Q

Similarly, let us take a stream of incomes of $3,000 per year
and using a depreciation rate of 1 Q% of depreciated value, and a
50c", in the dollar taxation rate» allow projeot life to vary between
8 and 1 years e

°

Pre=tax IRRu s are 24-",9% and 27e3% respectively.
Post=tax IRRis are 1205% and 14~5%respectively ..

Life
20 yrs ..
20 yrs&
8 yrs.
10 yrs ..

Return

Pre-tax

Post-tax

$2~900

28 .. 8%
26.7%
24.9%
27.3%

10.3%
9 .. CYJ'
12.5%
14.5%

$2,700
$3,000
$3,000

All the above conclusions have been stated in terms of
Internal Rate of Return, because this is easier to visualise
than Present Value.
However, as will be seen from Graph II, any conclusions
which apply to IRR also apply to Present Value, as Present
Value is a simple increasing function ofIRR.
The greater the IRa, the greater the Present Value for
the example conaidered.

As will be seen when project life is constant and
variations in annual return are being considered, Present
Value is almost a linear function of IRR"
Conclusion:

The theoretically correct measurea, Internal Rate of
Return and Present Value, are so unstable with respect to the
annual return of a project~ and to the project life, that
simple measures such as pay~back~period, which do allow for
obsolescences technological change~.and uncertainty of the
future, may be just as useful in real world investment decisions.
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THE SELECTION OF PROJECTS
Ro 'aVo »10 Johnson
(Lincoln College)
In this paper9 I want to discuss the selection of projects
by the net present worth method 9 and to ~ote cases where a different
criteria should be u.edo
There are three basic crite~ia in use~
net preae.t worth (V-C)9~atio ~f present worth of benefits to
preseD~ worth of costs ( Ie)' and the internal rate of return 9 or
solving rate of interest (IR~)o
These measuree ca. give widely
different prioritielD if definitio.s of coets and benefits are not
uniform, 80 part of this paper is concerned with defimitio . . aMi
part with the respective criteria to usee
The main purpose of ~hi. paper is to identify the situations
where projects have to reach sOlie lIinilluE level of profitability
and those lDituations where the "best" schemes have to ~e identifiedo
In economics, we would say that if an unlimited supply
of funds were available for investment, then all scheaes which
reach the stated miniauB would qualify and be carried auto.
When funds are liaited, for whatever purpose, we talk of ~capital
rationing" ,.and this involves choosing projects that contribute
most to desired objectiTeso
At first sight it ai,ht appear
that this distinction would cause no difficultieID9 we see below
just what the difficulties areo
It is useful to make the usual distinction at this stage
between the national interest and the individual interesto
In
economics, we talk of net social present worth where the national
interest is concerned 9 and net private present worth where an
individual or business decision was involvedo
The distinction
also applies to the definition of costs and benefitso
Social costs
and benefits are usually aggregates of the private and public part
of schemes'9 eogo government investment in irrigation structures like
border dykes and so ono
The two are combined to establish whether
it is in the national interest to support the schemeo
Whether the
irrigation farmers should accept the sche.e for their part requires
analysis of net private present worth eogc what will they get out
of it in terms of increased personal income 9 capital appreciation
and the likeo
g

A further useful illustration is that social benefits can
be reckoned but not collected.
The added income in the community
is dispersed and can only be "collected" in the form of levies,
rates or taxes.
Private benefits are more measurable because
they can be counted in cash ter.5 9 and trading accounts will
already show the necessary totals.
The term net present worth is used because the decision
usually involves=the capital portion of the total expenditure
on a sche.e~
Thus benefits are net of operational and aaintenance
costso
If C is the Daual equiTalent of theeapital invested" Y
annual expenditure~ and X the onual equiTaleat ot total benefits,
then net benefits~

v
and net present worth

NPW

=

X

Y

::

V

Co

This terminololY can next be used to show the fallacy of
using the incorrect ratio of V to C to .ake project comparisons"
It should be apparent without further discussion that~

x

C + Y ~

or

X - Y

C

V

=C

total bene fi ts l#
total costs'

9

nethenefi ts
capital oosts

0

The reason why this is important follows from questions of funding
The objective of a power authority is to make best use of its
present investment funds 9 and it should not be concerned with future
operating costs which will be covered by current revenue in the event,
On the other hand, a solicitor or farm agency might be supplying all
the funds for a considerable period of development~ in this case it
would not be necessary or possible to separate C and Yo
Forest
development is another example where revenues come in very late~ and
the lending authority may.ant to know the best return on all funds
suppliedo
This general prol>lea does not occur if only acceptance/
rejection criteria are requiredo
Finally it should be noted that
VIc ratios calculated in differe!t w"ys should never be used for
bases of co.parisoBo
0

I now turn to a discussion of development sche.es which are to
be funded from the public sector.
The first step is to gather the
necessary information from engineers~ technical reports and other
people affected 9 on prospective sche.e costs and benefitso
The
resulting time streams of costs and benefits should be converted to
present',wotth terms at a social rate of discount which reflects the
communityOs willingness to forego present consumption for the future
There is likely to be a gener~ agreed on rate for thiso
If the
net present worth is positive, the Bcheme is now eligible for more

0

detailed considerationo
At this stage 9 the general conclusion
must be that this kind of development appears to be a good thingo
This might involve getting outside interests to investigate the
scheme for private profitability or it might be a scheme where
some or all of the benefits were recoverable from the beneficiarieso
The second step in the analysis is to investigate those financial and funding aspects of the schemeo
This may involve assessing
the private benefit of farmers 9 and getting capital or maintenance
contributions; or assessing whether a suitable rate can be struckG
The !Scheme may require Ii sub!Sidy element to get it started and so ono
On the other hand 9 future revenues may justify the scheme directly~
and Government may simply provide the capital in anticipation of thise
The third step is to compare the scheme with other schemes
under considerationo
This comparison should include different
scales of the same scheme if this is not already pre-determined
by engineering considerationso
As noted below9 there is also an
argument for considering whether to del~ a scheme or not where the
pattern of benefits would justify ito
But the main reason for these
comparisons is that all schemes with a positive net social present
worth cannot usually be funded at onceo
Some person in central
authority has to decide on the "best" investmentso
In economics i
we would talk of ranking the projects in order of their worthwhilenesso
For a given scheme t the worthwhileness or contribution to
welfare is measured by the excess of benefits over costs g V - C~
But to put a set of schemes in their order or worthwhileness will
obviously require more information .than V = C9 as big schemes would
always seem to generate the largest V = Co
In facti the schemes
hqve to be looked at in terms of the benefits created per $ of the
capital finance 0 then Vic is quite appropriateG
If some proportion of the capital or other funds are contributed v then it
should be clearly represented as V/c i and so on, where C U is the
contributed portiono
I next mention the third criteria 9 the internal rate of return.
If a project has a positive NPW at a conventional rat~ of discount9 then there is some higher rate which would bring the NPW
down to zeroo
This is the internal rate of return.
This criteria
has an intrinsic appeal probably because it is expressed as a
percentageo
But its use must not be confused with decisions involving time preferenceo
It is time preference which reflects
society's attitude to future income 9 and this must be the basis
of selection c
The IRR is best regarded as thelImiting case;
how high may this projectQs net benefits be discounted before the
NPW is zero?

Secondly the IRR is not a consistent measure of project worth.
I quote the following results from a-forthcoming report of the
Agricultural Economics Research Unito
Three development plans for
a farm are considered for different-rates of development.
The
figures are the net present worths at different rates of discounto
Fast

Discount_B~te

5%
10%
15%
20%
25%

-r-

Slow

Medium

-r

$

+ 40605
+ 10234

+ 39938

+ 35609

+ 10603

1744
+ 1647
3191

+ 2782
180
1456

8987
+ 2560
314
+
599

+

+

At five per cent (or at 6 per cent which was actually used)9 the
NPW rule indicates that fast development brings the greatest net
benefitso
But as the discount rate increases 9 the pattern of the
respective income flows is such that the relative positions of the
speed of development programmes changeso
If the IRR were used to
rank schemes in this way it could give a different ordering from
the NPW o
This is incorrect a
The central authority may now be assumed to have this yearOs
projects lined up for approvalo
Clearly the available funds are
now allocated in order of worthwhilenesso
Complications may
arise because of the differing siza of projectso
For example
the best project~ according to the formula l may use up to 90 per
cent of the budget9 requiring adoption of another project rather
low down on the list to just use up the remaining 10 per cent
available.
It might then--be possible that two projects intermediate on the list l each requiring 50 per cent of the aVRilable
budget~ might in combination be superior to the other pair
On
the other hand l funds might be allocated on a slightly more
flexible basis and these hard-and-fast decisions may not be
necessary.
I would like to comment on the possible temptation to increase
discount rates successively until only the number of projects which
can be financed are left~
It should be clear by now that this
violates the time preference rule and could in fact lead to a different order from that ruleo
There is another perfectly satisfactory methodD
This would
be to weight the value of the $ used for a construction and capital
works in the time periods concernedo
This is sometimes called
the "shadow price".
Thus we make the capital cost more and more
expensive until the required number of projects are eliminated.
Again9 decision making may be sufficiently flexible to avoid this
kind of adjustmento

Finally in this discussion of public schemes I want to draw
attention to the selection of. the optimum combination of schemeso
There are two points to be cowered hereo
A given s©heme may
have seweral alt~rnatiwe construction plans 9 and may be amenable
to unit type building where units of the scheme are added as
requiredo
Now there are mathematical procedures for working
out the best way ©f implementing such a schemeo
The agricul=
turalists or engineers who design schemes may not hit on this
optimum or best plan~ but ~a1 be quite near ito
SecondlY9 it
shouldb. clear tbat a group of sche.as can in theory be
analysed by the same principleso
For example 9 the shadow
prices mentioned above could be used to differentiate between
different periods 9 and situations where delay is an essential
component of net present worth would be automatically placed
in their correct perspectiveG
As I saY9 in th*ory we can set
out the problem as I have Tery briefly indicated~ but in practice
these niceties are seldom neceesaryo
I turn now to net private present wortho
I propose to dis~
cuse this in terms of the farm investment aituation 9 but the
prinCiples are of course much more gen~ral than thiso
For a
private firm~ the question is what will be the gains from a given
course of action?
The problem is essentially one of isolating
the (cash) effects of the course of actiono
We assume that the
benefit. of the investaent are spread OTer a period of time and
that some account of this must be takeno
Thus the analysis must
set out the time pattern of costs I!U'1d returns 9 and the firmcs
opportunity=cost rate of discount applied to bring the streams to
present worth. o
The opportunity cost of the firmos capital may
not b. known until 80me of the abo~e calculations have been made 9
so it is likely that the analysis would start with the borrowing
rate available to the firmo
Corporate aanageaent would be
likely to have prett1 clear rules about these thinge~ on New
Zealand far_swe have very little knowledge of the rates to applyo
Now for a given firm the comparison of alternat:i]ves can be
simply done by use of the NPW ruleo
Funds are not strictly
limited~ and fairly small differences in the size of alternatives
would not alter the rankingo
If funds are strictly limited there are two courses of action~
The first is to estimate the returns on the same level of invest=
ment in each and choose that with the highest NPW o
The second
would be to plan the alternatives with the capital required to
reach the (presumed) technical optimum, and to estimate a Vic
ratio to get the best return per $ of investmento
From this
point the ranking procedures prewioualy discussed would apply.
In farm development, the stream of benefits can be identified
by the additional revenues which come in after some well=defined
base year o
I will call this VI.
The cost of the development
plan is most easily identified by the value of additional inputs

required,
Call this CO,.
Then VO ,- Co and V~ I C Q can be identified accordingly» the ratio being interpreted as the extra
revenue gained per $ of extra expenditureo
In some cases~ these development plans are viewed from an
incentive point of viewo
Assuming the extra expenditure
involved is provided out of farm income and that net farm income
is subject to income taxi then ~1 might be additonal personal
income and en expenditure funded out of income (1oeo ploughed
back profits).
We can note that V" = VO = Ci (personal income
is extra revenue less extra costs including tax)g and that cn
is income foregone (ploughed back) and equal to e ~ V~ and C
is greater than V~

At Lincoln we have used the internal rate of return to
measure the extent of the incentive element in individual farm
development programmeso
The resulting percentage is easy to
explain to an unsophisticated audience and is not being used
for national policy recommend~tionso
Even so~ the IRR must
be regarded as the limiting case in all circumstances g and all
investment decisions related to the time preference ruleso
The analysis of individual firms or farms can .take a different courS8o
A representative sample of investment plans
might be assembled to illustrate some national problema
One
which we have bsen concerned with is the general profitability of
hill country development in New Zealando
As far as each
individual programme of~development is concerned~ its value
to the country is measured as the net present worth of added
income~ ioeo ~q = C"U
V"q might be thought of as additional
exportable goods and c"q the additional resources drawn in to
produce the goodso
Now if',it were desirable to place the components of the sample in order of their contribution to the
national economY9 then V - C type of measures could be confusingo
As suggested in my earlier paper a ratio type of measure
is required\)
V'~ Q _en Q
V" Q
depending on what return we wish to
probably C"f or
Cnu
0

maximise for a given amount of resourceso
For this type of national viewpoint analysis we are at
present exploring the question of aggregating the VQ s and the
eus over a sample of development plans to arrive at a repre=
sentative cost-ben.fit ratioc
This work is proceeding.
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THE ESTIMATION OF UNIT CASH FLOWS

A,T,G, McArthur and G,R,J, Cleland

Mr Jensen, in his paper, has outlined the concepts we have
used in the estimation of unit and project cash flows.
He has
pointed out that the faster the rate of execution of a project
(other things being equal) the higher the present value of its cash
flow, but the internal rate of retur~ will be unaffected.
The net
discounted value/net discounted cost of the project cash flow is
also affected by rate of project execution.
This leads to a problem situation in which the comparison of
value between classes of development may be confounded by rate of
development.
For instance suppose one wants to decide whether to use a
block of land for either farming or forestry and present value is
to be the deciding measure.
For a convenient forty-year rotation.
one might slow up the forest development by planting one fbrtieth
of the area each year.
This project could have a lowe~ present
value than a farming project on the same block which was budgeted
for rapid development.
Yet it is possible that an acre of forest
might have a higher present value than an acre of farm land
development.
In this c~se it would be wise to either compare the
projects at the same rate/execution or use the present value of the
unit cash flow to make the comparison.
As a second example~ one may wish to know the priorities to
give to three kinds of development.
Historical data is available
for the project cash flows of each kind of development but the
three kinds of development proceeded at three different rates.
Hence the value/net cost ratioj confounded by rate of development,
may not give a measure of priority of the kinds of development,
In order to solve this problem, we have evolved methods of
extracting unit cash flows from given data on project cash flows.
The Extraction of Unit Cash Flows:
The method uses multiple regression to determine values
for the unit cash flow whic~ at the given I·ate of development,
recreate (or estimate) the actual project cash flowsjwith the
minimum error.
The method will be explained with a worked example.
The hypothetical project cash flow

1

shown in Table 1.

A measure used for giving projects a priority rating in a
budget constrained situation.
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Table 1.
Hypothetical Data on a Project Cash Flow

~

Year

Project Cash Flow S .
J
Extra Units Commenced

1

2

4

3

6

5

>8

7

-400 -1400 -1300 -700 400 1100 1300 1350
100

200

50

0

0

0

0

0

We will make the assumption that the unit cash flow reaches
stability in 6 years.
In practice this assumption can be made on
an "a priori" basis.
We wish to determine" values for a unit cash
flow which we will term b , b , b , b 41 b and b •
2
1
6
3
5
We will refer to the project cash flow, -400 ~1400 -1300 .•.
... as 8 , S2' 8
.•. etc and the recreated or estimated project
1
3
"
1\
"
cash flows as S1'
S2'
S3"" etc.
These will be different from the
actual project cash flows, S1' 8 2 , S3
etc.
The purpose of
multiple regression is to find values for b , b , b~, .•• etc which
1
2
minimise the sum of squares of difference between aCtual and estimated
cash flows.
The following equations show the relationship between
unit cash flows and project cash flows for the data in Table 1.
'00

/\

8

(b x100)
1
1 =
= ( b x200)
2
1
8" = (b X 50)
1
i\ 3
8
( b x 0)
4
1
1\
8 = (b x 0)
1
5
"8 6 = (b 1x 0)
S = (b 1x 0)
~7
w8 = (b 1x 0)

~
W

(1)
+ (b x100)

(2)

2

+ (b x200) + (b X100)

2

(3)

3

+ (b x 50) + (b x200) + (b x100)

2

+ (b x

2

+ (b X

2

+ (b x

2

+ (b x

2

3

(4)

4

0) + (b X 50) + (b x200) + (b x100)
4
3
5
0) + (b x 0) + (b x 50) + (b X200) + (b x100)
4
3
6
5
0) + (b X 0) + (b x 0) + (b5x50) + (b x300)
4
3
6
0) + (b x 0) + (b x 0) + (b x 0) + (b6x350)
4
3
5

(5)
(6)
(7 )

(8)

80me explanation may help.
In equation (1), the project daSh
flow value for the first year is equal to the 100 units commenced (see
Table 1) times the first unit cash flow value (b ) and so on through
1
to equation (7) and (8).
The unit cash profile reaches
stability at the sixth year, b h = b = b etc.
Thus in equation (7)
8
the last term is (bhX300).
Tliis r~presents (b x200) + (b x100).
6
7
Similarly the last term in equation (8) is (b x 55 0).
This is equal
6
to (b6x50) + (b x200) + (b x100) because b = b = b
8
6
8
7
7
0
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Using Miss Matheson's multiple regression computer program we
estimated the unit cash flows of
b

1

-4.79

:::

=
b =
3
b =
4
b =
5
b =
6
b

2

The next table shows the

-3.96
-2.94
1.03
3.33
3.82
~stimated

and actual project cash

flows.
Table 2.
Actual and Estimated Project Cash Flows

Year
1

Year
2

Year
3

Year Year Year Year Year
4
6
8
5
7

Actual Project
Cash Flows

-400 -1400 -1300 -700

400 1100 1300 1350

Estimated Project
Cash Flows

-479 -1354 -1327 -685

392 1100 1314 1338

Difference

-79

46

-27

15

-8

0

14

i

-12

I

i
The sum of the squares of these differences in Table 2 are at
a minimum - this being the criterion for the program to select these
values for b , b , b
00. etc.
Shown above.
2
1
3
The unit cash flow of
-4.79, -3.96, -2.94, 1.03, 3.33, 3.82
has almost the same internal rate of return as the project cash flow
As Mr Jensen pointed out in
being 21.8~ and 2202~ respectively.
his paper the unit cash flow and the project flow will have the same
IRR in a theoretical context.
The application to Northland Data:
This method has been applied to the analysis of data from the
"Northland Projec t" carried out by McArthur and Sanderson (1967)
ThE
data was from 32 dairy farmers who increased their stocking rate by
70~ in an average of 6.1 years ~nd 17 sheep farmers
who made a
71% change in stocking rate in an average of 6.3 years.
The change
0
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I,

..

in cash surplus compared with no development was calculated from the
national point of view using constant prices over the period.
The
results from the sheep farms were aggregated as were the results from
the dairy farms.
These aggregate results are "project cash flows"
and are shown in Table 3.
Table

3.

Project Cash Flow from Northland Data

Year

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10

SHEEP DEVELOPMENT
Extra Ewe
Extra Cash
Income $
Equivalents

3585
3897
6621
4519
2938
2617
2393
1142
252
0

DAIRY DEVELOPMENT
Extra Ewe
Extra Cash
Equivalents
Income $

-183728
-147404
-109808
-35716
76804
19696
103404
161648
179482"
188960

2437
1636
2052
2081
1423
800
362
364
365
0

-106116
4948
22108
67272
67048
167712
230948
237628
240872
251392

Using the multiple regression procedure we extracted unit
cash flows.
We thought that four years was a likely time for the
unit cash flows to reach stability but took also 3 years and 5
years as alternative assumptions.
The results are shown in Table

4.
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Table 4.
Unit Cash Flows (Northland Data)

SHEEP DEVELOPMENT
t=4
t=3
t=5

DAIRY DEVELOPMENT
t=4
t=3
t=5

Year 1

-19.64

-19.42

-21.76

-19.44

Year 2

7.96

4060

6.56

9.94

11.6-8

11052

Year 3

3.32

7.34

13.82

11.08

8.20

7.96

3.16

-5.18

11018

11.82

. Year 4
Year 5

-19.0

-18.98

11010

3056

Present Value
at 6%

37090

36.22

39.66

154072

155.80

154.84

IRR

21004

20.61

20.65

54.89

56.16

56.01

I
The unit cash flows are in line with expectations.
In both
sheep and dairy development the initial cost is much the same and
in close agreement with the estimate made by the Agricultural
Development Council.
These agreements are interesting but may be
fortuitous.
The tendency for a declining of positive values in the unit
cash flows after the initial cost probably reflects the behaviour
of rapidly developing farmers who tend to keep running expenditure
at the lowest levels during the period of most rapid expansion.
Once initial development is over running expenses tend to rise due
to'bonvenience expenditure" to keep down taxation.
However other
explanations are possible.
j

The internal rates of return for all unit cash flows are
close to the values for their respective project cash flows.
The
present value of the unit cash flows are very similar for alternative values of t.
The analysis provides:
(a)

an unconfounded comparison between two classes of developmentg
sheep and dairy development l from the present value of the
unit cash flows which show dairy development to have a
present value four times that of sheep,

(b)

a unit cash flow for use in estimating the implications of
farm development at different rates with the assumption that
the unit cash flow profits would be unaltered at different
rates.
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PREPARATION OF ECONOMIC REPORTS FOR GOVERNMENT
-

uGRASS ROOTSu PROBLEMS

E.J. Stony-er
&
WQG~

Donovan

Department of Agriculture-

Despite the limitations and problems associated with
cost/benefit analysis undertaken in this country~ it can now be
said that public agencies in New Zealand are attempting to justify
the expenditure of at least some public money by the use of accepted
economic criteria.
This paper briefly outlines the growing importance of
economic reports in relation to schemes for rural development9 and
the problems which are' becoming more acute as this work grows in
quantity and complexityo
We all realise that in judging pUblic investment proposals
we cannot place sole reliance on economic reports to the preclusion of
w~lfare and political considerations o
However~ in a country where
development capital is becoming almost a luxury commoditys it is right
that increasing weight should be given to quantitative economic
analysis in assessing the soundness of investment decisions, even
though the::..fact:ual .data available for preparing these analyses are
sometimes limited o
The responsibility for making some sort of economic judgement
regarding rural development projects involving public money in .this
country 9 falls on the Department of Agriculture.
It may be argued by
some that -this work should be performed outside Government agencies,
but the fact that public funds are involved makes it unlikely that this
will take placeQ
One of the important functions of Government agencies
is their provision of factual material upon-which decisions can be made
by elected decision-makers o
These agencies are probably in the best
position to draw material of a confidential nature from a wide variety
of sources~ and to present reports to decision makers which may be
either favourable or unfavourable to, certain sections of the community
Since these agencies are in no sense sponsored by partisan interests,
there is freedom for reports to be as strongly for or against proposals
as an objective analysis demandso
0

Early Development
Prior to 1959 no 'great stress was laid on economic reports ~
and little attempt was made to evaluate in economic terms any large
scal~ rural development schemes in New Zealando
Until this time, reports
i.ndicated the probably physical effects of oertain proposals~ and

translated these into a course of action according to 100a1 social and
political pressures"
In 1959 we were faced with a larce sc&le irrigation
proposal in the final stages of fifty years of planning~ a IScheae where
for the first time an attempt made to relate expected returns to oosts
influenced a Government decision in this field e
On the evidence we had p
this decision had to be a negative one~ and a negative decision was made g
in the face of intense local and provincial pressure o
Although this
particular issue is not yet entirely dead» the results of repeated
investigations by independent committees and by the Treasury have pointed
in the same direction, and it would now seem inevitable that the scheme
as put forward will be Uput aside«o
Since this rather 'ham-fisted U attempt at quantitati't.e .. economio.-.:
measurement in 1959,\) the work has gained considerable strengtho
The use
of discounting techniques in reports from 1964 onwards saw the introduotion
on a wider scale of som~ of the methods used for many years in the U.SoAo9
and the recognition of the usefulness of cost/benefit analysis in this
field.
From a certain amount of groping our way froa one project to the
next~ there has emerged the possibility of an approach to larger scaleg
regional problems
Such a study has been recently completed for the
Gisborne-East Cape area of the North Island o
For the first time~ over
a large area~ farming and forestry interests were studied in relation to
problems of soil conservation~ and an attempt made to choose oOB'biutiou
of projects on a rational$ _,economic ·basis", This is Olle logioal develop.ent
of the approach in New Zealand o
0

For our part the work load has increased substantially in the
past five years&
Other State departmentss especially Worka and Treasury~
are routing scheme proposals to us for appraisal before tpey:are sent
forward to Government for consideration"
It is\'Y.ery encouraging to see a
fairly sudden acceptance of the necessity for ana~8e8 of a cost/benefit
nature, and even an insistence that proje~ts will. not be considered without
such preliminary appraisal o
At the same time, it is a little frightening.
to see the enthusiasm with which some organisations are 61atching on' to
methodology and approach, without considering very deeply the underlying
physical facts
It can be dangerously misleading i f rather flimsy
physical data are masked by a sophisticated mathematical technique
Reports
of this. nature often assumed an air of authenticity which may have little
foundation"
Q

0

In spite of these misg1v1ngs, the important fact is that those
making decisions in Government, and their advisers in this field, are
today insisting on a detailed economic evaluation which conforms with
recognised principleso
At this point in time we have over a dozen major schemes under
consideration9 ranging from Clinton in South Otago to the Hikurangi swamp
in Northlando
The capital outlay involved in these projecll probably totals
more than $25mn~
These schemes include irrigation~ land drainage aDd
reclamation, flood and erosion protection~ rural water supply~ and other
related fields of development, a far cry from the management reports
prepared for livestock water and very sporadic irrigation proposals in the
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~i2-Problems

We will deal with the basic problems we faoe in oarrying out
this work for Government under the following headings:
(1)

Staff ~ training and retention,
National planning and priorities,
(iii)
Physical data,
Political problems 9
(iv)
(v)
The fifth problem area" that of basic methodology, I have taken
to be the conoern of many other contributors to this symposium o
Therefore I have left the general field of disoount rates, the criterion
8ontroversy~ period of analysis, risk and uncertaintY8 premiums for
overseas funds ~ etc 0, to be discussed elsewhere"

eU)

(i)

Staff training and retention: At the: present tliJne·.1feemploy
ten to a dozen University graduates o Four of these have
completed J or are finishing studies at the Masterate level in Eoonomics
or Agricultural Eoonomics.
These people are part of the Farm Economics
Section of the Department, and are not involved in advisory activities
with individual farmerso
Economists who work in this sphere should have a broad
training which permits them to communicate in technioal terms with
specialists in all the allied fields o
It is most important that
objective opinions and. facts oan be assembled and analysed from
engineers, soU£, ,p;Lant and animal scientists, extension workers and
farmers"
This can only be, ,achieved satisfactorily by economists who
have two, or perhaps three strings -to their bow""
If economists don't,
have a sufficiently broad training to communicate with these other ',,' _ ' ~
dis~ines~ many of their functions in project planning may be taken
over by administrators~ or people such as geographers who traditional~
have a broad perspective
This would be unfortunate ~ as eoonomics
can be one of the best integrating disciplines, providing a basic
framework for co-ordinating such diverse fields as engineering and
agricuiture
In a day of specialisation it may seem like heresy',
to advocate a broadly based training.\), bilt the fact remains that our
problems are not completely answered by a group approaohto 'evaluation
of large scale projectso
Perhaps the co~ordination needed here is like
the co~ordinating function of management = rather an "unspreadable"
commodity.
0

Q'

It would still be the case that a solid background in
agriculture and agricultural economics is the most valuable trainingo
Without sound agricultural knowledge the economist is not able to
probe deeply enough on the benefits side of the evaluation, and it is
here that most of our difficulties ariseo
At the same time it is
possible for graduates in pure economics to pick up a oonsiderable amount
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of agricultural knowledge by doing such courses as the Diploma of Agricultural
Science at Lincoln.
With the increasing scale and complexity of many of
our projects it is becoming clear that some training in mathematics and in
computer techniques is necessaryo
Graduates in agricultural economics
would find it valuable, though perhaps not essential~ to have ventured a
little more lnto the field of macro economics than has been the case in
the past c

(u)

National planning and priorities: Apart from the implications
here for the whole New Zealand economy, special mention should
be made of the problems we face with regard to 'piece meal' rural development,o' and, on an even smaller scale, individual project development which
takes little account of either alternative arrangements or implications
for a larger region.
It's true that a great deal of progress has been
made in evaluating individual schemes, but there are still too many
projects which reach the final planning stage before any attempt· is made
to consult with the economist about the factors which will make the
project economically viable.
Far too often the eoonomist is presented
with a scheme oblueprint O already discussed with the rural community~
and faces the unenviable task of rejecting the scheme on economic grounds ..
There are several aspects to this problem, including 'getting ahead' of
the politicians and others so that the economist can help with indicative
planning, instead of wasting time analysing projects which have merely
been set up in response to local pressure.
Also involved are the
concepts of optimum scale of projects and optimum sequences of projects.
In the irrigation field~ for example, it should be possible
to identify areas which are suitable 9 from the. physical point of views
for development o
An examination of soil and production data should
indicate where the greatest physical responses oan be aChieved, and
these should be related to all the available engineering alternativesQ
It is vital that economists should be part of the planning team right
from the Qdrawing board' stage
Technical efficiency is frequently not
compatible with optimum economic efficiencyo
Only too often in
New Zealand the scheme of maximum size receives the most attention, where
economic analysis might have indicated that separable smaller schemes
The multiple~scheme concept
would have resulted in greater net benefito
is as yet relatively unknown in this country,.
A further danger is that
this large single project may obscure side issues important for a whole
region~
A typical example of this was the proposal to irrigate the
Maniatoto Basin in Central Otago.
The development of this proposal
not only necessitated the flooding of over 10..,000 acres of farmland for
storage purposes~ but it virtually °tied up9 the water resources of the
entire catchmentQ
This meant that any possibilities for extensive
irrigation lower in the catchment would be lost, together with any
scope for industrial or other forms o~ development requiring large
quantities of water..
Fortunately this scheme in itself proved too
costlyp but had it been acceptable as a separate entity, and been
implemented, future development of a wider area could have been seriously
handicapped
0

0

Of 100urse~ sometimes the., opposite problem occurs - a series
of small projects set up as local pressure groups' 'jump on the bandwagon U,
where one large soheme m~ have proved more beneficial~
The South Island's
East coast areas are becoming studded with individual rural stock water
supply sheemes which provide a basio ingredient for sucoessful land
improvement and livestock increase~
Unfortunate~ they arise apparently
at random, and the she of the soheme is related more to local support
than to eConomic planningo
It is often diffioult; to BU8gest workable
alternatives which make optimum use of resouroes and also combine groups
of farmers and a number of very independent local authoritieso
In all these cases~ Cost/Benefit analysis applied to separable
marginal segments of a large scheme, or to separate schemes in a multiple
project ooncept» Can be of primary importance in working out problems of
scale in relation to regional:. planning:"
(iii)

PhYsioal d.tag This problem is perhaps the most 'grass roots'
one of all» and an area where we experience the greatest
difficulties..
There is frequently a' tremendous gap beueen the'
technique used to evaluate a proposal and the quality of the basic data
we have to useo
It does seem rather ironical at times to see rather
impreoise~ subjective values and estimates used in a precise., mathematical
formulationo
This does not mean that we should disoard the technique
until we have p~sioal information to match..
But it d~es mean that
any one making decisions influenced by Cost/Benefit analysis should take
very careful note of the assumptions which form the basis of the report,
rather than merely having regard to some specific figure for °present
worth' or'internal rate of return~o
.
The basic assumptions I am referring to here have to do with
physioal productivity, the pattern ~f agriculture, the achievement levels
of farmers~ and the setting of boundaries for projeot influenceo
Firstly~ there is pqysical productivity - yields of crops,
and output of meat.!) wool and butterfat per animal 9 and. per acre o
We
hope to demonstrate later with an example the kinds of effects changes
in these factors can have on'~ theresult~of a_prpjeot .evaluationo

Seoondly, the pattern of agriculture - ~n some of the swamp
development areas being studied in the North Island 9 there is the possibility
that drained peat lands may not be used for sheep, beef oattle or dairying
as are the farms currently surrounding the swamp"
Instead there may be
structural changes in the direction of market gardening.!) produc.tion:. of
maize~ or even rice in aome areas
Not only do decisions have to be
made about the pattern most likely to emerge, but details of the benefits
associated with these alternatives may be diffioultto procure, because
of lack of farming experience with crops or lack of comparability with
other areas
The problems of changes in agriculturAl patterns can also
be considerable in evaluating irrigation schemes"
Q

5

achievement levels of farmers.
In some respects
this can be the worst problem of all.
We may be able to say with some
precision what land is pnysically capable of producing with present
technological know-how, but we know also that only a certain proportion
of top farmers are likely to reach these levels.
In being realistic
about benefits arising from the development envisaged we must choose among
feasible production levels which may cover a wide range, depending upon
what assumptions are made about economic conditions, response of farmers
to research results and extension efforts, and any non-economic motivating
factors.
Naturally such variations cause a great deal of uncertainty
to surround any production levels chosen.
Perhaps this is why this
.phase of the analysis has been the cause of the most argument and
controversy in some economio reports.
Thirdly~

Fourthly, a physical factor which has caused difficulty is
concerned with setting boundaries for project influence, both spatially
and temporarily.
In reports on flood control or. erosion-arresting
projects J it has been traditional to speak of 'fringe' benefits which
.accrue to hill country run by farmers in coll:jjunction with eroding areas.
Sorting out the structural relationships between different parts of
farming properties can be quite difficult, and may depend on factors
which vary from farm to farm.
Associated with these problems are quite complex oonoeptual
difficUlties which are well illustrated by analysis of flood oontrol
proposals.
In assessing flood damage to farmland we are conoerned
not only with the frequencies with which floDcb of various magnitude ...
occur, but with such factors as the period for which pasture is under
water~ and the time of the year at which the land is flooded.
The
critical length of inundation is different between Summer floods and
Winter floods.
Perhaps it is little wonder if an authority designing
flood schemes is driven to despair by an agricultural economist who
asks for a hundred years of flood records, covering frequency, depth
and period of inundation for different areas, together with time of year
and climatic conditions during the post-flood period!
In all of the se problem: areas we attempt to lay our hands
But there often
on as much relevant research material as possible&
isnit much available; or what is available may be applicable only for
some other area of New Zealand or worse still, for some overseas
country
The latter applied especially to important sociologioal
researoh in the field o~ farmers' achievement levels.
In the absenoe
of research information it must be admitted that we are o~ten forced
to erect the whole evaluation on the foundation of subjective experience,
as far as the physical benefits are oonoerned~
The procedure is L
usually to make a close survey of the area being examined, and from this
starting point draw upon the experience of extension workers in the
district, while making assumptions about such things as level of
achievement.
j

0
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As the Government agency primarily concerned with agriculture
in this country ~ much of the responsibility for this paucity of basic
data must fallon our shoulders.
For too long we have been a 'responding!
organisation» moving from evaluation of one project to that of the next~
with insufficient time to take stock and reflect upon likely future
involvements.
The time has come when we must attempt to anticipate
development opportm~ities~ and ensure that basic trial work is being
performed whi.ch will allow accurate quantitative assessment of costs
and benefitso
We must also go back to projects already implemented
to obtain more information about the pattern of development and the
pressures which influenced the rate of improvement achieved.
These
efforts must be made i f decision makers are to be confronted with
something more than sUbjective assessments (or worse, unsubstantiated
gu.esstimates 8) ~ which in the long run will scarcely enhance the
reputation of cost/benefit analysis.
Q

Political problems~ For the economist working in the
field of preparing reports with which he hopes to influence
Government decision makers, it is only a very short time before he is
aware of the range of political intrigues which can surround a
development scheme of any magnitudeo
These become particularly obvious
when he presents a report, adverse to the proposal being considered.
It might be expected that a favourable report, recommending the
expenditure of large quantities of capital, would be the one subjected
to closest scrutiily!J but Unfortunately this is not so.
Local opinion
is most often incl'ined towards development projects, because the . .
subsidised capital investment is considered to confer benefits on the
region o
An economist presenting a report conflicting with local
opinion risks being labelled a °public-enemyU by both agricultural
interests and urban progress associations.
Apart from these
unpleasant side issues it is often necessary to go to extreme lengths
to ensure that potentials favouring the scheme are not underst~~ed
and costs are kept to a minimum.
These situations can be avoided
to oome extent i f those responsible for planning projects have
discussions at an early stage~ and avoid making proposals public
before their economic feasibility has been examined.
(iv)

Another point regarding ° unfavourable 9 reports is that
there is always strong pressure for their being published.
There
can be no doubt that from most points of view this is a desirable
course of action~ which should be encouraged.
Where this has been
done~ however» the result is frequently a series of recriminations!}
new committees to make re-examinations~ and a general waste of skilled
manpower
There are plenty of 8likelyq schemes requiring attention,
without economists wasting their time in travelling over .the same
ground three and four times} with ever increasing sophistication of
technique~ and minor alterations in parameters~ to give substantially
the same verdict as before o
0
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The presentation of the reports themselves is a matter of the
utmost importanoe.
Great care must be taken to fairly summarise the
results in the most objective fashion, SO that the reader is quite sure
in his own mind regarding both the procedure which has been followed, and
the outcome of the investigation.
It should be also. quite clear at what
point variations in the assumptions used affect the final result.
~his
point is traditionally covered by some sort of 'sensitivity analysis',
which sets out, beside the outcomes considered most likely, the implications of changes in prices and costs, discount rates, and temporal
sequences in development programmes~
Sensitivity to changes in PhYsical
parameters has not been very widely incorporated to date, but it is an
area which must be included increaSingly in the sensitivity analysis.
The main difficulty here is one of clarityo
The economist
is only too well aware of the pro:! and cons which surround SOl\e of
his basic assumptions.
He is tempted therefore to draw up it. very
thorough set of alternative solutions, showing a fairly wide ran8e
of :Variation in the parameters.
But"a balance has to be struck
between satisfying the demands of 'objective honesty' and servin!
the needs of the deciSion m~er." If the conclusions are not set out
clearly, or if the sensitivity analysis is cluttered with alternatives,
the decision maker may be more bewildered after reading the report than
he was before reading it.
We are under no illusion that the economic report is anything
more than one factor in the decision process.
But nor do we wish to
reduce the impact of an economic analysis by clouding it about with'
too many 'ifs' and 'buts'.
In the above remarks we have made no attempt to discuss
problems relating to other features of investment analysis - discount
rates, technical methods for assessing any premium for overseas funds,
the criterion controversy, 'period of analysis, etce
These are also
our problems, but they have been discussed elsewhere e
By emphasising the difficulties relating to collection of
physical data, handling the impact of political factors, and moving from·
the 'responding' stage to the 'initiating' stage in our investigations;
by speaking about our staff needs and the conceptual problems involved
in projects with different ends; we have tried to give you a picture of
our activities in the preparation of economic reports, and the main
problem areas as they appear to uS o
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COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR PROJECT EVALUATION

A.T.Go McArthur
Senior Lecturer in Rural Education
Lincoln College

INTRODUCTION
Project evaluation demands a great deal of calculation some
of which can now be done with a computer.
If the analyst has
access to a computer 9 _ he has four options open to him whe~faced
with laborious calculations.
Do it by hand.
This ~an often be the best option if each
calculation is different or the job is so small that the
overhead cost in time of writing a program is likely to take as
long as doing it by hand.
1.

Write a progra~ for the job.
This option can sav~ a great
deal of time if the analyst can write a program himself or
if he has a tame programmer who will write programs for himo
In
either case it is advisable for the analyst to have a clear idea
of the sequence of calculation he wants carried out and consequently
it is advisable to do a simple example of the calculation by hand
first so that he can easily visualise each step in the calculation.

2.

It is also advisable for non-programmers to have some
understanding of com~uters and programmi~g by attending an
introductory course on the subject.

3.

Modify an existing program.
Often a program has already
been written for a similar job and with slight modification
it can be used for a specific calculation.
Usually it is not easy
to modify a program which haa been written by another programmer.
Programmers have an inner knowledge of their own programs which is
not easily communicatable.

4.

Use an existing program.
This is the easiest alternative.
The analyst must know what programs are available and he or
his programmer must know how to use them.
It is the purpose of
this paper to describe the programs the author has written for his
work which are available to others.
PROGRAMS AVAILABLE
10

Summary PVIR
This program calculates' the present value at a specified

rate of interest of stream of income whose last value is capitalised.
Then it calculates the present value/present value of net costs
ratio at the specified interest rate.
It calculates the internal
rate of return using the Newton-Raphson method.
The method is
called Summary PVIR because it will aggregate a number of cash flows
of equal lengtho
Example Input
1
First Card: //b XEQbCBIRS
Second Card: 0402bb.060
The 04 is the number of years in the cost benefit streams and 02 is
the number of cost benefit streams to be aggregated, 2 in this case.
Usually there is a 1 in this fourth column of the second card
because usually only one stream is being discounted.
Third Card (gives first stream):
bbbbb-200.
bbbbb-200.
bbbbb-400.
bbbbbb100.
Fourth Card (gives second stream):
bbbbb-100.
bbbbb-100.
bbbbb-200.
bbbbbbb50.
From the third card onwards ten columns are used for each time period.
The decimal point can be put anywhere in the ten columns.
If more
than 8 periods are involved carryon to succeeding cards.
However
begin each new stream on a new card.
Example Output
Cost Benefit Stream
-300.00
-300.00
-600.00
150.00
Present Value at
6.0 per cent 0.10452587E 04
Present Value/Net Discounted Cost
0.9919
IRR
0011474 Present Value at IRR
0.83281
The 0.10 4 525 8 7 E 0 4 means 0.10 4 5 2 5 8 7 X 10 4 = 10 4 5.25 8 7.
This kind of output makes the program very flexible.
The IRR is expressed as a proportion.
0.11474 is about
1105% interest.
The Present Value at the IRR shows how close to
zero the present value is at this rate of interest.
2.

Case History Analysis

The program was designed to carry out project evaluation
studies by the methods reported in A.E.R.U. Publication No.10 1965
in which I reported on the value of two farm case history studies
on Banks Peninsula.
The method adopted was to extract technical information on
1

b stands for a blank.
The first symbol goes in the first
column.
In this case / is the first symbol.

-1.'55the inputs and outputs on the farm and multiply these by expected
prices for the future.
Not all the costs can be extracted in
technical termso
Tliere remains a lump termed "farm expenses fl
in dollars from which it is impossible to dissect the technical
information.
These expenses are inflated to present day levels
by a price indexu
The program calculates the three cash flows, one from the
national point of view~ one from the Inland Revenue's point of
view~ and one from the Individual's point of view.
Inland
Revenue's point of view is the accounting profit which is used to
calculate tax.
This must be subtracted in the case of development
from the individual's point of view.
The program then uses a subroutine to calculate present
value 1 present value/present ~lue of the net cost, and the IRR,
This is calculated for the ch~nge in cash flow resulting from
development.
The following is a"print out"from the computer of a case
history of dairy farm development in Northland.
The farm belongs
to Mr C,E, Booth of Titoki.
I have added additional labels and information.
out does not include

The print

(a)

the labels for the items 1 Butterfat etc.

(b)

The explanation of the composition of the cash flows and
accounting profit.

C;\.SL HISTORY ANALYSIS OF FARl·;
BEFORE

ITEM 1. .
FAT
~J
STOCK SALES
LIME
SUPER

FIH3T

16000.00
124.00
-12.00
-21.00
0.00
15% K
0000
33% K
FARM EXPENSES -555·00
DEPRECIATION
. 185.00
INTEREST
100.00
CAPITAL
185.00
STOCK
0.00

INPUT DATA
THIRD
FOURTH

SECOND

20735.00
252.00
-35.00
-3.00
-24.00
0.00
-846.00
440000
100000
5610000
275.00

lW!',;;; ..),

21887.00
317.00
0000
-11.00
-19000
0.00
-800.00
515.00
100.00
600.00
75.00

22632.00
265.00
-81.00
-5.00
-4.00
-9.00
-855.00
499.00
100.00
857.00
90.00

'J

FIF'l.'H

32809.00
!,61.00
465.00
-47.00
-70.00
-8.00
-6.00
-8.00
0.00
-12.00
-17.00
-1105000 -2138.00
491.00
677.00
100.00
100.000
200.00
273.00
300.00
105.00

21+534.00

AFTER
35000.00
500.00
-70.00
-8.00
-8.00
-12.00
-2738.00
400.00
100.00
4c~0. 00
0.00

PRICE (.F.)
o .17 ~
1.00
0.85
9.00
12.50
16.00
1.00

RESULTS
NATIONAL POINT OF VIEW
CASH FLOW

CASH.
J

Li

p. I.. - CAP.
~
~J
J

1984.

-2932.

=

....

\..C\
I

2410.
'425.

3014.
3441.
3063.
1029.
1456.
1078.
VALUE/COST RATIO 2.428 INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN 18.2

CHANGE
-4916.
PRESENT VALUE AT 5 PER CENT 11264.

2205.
220.

INLAND HEVENUES POINT OF VIEW
ACCOUNTING PROFIT

PROF.
J

TAX

TAX.
J

=

1884.
f

=2.
i

p. I .. + STK. - DEP. - INT
~

2412.

J

~J

J

J

2470.

2553.

2615.

3350.

2963.

514.

546.

571.

897.

718.

(PROF., EXEMPTIONS)
J

307.

492.

PERC~Nrr

FARMERS POINT OF VIEW
CASH FLOW

CASH.
J

=-.~
::::

P. 1.. - INT. - TAX. - CAP.

1

1

1J

1576.

-3524.

492.
375.
403.
418.
727.
584.
599.
615.
632.
649.
668.
687.
708.
718.
718.
5384.

1576.
1576.
1576.
1576.
1576.
1576.
1576.
1576.
1576.
1576.
1576.
1576.
1923.
2245.
2245.

J

J

1796.

J

1558.

2342.

2443.

2245.

CHANGE
-5101.
219.
-18.
765.
866.
668.
PRESENT VALUE AT 5 PERCENT 49440
VALUE/COST RATIO 1.024 INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN 11.4 PERCENT
HOLD BEFORE DEVELOPMENT CASH INCOME AND ACCUMULATE AN OVERDRAFT AND THEN REPAY IT
YEAR
PROFIT
TAX
CASH
OD

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

2412.
2088.
2169.
2211.
2984.
2648.
2685.
2723.
2763.
2804.
2847.
2893.
2940.
2963.
2963.

PV OF BENEFIT

5101.
5125.
5384.
4869.
4198.
3711.
3'203.
2672.
2118.
1540.
937.
309.

o.
o.
o.

-"
\j1

-J
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COPE System

Mr Sanderson and I have developed two programs for
developmen t budge ting
T{18Se progra.ms and the versions of them
which will be developed as time goes on have been given the
acronym COP~ standing for Qomputer Qverdraft fredlction and
L
Evaluationo
While these programs have been developed for the individual
farmer they can De used in project evaluation.
For instance the
COPE program for sheep farm development has a very comprehensive
stock reconciliatlon in it"
Students have used this program for
a cost benefit study of farm d~velopment on the West Coast.
The
output of the COPE program was fed into the Case History Analysis
program to give the results they required.
Mr Cleland has suggested that in Drainage and Irrigation
studies it would be feasible to calculate a development budget, for
each farm in the district, with and without the scheme,.
N6rmally
the clerical effort would be beyond the value of the information,
but with computer services available such a proposal may be a
useful tool in project evaluation,

SUMMARY
I believe that many of us are deterred from project
evaluation studies because of the burden of clerical operations
with computer services now available this deterrent is now removed.
However we must remember ~h~ words of Lady Lovelace. the first
computer programmer
She waS an enthusiastic supportet of Charles
Babbage and his pre-set mechanical calcuJaty"
She wrote ~ "the
analytical englne has no pretensions whatever to originate anything.
It can only do whatever we know how to order it to performo"
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NoWo Taylor

~_ . . .10&1 pretillfl • •We)). the ... ..,.1.,111g fa.rIMr i . OC»Ilfro.ted with at the initiation of a development programme 115
in deeiding on the rate at which deY.lop~.nt .~ould proceea~
Given technology 9 costs and prices g and the far~erus objectiYes,
should the farmer develop slowlY9 out of internally g~nerated
ineoMe 9 or lII()r~ rapidly through the injeeti~n of external
ca,ital (eogo DeTelopment Lo.n)?
The obje9tive of this study
(of a 900 I!~re light plainsland farm>. was to analyeethe effect
of rate of denlopMnt on profitabilltyo
In particular the
enaale i~ farlller v • iReoRe following deYelopment 9 and tae
appreciation on hi. Ilet worth position as a'rellult of developMellt was iRvestigatedo
This study involved firstly tae
e$ta~li.~aemt of a pre-developRent budgeto
From this point
tw. dev.l.p ....t Facra_es were projected forward 9 budgeting
Olit ea<M yea'J!"9 all« developing taflt farll!! from 1D3 Solla/acre to
3 .(>u(>/a~:re at twe ratee, i,,~hover 1:@ years and G years"

In the first -case it was !a6SlI8@d taa t th@ develop.eat was
from farm income and within the $''!O~ 000 overdraft lilli tiapOlu4
by the !!Stock firm"
In tlte se.ollii case the i:aj.etio1t or addt ...
tiOBU external fimulce enabled the rate of development to be
increaiHlico
Frell the Dudgetm the chan,e in income over bas.
year was calculatec fer each year of the deTelopJlllent, and tu stable.
post deyelc,lH.t situation"
Bal!!ed On these figures the relative profita9ility efthe alter.atiT•• was e •• pareQQ
Since the physioal level er lievelopment aehieved was
similar in both programmes, the post development surplus was
also l5imilar 9 although the time whieh lapsed before this l _ • •
m.ae available differ.d o
In assessing the profitability of
the two developlftfltmt pr.~ramme8 from the iadividual farmeros
point of 'ri.ew l present worth~ IlI'H'I1'Ua4. annuity and internal rat.
of return were e:alculatedo
It
, was found that the present
worth of IIl&w develolJ)'lut,.t was greater than that of the lDore
rapid. develepnnt procramuh
Dissec ting the total preSttll. t
werth into its two distinct fractions it was SMWm. that ",hell
eG'mpara~le ,.,st development surpluses were capitalised into
perpetu.-.i ty and the:a lii •• euate<i over the devele>pment period 1J.bItt
the 11&1'111 rapid developaeBt lave the kilher Jaet w'ortho
r
the 0{)81o i»-welved i:a .lttaiiti:ag the higaer incoille earlierQlIOaFe
than €08!pe~'&ated for the advantage gaine. in terms of timeo

:s:""....

This then accounted for the overall or total present worth being
highest for the slower development programme 0
(This highlights
the sensitivity of the technique to the nature of the development strettms)0
Internal rates of return Qf 24 0 6% and 15% were
calculated for the slow and rapid development programmes
respec·ti vely
0

When looked at in terms of extra income and net worth the
farmer achieves t~rough development, it was demonstrated that
although increased income is obtained sooner by rapid development the farmer's net worth is lower at the end of the development phaseo
However if the extra income earned over the
subsequent 4 years is saved~ then the farmer~s net worth at the
end of 10 years is comparable for both programmeso

A NOTE ON THE WORLD BANKQS ESTIMATION OF
SECONDARY BENEFITS IN TANZANIA

Lincoln College
Apart from assessing the loes of former output involved in
the movement of settlers to a new scheme g the World Bank estimates
secondary bene fi ts to a scheme . through a tax formulae
Wi th
regard to Tanganyika (as it then was) they estimated that all
goods purchased with income from the settlem.nt scheme would
increase Government revenue through iDdirect taxeso
Careful
assessment of the incidence of tax is required 9 but the Bank
found that import duties and excise duties from agricultural incomes
averaged 12 per cent9 those in processing and transport averaged
20 per centg and those in personal consumption 17 per cento
The
latter is the mean incidence of indirect tax in Tang&nyika~
The assessment ·01 a scheme might work as f'ollows8
If $100 is the net income of scheme farmers in a period~ then
$12 is collected by the Treasury from the goods boughto
If
one fifth is assumed to be processoros income (or some independent estimate of such)9 then this is taxed at 20 per cent to
yield a tax return of $4 0
Now $~20 of secondary purchasing
power is created 9 of which 20 per cent is net 1ncome~ this is
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taxed at 17 per cent, giving a further yield of
20
17
x
) and so on.
$4 (120 x
100
100
The Bank thus assumes that central Government is sponsoring
the project, that the increase in Government revenue obtained by
taxation from the incomes generated by the scheme can be allocated to the interest on overseas or other loans, and that a
benefit-cost ratio on direct returns less than unity could be
tolerated in some circumstances. The method has the disadvantage that it assumes an average year of operation and does
not directly discount a stream of revenues or benefits.
Reference "The Economic Development of Tanganyika",
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
November 1960, Government Printer, Dar Es Salaam.

A NOTE ON SECONDARY BENEFITS IN
A LAND SETTLEMENT SCHEME
IN ZAMBIA
R.W.M. Johnson
Lincoln College
This particular scheme was financed by a grant from a mining
company and had as one of its objectives, the stimulation of the
local economy. A 1000 acres forest was felled and divided up
into 30 acre farms. The area was 400 miles from the government
capital. Secondary benefits were therefore defined by the
objectives of the original grant - that the local people should
be better off. The analysis must therefore concentrate on
local benefits of the scheme in all its aspects.
Project costs of the scheme were the expenditure by the
regional government on establishing the project, and the continuing expenditures of the settlers on farm inputs. Capital
and recurrent expenses were lumped together.
Primary benefits of the scheme were measured as crop output
at farm gate prices.

16~

Capitalisation of future returns were based on the depreciated value of the capital assets created o
This corresponds
to salvage vGlues in engineering economicsG
What were the regional benefits of the scheme?
We
identified two kinde of secondary benefito
That associated
with new industries created by the scheme9 and the increase
in regional income which resulted from its presence - ioeo the
multiplier effecto
The only industry stimula;ed by the scheme
The added net income of the
was maize processing roller mealo
firm concerned was counted as the benefi to
It was assumed that there was no transport benefit in the
region because transport was controlled by a national organisationo
The remaining crop. of groundnuts Q millet and tobacco
were not further processed witkin the resioao
Fuel and supplies
were bought through central gOTernment stores so no local trader
benefi ted o
Local spending generated by ·the scheme was thus construction
wages and rations v net crop income to the project agency or
sett1ersv plus the above processing income for Balzeo
The
benefit of the local spending was assumed to be 20 per cent of
increased turnover v ioeo traders and processers got increased
net income of 20 per cent of turnoTero
A further 20 per cent
of this 20 per,'cent Gould be calculated for the second round of
multiplier effects and so ODo
The total benefit-cost ratio wae OG64 with secondary
benefits and 0 0 55 withcuto
Varioua important policy i8sues
with regard to regional benefits Gan thue be high~lighted by an
analysis of this 8arto
Reference rtLOentreprise de Mise en Valeur de la Province
Septentrionale de 1a Rhodesie du Nord" Bulletin de L' economie
Agricole en Afriqueo
No o 5
Avril 19640
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ANTE EV,\LUATION INCORPOR.!;.TING
UNOERTAINTY i OF SUBSIDIES
FOR SOIL CONSE1WATI UN

(South Island High Country Run)
GoAoG. Frengley
Lincoln College
Summary
Soil conserTation subsidies are granted on a cost sharing
basis by GOTernment and local body agencies fo·r management
practices and capital expenditure reducing actual or potential
erosiono
The study is investigating the outoome of a run plan
initiated in 1966 from a national and individual Tiew pointe
Subsidies have been granted for the retirement of Class VII
and VIII land (off-site subsidies for the deTelopment :I.of:.areas
of equivalent grazing) and for soil protection work (on-site
subsidies)o
Budgets haTe been prepa~ed for high9 low and average price
situationso
These compare the effects of on=site9 oft-aite
and full subsidies (on plua off-_ite) with deTelop8ent in the
absence of subaid1eso
Constant leTels of production have been
adopted but the effect of the high degree of cliaatic uncertainty
will be taken into account in the .Tal~at10no
Preliminary results indioateg=
10

Most methods used at present by the agencies providing subsidies tend to oTerestimate the amount of equivalent grazing
required to replace the Class VII and VIII land retiredo

20

The rate at which land is retired from grazing~ or on-aite
protection is implemented is dependent on the rate of farm
developmento
This is a result of implementing the subsidies on a cost sharing basis o
The soil conservation
programme thus becomes dependent on the level of annual
cash surplus available for development and a function of
the level of prices and cli.atic variabilityo
It appears that Bome programmes which could be completed in
three years in a high price regime cannot be implemented at
all in a period of low prices or years of poor stock
performanceo

Alternative methods of off-setting the cost of the soil
conservation programme to the individual but which would
still enable the programme to be' implemented in a period
of low net profits include~=
a)

a lump sum payment as compensation to the individual
for the loss of grazing of the Class VII and VIII lando

b)

payment of the on-site subsidies assessed in the Run
Plan as a lump sum at the commencement of the programme.
The conservation work undertaken in the early years of
a programme would thus be paid for entirely from subsidies but in the latter years by the individual.

Other methods will also be assessed o

3.

The amount of compensation offered will be excessive if the
loss of grazing from land retirment is overestimated.
Alternative methods of assessing the amount of compensation
will be considered including the productive valuation of
the land being retiredo

4.

Some methods of evaluating the outcome of the programmes
may lead to conflicting or obscure resultso
An attempt
will be made to assess the suitability of the alternative
evaluation techniques where the degree of uncertainty is
very high as in this environment o

A STUDY OF '1'H"F: RAT'S OF TNVES'T'MENT
FOR A REPRESENTATIVE FARM
(F..!,RM DEVELOP~NT IN SOurfHLAND)

A,C, Lewis
Lincoln college
In this study we have considered the problem faced by the
representative Southland intensive sheep farmer who has been
developing steadily, who has now reached a comparitively high
level of development and who wants to know if further development is a paying propositiono
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Budgets of costs and benefits likely to be associated with
different rates of development on a 240 acre farm (the modal size)
were prepared"
Each developmen t plan allowed for an increase in
stock rate from 505 ewe equivalents per acre (the modal stocking
rate) to 800 ewe equivalents per acre (the highest level deemed
practicable with the present state of knowledge)o Project
evaluation criteria were then applied to the resulting income
streamso
Three programmes were budgeted so that the desired objective
at 800 ewe equivalents per acre was reached after 4, (rapid)~
8 (medium) and 16 (slow) yearso
An allowance for declining stock
performance at the faster rates of development was incorporated in
the budgetso
As a further attempt to approach the real problem faced by
farmers confronted with uncertain future prices the analysis was
carried out under three different price assumptions
0

jy

Pessimistic prices
Inputs and products were valued at current (1967) priceso

2Q

Price sgueeze
It was assumed t.hat input prices will move upwards and pro=
duct prices will fluctuate in the next 16 years as they
have over the last 16 yearso

30

Average

price~

Inputs were valued at current prices and products were valued
at the average prices of the last 11 years o
The Results
All development plans are profitable even under pessimistic
and price squeeze conditioneo
There is not much to chose between the fast and medium rates
of development at a 6~% discount rate but both are more profitable
than the slow rateo
A~ higher discount rates 9 eogo 10% and 15% the medium rate
shows up favourably compared to the other two.
At discount rates
higher than the internal rate of return the faster programmes
have higher negative net present worths o
The programme chosen
will thus be the one that is most profitable when the inc orne stream
is discounted at the individual rate of time preferenceo

EVALUATION OF THE POTENTIAL OF A NEW TECHNOLOGY
(PAKIHI)
RoAo Bonifant
Lincoln College
One of the problems of agricultural Investment Evaluation
is technological uncertaintyo
This is well illustrated in a
study at present being,-carried out on the economics of Pakihi
development 0

t

The Pakihi soils of Westland cover approximately
million
acres, and until recently attempts to develop these problem
soils have been unsuccessfu10
HoweTer~ the Department of
Agriculture have now taken over a »lock of 400 acres of raw
Pakihi at Bald Hi11~ hear Westport9 and they are showing on
this demonstration farm that deTe10pment of Pakihi is physically
possible 0
We 9 for our part9 are inTestigating the economics
of this develop.ento
Our study is therefore based on the
Pakihi land surrounding Westport where there a~e 40 9 000 acres
of easy to flat unfarmed Pakihi o
The present COTer of this
country is rush9 umbrella fern 9 sedges and mosseso
The peat
soil is extremely wet due to the high rainfall g flat terrain
and cemented graTel pan lying just below the surface o
Op
first sight thePakihi appears a most unattractiTe propositiono
However the development technique being used by the
Department of Agriculture is surprisingly uncomplicated and
straight forwardo
The major steps inc1ude~=

10

Sub diTision

20

Aerial oversowing and topdressing in spring either
direct into the native COTer or after burningo

30

Formation of shallow surface drains by blasting and
tractor mounted "spinner"o

40

Water supp1yo

50

Stockingo
It appears from results so far that 4 ewes
per acre can be carried within 6 months of the initial
topdressing v increasing to at least 5 ewes within 18
months of this initial treatment o
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In thls study we plan to
!':lkihi

investi~ate

three aspects of

.1cvelopmE~nL

1,

The economics of development from the traditional family
farm point of view, the effect of farm size on profitability, and the minimum acreage necessary for economic
development v

2.

The economics of development. assuming that Pakihi blocks
are attached to already established farms,
Development
of the Pakihi blocks in this case could then be carried
out\ without significant increases in buildings~ plant
and labour
0

3.

FinallY9 to investigate the possible role of Government
subsidies in the development of 0est Coast Pakihi.

The flows of revenue and variable costs in the base
development programme will be calculated on a per acre basis.
Assuming a certain rate of development ~ the· cash flows for
any farm size can then be calculated,
Fixed costs of buildin.r;s~
plant and labour obviously cannot be handled on ~ per acre basis,
as they are ilumpy~ inputsc
These fixed costs will therefore be
determined separately for each farm size
g

If our calculations show Pakihi development on a per unit
farm basis to be uneconomic we feel sure that this will not be
due to the special nature of the Pakihi countrY9 but rather tb
the fact that Pakihi is completely virgin,
Development of this
country requires starting completely from °scratch". and the
necessary high initial outlay for buildings and plant will
obTiously be critical to owerall profl tab.ili ty"
This enn
obviously be paralleled to all development out of virgin land
in New Zealand_
I would emphasise the importance of technological uncertainty in this study,
We are. in effect basing our technical
assumpt10ns on the initial work at the Westport demonstration
farms.
Nevertheless we feel that the results obtained so far
8n th:i.s farm are suffici.ently enc(Hrraging to warrant a study of
thlS kind,

1 ~9;.

EVALUATION OF RESEARCH PROJECTS
J\. T. G. tlcArthur

Lincoln College
The present value estima~es of research projects should
include,
(1) the value when the results are applied
(2) the rate
of adoption (3) the probability of success (it) the cost of
research.
The following model determines the value of a machine which
could be evolved by research.
(a)

r

The value of the machine if successfully developed is

v = )~

OA .(1+i)-t.

--to:: 1

1
( p. . -1 ~1 ) e -rt.
0

where
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is
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present value of the project if successful
number of years after the projec t is launched
cost saving per acre
number of acres
ihterest rate
proportion of total acres using the new machine
the machine is launched
exponential constant
rate of growth of adopted acres per year.

Verbally! this value is the discounted saving per acre times the
number of acres which have adopted the new machine.
(b)

The expected value of the project is
E(V)

where

= ~n

Lj =1

E(V) is expected present value of the research project
j
n
C

p.
J

is the year during the research phase of the machine
development
is the year after which no more efforts are made to
develop the machine
is the annual cost of research
is the probability of successful development in the jth
year
is the probability of failure after n years
(P1 + P2 + P ... + P + P + ~ = 1)

3

j

n
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l';Vl;LUii'J'ION

H.J. Plunkett
Lincoln College
The Ashley-Sefton Drainage Scheme
Saltwater Creek drains the watershed between the Kowhai
and Ashley Rivers.
The Ashley-Sefton drainage scheme covers an
area of rCjlatively flat low lying land between the coast and clay
downs.
By 1946 the growth of willows in Saltwater Creek and its
tributaries had seriously obstructed natural water flow and after
periods of heavy rain the adjoining land would flood.
In 1947
Mr A.H. Flay of Lincoln College reported that i t was a region of
good soil capable of much increased production in which drainage
should not only prevent deterioration but assist to increase
production<
In light of the production possibilities forseen and
the estimation that $6/acre of capital works would result in $1 poa.
of extra net fa.rm profits Flay concluded that the scheme would be
economically justified.
In 1949-50 the North Canterbury Catchment
Board cleared the existing waterways.
The willows were removed
and the existing water courses deepened and in places straightenedo
Before the scheme was installed part of the area. had been resettled
with ex-servicemen~ and the Forest Service had planted the severely
eroding catchments of Fox's and Stony Creeks c
These creeks are the
l1lo.in tributaries of Seltwater Creek and flow from the downlands into
the scheme area.
'l'he planting and resettlement had by 1950 already
altered the pattern of flood drainage and production.
To measure the direct effects of the drainage scheme it
was fCl<nd useful to apply the concept of IIwith and without".
The
direct effects of drainage being analysed as the difference between
what the area is like today in comparison with what i t would have
been like if the scheme had not been installed.
The area for finding
the direct effect of the scheme is not confined to the scheme area
specified on an engineering plan, but is the total area of all
landholders affected,
For example, a farm v;'hI'Ch-~part affected
by the scheme.
It is conceptually correct and clearer to consider
the additional effect on the whole farm than it is to try and measure
the effect on the drained area.
The type and level of production
as recorded in 1947 Ylould not represent what the area would be like
without the scheme nOVl ~ as in the last 20 years there have been
increases in farm technology and relative price changes for the
various farm inputs and outputs o
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Graphically the situation
The Effect of

drai~age
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be presented as follows:
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direct effect of drainage
= level of production 1 946-47 - measured in
pre-investment survey
Level
of production 1 949-50 - installation of scheme
=
1966-67 - without scheme
= " II"
"
1966-67 -with scheme, as measured
= "
"
in post-investment survey.

The production existing under relative prices and technology
in 1946/47 would no longer be considered rational under 1966/67 conditions
The slope of A.E.C. would not only be due to increases in technology and
prices of a given form of production (e.g. dairy 212 lb. BoFe/cow to
315 lb. B.F./cow) but also in a change ih the form of production (e.g.
dairy to sheep, oats to wheat).

0

For comparison of pre- and post-investment analysis it is
necessary that benefits and costs are discounted to the same date.
The
start of capital works was considered the most appropriate date.
As
the purchasing power of the dollar is also continually changing, it was
necessary to first adjust the benefits and costs by applying an appropriate
pri ce index.
Post-investment analysis can be considered as exploring the
following questions.

'.

(1)

Were the original predictions correct?

(ii)

Has what happened been profitable?

(iii)

Would what has happened been profitable given present day
prices?

(ii) is the analysis of the real situation,
In all circumstances it may
not be regarded as the complete answer? as past unexpected, non-recurring
gains or losses (e0go 1952 wool boom) could mask underlying events"
The imposing of past and present prices to the actual physical events
that have taken place will not give satisfactory answers to (i) and (iii)9
because volume and type of production are dependant upon absolute and
rela ti ve prices c
I f past and present prices are applied to historica.l
eyents they will understateprofi.tabi1:i.ty if incomeprices have risen and
overstate profitability ot~ income prices have fellen o
,flos,t-iilvestment
'?17aJ.,uation although difficult and imprecise» highlights the pre-investment
assumptions and problem,s <>

A RETROSPECTIVE EVALUATION OF PUBLIC INVESTMENT
(Drainage)

Ao C. Norton
North Canterbury Cat©hment Board
Catchment. Boards invest. a considerable amount of money (ratepayer
and Government) in public works.
Very little is known of the actual returns
from these investments from the national point of viewo
The North Canterbury Catchment Board has already carried out the
retrospeotive evaluation of the LoII drainage .scheme ~ 1946/47 fI
e.ighteen
years after the scheme was establishecL
At the present time a similar
evaluation is being carried out on the Sefton-Ashley Drainage Scheme of 19490
The retrospective evaluation is concerned withg(a)

The physical increase in production and the time rate of increase
thet has occurred as a result of the scheme ~ e.g. increased acreE,ges
of crops, increased stock carrying capacities, increased yields per
acre or per head c

(b)

The conversion of the physical increases into net annual incomes i.e. gross income less the additional running costs incurred
0

(c)

The capital cost of the scheme and of its subsequent annual
maintenance.

Cd)

The cost and timing of any necessary capital land
development.

(e)

The conversion to constant prices of incomes and
coste over a period of years using an appropriate price
index.

et)

The presentation of the adjusted figures as income
and cost streams.

(g)

Calculating the discount rate at which the present
worth of the income stream equals the present worth of
the cost stream, that is the internal rate of return o

For the L II Drainage Scheme, 1946-47, the internal rate
of return for the eishteen year period was 12 per cento

THE USE OF EVALUATION METHODS IN CALCULATING
THE MAXIMUM FEASIBLE INVESTMENT
IN A GIVEN PROJECT
{Drainage)
A.C. Norton
North Canterbury Catchment Board
Catchment Boards as part of their statutary requirements
are concerned with protecting land from floods and improving
land drainageo . Both type~ of work can involve major
expenditure of moneyo
As part of the planning procedure for new schemes 9 the
North Canterbury Catchment Board generally does the following~=
1.

A preliminary appraisal is made by staff to determine
firstly if the problem can be technically remedied and
secondly if benefit will result from the schemeo

20

If the preliminary appraisal indicates that the scheme
warrants full investigation9 a detailed report is then
prepared along the following linee:~
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(a)

The problem is defined - as to its nature, extent and
detrimental affect on land and improvements.

(b)

An assumption is made as to the standard of the possible
engineering works - e.g. protection to the 50 year flood
frequency; a drainage outfall for all into properties
into a public drain with a 95-100 per cent efficiency.

(c)

Estimation of the physical increase in production and
the time lag that is likely to occur as a result of the
assumed scheme being established, e.g. increased acreages
of crops, increased stock carrying capacities, increased
yields per acre or per head.

(d)

Estimation of the physical losses that will not occur because of the assumed scheme.

(e)

Conversion of the physical increases and or physical losses
not suffered, into net annual incomes - i.e. gross income
less the additional running costs incurred.

(f)

Estimation of the cost of any capital land development work
and when this is likely to occur.

(g)

Show (e) and (f) above as income and cost streams in
constant terms?

(h)

Take a given interest rate - say 6% - and find the present
worth of the income stream and of the cost stream.
As the
cost stream represents only that of the land development
and does not include the capital cost nor maintenance of the
proposed scheme works, its present worth will probably be
less than the present worth of the income stream. This
difference in present worths represents at the 6 per cent
rate of return, the upper limit which can be justified for
the initial cost and subsequent maintenance of the proposed
scheme, to the assumed standards.
The questions then to be resolved are - firstly - can a
scheme giving the assumed benefits, be constructed and maintained for not greater than that price?
and secondly - can the ratepayers at that price finance
the scheme?

(i)

At this stage in the investigations, the problem, the
expected returns and the expected costs are all defined.
This gives a sound base for the interested parties to
discuss, to negotiate and or to explore alternatives.
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THE USE OF INrERNAL RATES OF RETURN IN THE EVALUATION
OF EX POST HILL COUNrRY DEVELOPMENT

Neil Go Gow
Lincoln College

This project was an investigation of the applicability of the
internal rate of return formulation in evaluating ex post hill country
developmentG
The data used was derived from the results of two case
study farms over a thirteen year period.
(1948-1961~)
Apart from the
results which were, interesting in themselves this project highlighted
some of the basic problems likely to be encountered in economic evaluation
projects of this type.
Reinvestment versus Borrowing~
i.n both cases all development was
financed out of income so that the problem of marginal borrowing and
lending rates of interest was not vital to the analysis.
Status QUo Situation:
in both cases development was triggered off by
the 1950-51 wool boom which coincided with the advent of aerial topdressing
as a commercial proposition.
In the three years prior to development
starting, both farms had been achieving constant levels of physical
production and were thus assumed to be in a status quo position.
Random Negatives:
in both cases small negative cash flows occurred at
random throughout the stream of cash flows.
Theoretically these could
have resulted in multiple solutions but in actual practice only one real
solution could be found.
It should be noted however, that in other cases
random negatives could lead to multiple real solutions with all their
attendant problems of interpretation.
Money and real values:
the analysis of the two case study farms was
carried out both in money and real 1959/60 values o
The real values for
income were derived by the use of price relatives (since physical output
was known), and the real values for expenditure were obtained by use of
the New Zealand Meat and Wool Boards' Economic Service Index of Sheep
farmers' Costs.
Deflation of the data into 1959/60 values made a
significant difference to the final results.

W1.ndf'all G~~
the internal rate of return formulation proved to be
very sensitive to windfall gains in the early part of the development
programme
In both cases the removal of the Korean War wool boom
effect reduced the overall rate of return in money terms by 5Q%.
This
highlights one of the basic differences between ex ante and ex post
studies of farm development
In the former, wind.f'all gains are
neg18cted but in the latter they may COn1rert an unprofitable programme
;, n real. terms into a highly profitable one in money terms
They arc
obviously even more important in a programme financed by rein\Vestment
than one based on borrowed capital fundso
.
0

0

0

one of the strengths of e post development evaluation
is that a reasonable estimate can be made of residual values at the end
;)1' the programme~
In these two particular case studies the size of the
residual value in money terms was unimportant as the cash flows solved
to a very high rate of return but were most important in real terms
where th",y made tha difference between a zero rate of return and a
profi table rate of ret:urno
The other interesting point was that the
New Zealand Government Valuation Department heayily undervalued the
i!'.('r.:;ase i~ value of improvements in relation to theircost o

Re~idual Va~es~
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THE ECONOMIC EVALUATION ,.oF· INVESTMENT IN IJUtGE-SCALE
PROJECTS - AN ESSAY TO RECOMMEND PROCEDURES*

R.C. Jensen
Lincoln College

The task of assembling recommendations on the use of project
evaluation procedures has been, attempted previously .. For examples the
"Green-Book" has laid a long-respec~ed basis for evaluation work; more
recently documents from the United States Senate have emerged as valuable
standard references.
Discussions continue at academic levels on both theoretical
aspects and the application of discounted flow techniques.
In recent
years the limitations of discounted flow techniques have been recognised
and emphasised, and amid the volumes of literature on this subject there
has not appeared, to my knowledge, a simple statement of recommended
practices and standards which will materially assist those whose interests
lie only in the empirical side of discounted flow techniques
Our
experience at Lincoln and the discussions of the Seminar recent~y completed
have forced a realisation of the difficulties facing many who are expected
to provide economic information on proposed projects
The diversity of
background of those whose duties include economic evaluation indicates that
few have been exposed to "professional training" in discoUllted flow techniques
and that they gain small comfort from books and professional journalso
0'

0

Obviously the lack of a series of uncomplicated recommendations for
use at "grass-roots" level exists because it would be considered professionally
naive to publish them 1J even though a writer may have established them subjeotively for his own worko
In the interests of uniformity, I intend then to be
naive., to provide some recommendations which I believe would not be frowned.
upon too heaVily by bot~ respected practit:ioners and academics~ and which
probably represent the consensus of informed opinion.
No theoretical
justification is offered in support~ since this would presuppose familiarity
;£

This paper waS prepared consequent. to 9 ' a~dat the request of~ the Seminar
on Project Evaluationo
It contains some material already mentioned in
the papers earlier in this books and has benefited from the discussions
of the Water Resources, Land Development, and Forestry/Le.nd Deyelopment
workshops of the Seminarc The contributions by the discussants of these
workshops is gratefully acknowledged s also the advice received by
Mr R.WoM. Johnson, Professor J .G. Yoho~ NJr A.C. Nortonjl Mr A.C. Lewis and
N~ H.J. Pluru<ett on earlier drafts;
all responsibility however lies with
with the author.

1 7'(;.

with the theory by m80ny who have not seen the literature J and Vlould complicate
unnecessarily a paper which is mf~ant to be free of academic compl.exities.
I
fully realise that many may disagree \'lith some of my recommendations, but
submit this paper as an interim guideline, until a better one is produced.
Ani this will be welcome e
In the meantime, the Agricultural Economics Research
Unit at Lincoln College will be guided by these standards for evaluation work
commenced in 1968 and latere
The recommende.tions in this essay refer to the evaluation of largescale projects - defined for our purposes as projects initiated above the
level of the firm; from irrigaticn projects to reserv9irs and so on.
The
wide range of.' projects which possibly fit into this category means that detail
is impossible in a paper of this nature.
The essay considers primarily
evaluation procedures in the New Zealand agricultural scene1 , and is limited
to established discounted flow techniques..
A working knowledge of these
techniques is assumed~
The following topics are dealt with:
1•

2.
3.
4.
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7.
8..

9.
10.
11 •
12.

13.
14.
15.,
1 6.
1•

Objective of the Investigation
Scope of the Project
Viewpoint
Terminology
Representation of Benefits & Costs
Period of Analysis
Discount Rate
Index of Oversell::', Exchange
. Output Price:;
Sensitivity Analysis
Double-counting
Presentation of Results
Expected values
Re-e.ppraiss,l
Investment 0: Financing
Policy Conc1usions.

Objective of the Investigation

It is desirable that economic reports be preceded by a clear
statement which provides perspective on the evaluation and the reason for
the study.
This statement should specify the economic facts it is hoped
to demonstrate, and the particu1(;,r decision-makine sitmtion to which these
facts are appropriate, e.g. - Some reports I:'.re lircpcrccl IJrinr'ril;/ 8S
1.

It should be stressed that "the application of discounted flow techniques
in "non-agricultural" investment evaluation has been successfully
practiced for several years.
This essay however, avoids discussion
of all but agricultural applications.
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methodological demonstrations, others are empirically oriented using
established method!?; some are basically "research" reports intended for
eocample to demonstrate desirable or undesirable directions of development,
others may be intended directly as guides to individual cash investment
decisions"
The specific aim of the project should be outlined.
one or more of the following may be intended~-

For example 9

(a)

to provide information£or an accept-reject decision on
a particular project,

(b)

to compare two or more alternative projects,

(c)

to calculate the maximum investment advisable to achieve
specific benefits D

(d)

to compare different rates or timing of investmehto

The prime consideration for specifying the aim of the study should
be the question posed to the practitioners remembering that discounted flow
techniques are reasonably flexible and that a slavish adherence t9 the "usual"
procedures of calculations may not produce results in a satisfactory form o
If possible the political and social framework within which the decision is
to be made should be outlined, as well as the flexibility available to the
practitioner in terms of the scale of the projecto
Scope of the Project
A precise description of the project(s) should be provided.
Physical boundaries should be defined along with sufficient technical
information to enlighten but not confuse the uninitiated o
Technical
information may be valuable to later workers in the same area~ and if
this is like~, it is better retained in an appendix than lost to posterityo
Simple maps of project location and boundaries of influence could be
included.
It is important to signify the relative size of the project
and whether or not externalities are likely to be important~ and the
direction of their influenceD even if their effect is not included in
later calculations.
Any technically limiting factors should be recognised o
Viewpoint
Analysis should define and state the viewpoint from which the
study is execut ed. 8,
National viewpoin~o
The effects of project establish~ent
should in the case of large-scale projects~ be traced as
far as possible throughout the economy, and will include benefits
and costs accruing to the nation as a whole
These are usually
evaluated through effect.s on national income.
In the case of
(a)

9
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large-scale projects which involve overseas sales and purchases
the national viewpoint should include consideration of the net
effect of the project for overseas exchange. Adequate
evaluation of smaller projects, e.g. drainage schemes involving
a limited number of farmers can undoubtedly be carried out from
the national viewpoint without the inclusion of "spillover" or
exchange benefits.
(b)

Regional or District viewpoints. These studies include
the effects of the project on regional or district
populations and local governments.
(c)

Industry viewpoint. The effect on an industry, through
both pricing and production, of the establishment of a
project.
(d)

Individual viewpoint. The effect of a project on an
individual firm, its operation and profits.

other viewpoints
which could involve public
point of view. Studies of
point of view only if some

should be recognised if necessary. Projects
money are correctly evaluated from the national
farm development are useful from the national
policy suggestions are possible and are given.

It will readily be recognised that some effects of a project may
be benefits from one point of view and costs from another, and viGe versa.
Further, some policy questions, e.g. a desirable level of public subsidy,
can frequently be answered only if evaluation is attempted from more than
one point of view.

4.

Terminol ogy2

Benefits are defined as the increases or gains in the value of goods and
services which result from conditions with the project, as compared to
conditions without the project. Benefits should be measured net of
indirect and direct costs, and include both tangible and intangible benefits.
They may be classed as primary or secondary.
Tangible Benefits -

those which can be expressed in money terms.

Intangible Benefits - those which are not fully measurable in
money terms, or may not be satisfactorily expressed in money terms, in
formal analysis.
Primary (or Direct) Benefits - the value of goods and services
directly resulting from the project less direct and indirect costs incurred
in realisation of the benefits.
2.

The definitions of Benefits and Costs are modified and condensed from
my earlier paper.
(Paper 4.)
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Secondary (or Indirect) Benefits and Spillovers - the increase
in the value of goods and services which indirectly result from the
project under the 'conditions expected to occur with the project a~
compared to those without the project.
Secondary benefits and spillovers
are measured ~ of any costs which have to be incurred to realise themo
The simplest solution to the common imprecision of definition of
these terms is that spillovers should be acknowledged when a study takes
the national point of view, and that secondary benefits occur locally and
should be recognised i.n studies when a local 'or, "giona1 vfewpoint i~'
i\akeno

Direct Costs - includes the value of goods and services used in
constructing, operating and maintaining the project.
This category of
costs includes all other identifiable expenses, losses, liabilities and
indirect adverse effects connected with the project, whether or n.ot
compensation is invo1ved~ whether tangible or intangible.
Costs of
investigation, both technical and economic, should be estimated and
recorded separately as a cost of the decision making process, but not
included in the ana1ysiso
Indirect Costs - the value of goods and services over and
above those included in direct costs needed to make the immediate
products or services of the project available for use or saleo
Overseas Exchange Benefits & Costs
The net requirement or contribution of a project to overseas
exchange is appropriate to evaluation of large projects in the New Zealand
economy.
Some index of the premium on overseas exchange (at fooob. prices)
should be applied as a mea$ure of the net social benefits or costs from
this source
These benefits could be both primary and secondary and both
tangible and intangibleQ
0

The terms benefits and oosts should be seen as terms which
specifically include non-oash a11o;;nces o
Where these are not included
in the study, the terms "benefits" and "costs" are inappropriateo
At
least four situations~ with specific terms describing the f1ows~ can be

distinguished~=3

(a)
Individual Viewpoint = Cash Flow Studies - where cash flows only
are consideredj) and the net cash flows are required;

3.

Notation used is that outlined in my earlier paper.

(Paper

4.)
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b.

= receipts or expected receipts

c.

= payments or expected payments

V

= present value of receipts

C

=

J

J

V-C =

present value of payments
net present value (or private net present value)
of project.

This case is similar in effect to the discounted cash flow (D.C.F.) method
commonly used by accountants.
(b)

Individual Viewpoint - Including Depreciation or Renewal Funds,
or other Non-Cash Allowances
b.

= income or expected income

c.

= expenditure or expected expenditure

V

= present value (worth) of income

C

= present value (worth) of expenditure

J

J

V-C =

(private) net present value, or (private) present
worth of project.

(c)
Large Scale Projects - Cash Flow Studies Expected cash flows
only, from a regional, industry or national viewpoint, and would include
.usually only primary benefits with direct and. indirect costs:
b.

= returns or expected returns

c.

= costs or expected costs

V

= present value of returns

C

= present value of costs

J
J

V-C =

(social ) present worth or (social) present value
of project.

(d)
Large Scale Projec~- Including Non-Cash Allowances
Both
primary and secondary benefits are included, perhaps with some values
imputed or simulated, and with allowances for other factors such as
net requirement of overseas exchange:-
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b.

=

benefits or expected benefits

c.

=

costs or expected costs

V

=

present value of benefits

C

_. present value of costs

J

J

V-C =

(social) present worth or projecte

Representation of Benefits and Costs (Income, Expenditure, etc.)
Benefits and costs included in the calculations should be
clearly listed and the method of calculation described - preferably in
reasonable detail~ in an appendixo
All foreseeable consequences of a project should be taken into
consideration e
However~ the limitations of our techniques demand that
the benefits and costs be represented in money terms if they are to
enter an economic evaluationo
The first problem then is to devise the
most satisfactory way of representing the various classes of benefits
and costs in money terms o
In large scale projects a broad spectrum of benefits exists ~
from actual money benefits to intangible benefits o
Actual cash flows
present no problems of measurement o
SimilarlY9 intangibles, by
definition, cannot be included in the discount analysiso
An indication
should be given however of the nature of the intangibles - whether
qualitative or quantitiative~ political or social - and the section of
the community likely to be affected o Where the reason is not obvious
the classification of a benefit or cost as intangible should be justified
by listing the reasons for avoiding measurement o
Between these extremes are benefits which C1'lanbe represented
in money terms with varying degrees of accuracy, comfort and effort.
The synthesis of expected cash flows from both expected technical
coefficients (eago yields per acre) and expected price and cost figures~ is
often necessary"
The matter of forward est.imates of prices for use in the
calculation of cash flows is considered latero
Preceding papers will have
made it clear that small variations in the magnitude and sequence of cash
flows may have an alarming inf1uence on the criteria developed for decision
making"
Every effort must be made to represent expected cash flews as
faithfully and as objectively as possibleo
The following points might aid
in this objective:~
(a)

Estimates of technical coefficients should aim at accuracY9 and
the tendency to "play safe" by deliberately incorporating
conservative estimates should be avoided o
Most estimates of future
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production~ particularly in the long term, are uncomfortably subjective;
using conservative figures does not eliminate or minimise error, but
probably ensur'es its existence~

..'£ec:hnical_.:.::hal~ is characteristic of the agricultural sector,
and therefore its incorporation in the synthesis of cash flows
is highly desirablf.) if the period of analysis is more than 5 or 10 years.
Discounted cash flows would normally compare the "with" and "without"
situations.; the "without" situation is often mistakenly assumed to be
a "status quo" situation o
Technical change is an integral part of both
the "with" and "without" situations o
An estimate of the rate of
technical change tv be included in the analysis could be obtained from
national or area trer-ds etc o
(b)

( c ) ! n p u t Price~ are constantly changing, usually increasing.
If
the decision maker is to be provided with a realistic appraisal
of an investment situation the observed facts of unit price increases or
decreases should be included in the evaluation.
If output prices are
assumed to be constant) and unit input prices are increasing a "costprice squeeze" is thereby built into the flows in the same way as it
might well be expected to operate in reality.
Estimates of unit price
increases are available for some types of farming)+
Taxation should not.. be included in studies undertaken from the
- viewpointo Mention should be made
national
of the
however~

likely effect of taxation on the behaviour of people affected by the
scheme c
Botb "before" and "after lV tax figures should be presented for
studies undertaken from the individual point of view.
From the regional
viewpoint taxation represents an important transfer to or from the region o

(e)

Depreciation presents a problem with no unique solution.
A
r~om~nded treatmentJ as a simple rule of thumb·~ of depreciation
and replac,;rr.ent costs is as follows - until the project becomes "established"
and the new "equllibrium6 level of production is obtained, cash flows should
include net replacement costs for equipment at the termination of its
physical life.
After this point the sinking fund formula should be used
to calculate an annual equivalent or annuity to represent net replacement
costs o
This annuity is then accepted as the value of depreciationo
If
the development period is short, loe less than 5 years, the annuity should
be calculated for t.he whole period of analysis.
0

(f)

Residual Values.
The suggested method of accounting for
depreciation in the calculation of flows aims at maintaining
the investment intact and in an efficient operating condition.
Residual
values can as a general rule be ignored, especially in longer· term stud.ies,
and cer.tainly wh.en flows are discounted to infinity.
4.

e cg. '(1 )Meat & Wool Boards I Economic Service Cumulative Cost Index.
(2) Input Price Index from B.P. Philpott, et a1. "Estimates of Farm
Income & Froductivi.ty in New Zealand 1921-65, A.E.R.U. PubL No o 30.
(3) Index ('f Prices Paid by Dairy Farmers, Fclrm Economics Section of'
New Zealand Dairy Board.
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Period of Analysis
If a project is expected to continue for a certain specified
time period, obviously this period will dictate the period of analys is
and the consequent calculation of cash flowso
Many agricultural projects,
eog. drainage and irrigation ohannels etc., can have an unlimited life if
regularly maintained.
Further, it may not be possible to forecast at
what date structures become obsolete or redundant.
The recommended
procedure for permanent structures whose life cannot be estimated with
reasonable accuracy is:calculate cash flows for the development period
capitalise to infinity cash flows which are expected
beyond the new equilibrium position.
The termination point of the development period may be difficult
to define due to very small changes in the flows$ as the new equilibrium
position is approached.
As a further rule of thumb it will probably be
satisfactory to capitalise flows whe'n successive cumulative present
values vary by as little as 5.0. ~ 705 per cent.
In long-term projects, there is little difference between the
discounted value of cash flows which terminate at infinity and at say
10.0. years.
If)) however, comparison is intended with projects of a
similar technical natureD which have been evaluated for a given number
of years, further results referring to the same time period should be
obtained.
Discount Rate
Amid all the discussion',on discount rate!) the ultimate decision
is usually which rate to use, as long as it is within about 5% to 7.%.
If
the recipients of benefits are specifical~ those who incurred the costs,
the cost-of-capital technique outlined elsewhere (Paper 4) would provide
an appropriate discount rate
In other case s II specifically where studies
are undertaken from the national point of view~ the recommended discount
rate is the next lowest one half of one per cent below the monthly average
of Government Security yields on outstanding long-term loans at the end
of '~he previous financial year.
These are quoted in the Reserve Bank of
New Zealand Bulletin in the table "Share Pri.ces and Interest Rates"o
0

Foreign capital should be discounted at the rate of interest on
the most recent World Bank loans o This information is usually available
from Reserve Bank publications o
Index of o.verseas Exchange
This index is meant to represent the degree of over- or undervaluation of the New Zealand currencyo
This index would vary from time
to time as the economic position in New Zealand vis-a=,vi.~ the rest of' the
world varies e
No suitable index can be recommended at this stage o

Reference should be made to the Treasury Department or to the Reserve Bank,
if an estimate of this index is required o
Output Prices
In historic studies the question of output prices has a selfevident solution..
Inevitably actual prices are used o
Only when special
aspects of historical studies are emphasised should actual output (and
input) price be deflated.
In forward looking studies tbere is no unique solution to the
dilemma facing those who require estimates of future prices, particularly
over several years.
Since both the magnitude of the cash flows and their
seguence affect the usual criteria, both aspects must be considered.
The
disturbance due to output price fluctuations which defines the sequence
of fluctuations in cash flows is best overcome by the assumption of a
constant price level.
If available data show some long term trend in
output prices and it can reasonably be expected to continue, this may
Howe"er~ with our present state 01' knowledge any attempt
be included o
to forecast the fluctuations ip various commodity prices would be unwise.
If' we can accept the desirability of using a constant price
for forv,ari-·lookiTl5 studies, the next question is the level of the
constant price.
Should the price be based on past, present, optimistic
or pessimistic price levels?
Probably past prices are one of the most
satisfactory :,ndication of future price levels; on this basis the
following are f;uggestedz-·

(a)

for short-term studies (i.o o less than 20 years),
output price levels should be the mean of the·
preViOl.lS five years v annual average levels;

(b)

for long term studies $ output price levels should
be the mean of the previous ten years' annual
average levels o

If these are not readily available, the Government Statistician's figures
should suffice.
If the above is adopted there will be little variation
in prices between practitioners and between studies commenced in consecutive
years
0

If rel'iable long~range projections of prices are available they
should of course be used o
If production arising from the project is
expected to influence prices significantly, the prices with and without
the project could be averaged to obtain the price incorporated in the
budgets
Ideally a range of pri ces should be used - this will be
discussed in Section 10 0
0

10.

Sensitivity Analysis

If assistance from a computer is available~ practitioners should
feel obliged to explore thoroughly the behaviour of criteria over a
reasonable range of coefficient values~
Recommended areas of analysis
are:
(a)

The shape of the present value curve (Paper 7), will
indicate the sensitivity of present value to the
discount rate~ and should be explored over a range
of discount rates o
Does any small change in discount
rate materially affect present value?
If S03 what is
the characteristic of the budgeting which is responsible?
Should this characteristic be removed or treated in a
different manner?
When comparing two or more projects present value
curves should be plotted to determine at which interest
rate~ if any~ the present values of the projects are
equal
If this occurs~ is this discount rate significant
for any reason 9 and what is its relation to the respective
internal rates of return?
0

Simple computer programmes are available or can be
written to calculate present values Over a range of
interest rates.
If this range is wide enough the
programme will readily show the internal rate of return
(or if there are multiple internal rates of return)
0

(b)

The sensitivity of present value to output price levels
should invariably be exploredo
How does present value
change with reasonable changes in price levels?
At
what price level does present value become zero~ and is
this a price which can be reasqnably expected to occur?
How far is this price from prevailing price levels?
When complementary products are produced~ eog o wool and
lamb 9 the product prices should be varied simultaneously,
and by similar percentages~ to avoid unnecessary confusion
which often adds nothing to the general results
Prices
·should be varied...aL Units of one ...per. cent to al~gw
comparisonwi+,h other studies o
0

(0)

The sensitivity of present value to doubtful or critical
coefficients.
If the derivation of any coefficient has
been based on unsatisfactory evidence, or if the coefficient
is obviously critical to the study, a full exploration of
its influence on present value should be undertaken, over
all reasonable ranges of its value o
What percentage change
in present value occurs from a given percentage change in
the coefficient?
What percentage change is necessary to

forc·e present value to zero?
Input prices, rate of
inveStment, and technical coefficients should be
considered for sensitivity analysiso
110

Double-counting

Instances of double-counting have occured in overseas studies
where some primary benefits were counted twice, both as primary benefits
and as spillovers.
This has not, to date occur'red in New Zealand
studies.
Benefits should be systematically calculated and every care
taken to ensure that no item appears in more than one category of
benefit.
A common point of confusion relates to the inclusion of
increases in land values and income increases~
It is not valid to
impute to a project increases in the capital value of land which are
expected to result from increased income which has already been included
in the flows.
This would, in effect, be double~counting of the effect
of increased income, since land values are related to income-earning
capacity_
j

12.

Presentation of Results

The format of results and the criteria developed will depend
on the original aim of the exercise.
Some general suggestions can
be made:(a)

That the evaluation of a project is best made in
terms of present values, as the most meaningful
criterion.
For reasons outlined earlier in this
volume (Paper 7 particularly) the internal rate of
return has -serious disadvantages compared with the
present value criterion o
Present value, however
reflects the size of the project, and gives an
unsatisfactory indication of the efficienty of
capitaL
The vic rat,io should be used in conjunction
with present value (V-C) if the ef'f'iciency or
productivity of capital is required o

(b)

Comparisons between two or more investments are
probably best made in terms of present value.
Only
if the present value curves (i.e. present value
plotted against discount rate) of each investment
are known not to intersect at discount rates between
either internal rate of return and a reasonable
upper limit of commonly used discount rates, can the
internal rate of return contribute a great deal to
interpretation of results.

(c)

Various modifications of the vic ratio are often
useful, when particular aspects of the desirability
of the investment require further elaboration.
Some
of these have been mentioned by Mr Johnson in Paper 9.
The vic ratio refers to the ratio of gross benefits to
gross costs, and unless both of these have been calculated

it should be specified that the ratio used is a
modification of the usual VIC ratio.
Cd)

A statement of opinion on the like~ magnitude and
effect of intangible benefits or spillover effects
should be included
Q

(e)

(f)

13"

That the values of V-C and vic be specifically stated
in terms of the items included in the calculation, e.g.
Primar...z

v-c and vic

Secondary

V~C

and

vic

including secondary benefits
when calculated,

Total

V=C and

vic

including all tangible
primary»secondary$
spillover and exchange
benefits.

including primary benefits
only,

If variations in the scale of the project are possible,
results should include conclusions on the "best" scale
for implementationo

Expected Values

If estimates of the probability distribution of possible (eog o
price) situations are obtainable~ the analysis will benefit from the
calculation of an expected value of the present valueo
1 40

Re-appraisal

Reports should be prepared in a manner which facilitates
periodic re-appraisal if technical or economic conditions in the years
following the original report prove to be significantly different from
those assumed in the original stUdy"
Rapid changes in markets, or
production methods s could make re=·appraisal desirable"
150

Investment and FinanCing

Some practitioners, eog o catchment board officers, must be
concerned both with the economic desirability, and the source of finance,
of a projecto
It is imperative however that these two aspects remain
separate in the compilation of a report"
Any project should be
recommended or rejected largely on its economic deSirability, and not
whether it will appeal to those who may be required to vote for its
approvals or whether or not i t will make a Significant difference to
the current burden of rates"

When both investment and financing aspects of a project have
to be considered, each aspect should be the subject of a separate report.
The investment report will provide infor.:::ction on the economic desirability
of the project per .::!£,' and the financing report will give recommendations
on the source of finance.
16.

Policy Conclusions

No investment study should be considered to be complete unless
accompanied by a statement expressing the author's views on the appropriate
action which the decision maker should take.
Irrespective of whether the
study has been commissioned by a government body or a local organisation,
it is the duty of the practitioner to weigh all the tangible evidence,
advise on this basis~ and indicate the weight of intangibles associated
with a project.
He will be ideally and prominently placed in relat ion
to the project he has evaluated and should advise the decision maker on
the alternatives available and the steps he considers appropriate o
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!he Viewpoin!:.

0

A review of procedures for the e'i1aluat:l.on. of' farm development
should begin by recognising that there may b3 an'UIDber of. different
viewpoints o
Consequen.tly therea c:an bB di.f'f'8J"ent acceptable criteria
for the evaluation o
First W(i;1 haye the farmer 0;;,; viewpointo
He may
be interested in one or more results :f"rom his pr.opo.sed development
programmeQ
His int;erest. might be in :in(lreased after-,tax income,9 in
0'
d semll'lL,011:'
0 ~d :::..ng
0
't ~ or 1n
.
cap1. t a 1 grow t h
,9 ·
l,n l.ncreaSIf:l
"y r:;;y -..,,;'U:U
up equl"Y
reduced vulnerability by widf?ni:ro.g the ratio of' O\i',tput to cash expenditure
Alternatively he may be interest'ad in d~velopment f'or its own sake~ Le.
provided his standard of living is maintaii,l?ed~ 1:v~ mi.ght regard a development programme as su;:,cessful;) when oertain .le'llels of physical
performance are achieved o

Another viewpoint may be that 'Of the lender of development
funds
He will be ,c{)Ucerned with~~·h:3 ,,?-f~f.\Bcta, of the loan on the
development programme~ on th8 S\2cu;'("i'Ly off'er'';\Q and on the ability of' the
farmer to service tlv~ additiona:]. deb1G{) Imm,:,diats.'J,y and J,n the long runo
If he 1,8 lend::Lng on ;;:)U!r'rent accov.nt,\) his ir.;t,r-'l:r',?-st w:i.ll be in the expected
profile of the overdraft
0

0

The economist~ s viewpoint will relate to the fact that the
farm development programme is utilising resources (cap.ital~ labour~
land) which have alternative US8S o
He will therefore be preoccupied
with the economic benefits and costs to the nation o
It is clear tb::n J that for farm development evaluation~ we
must first establish unambiguously from whose viewpoint we are doing
the analysis,9 and then try to determine the criterion which most
accurately reflects this view
0

The Investment Process on Farms

~

Economists distinguish between different investment processes
by reference to the timing of input and outputo
For example in farming
we can recognise the "point-i.nput 3 continuous=ou.tput" case in the
installation of bulk grain hand.1i.ng fac:iJ,:ities o
The !'Ciontinuous~input3

0

i 92,

point-output" case corresponds to the purchase? development and sale of a
farm by an investor.
But the most common type 0f faro investment is that
associated with a farm development programme 0
It takes some time to
mature. and remains in operation over a. number of years.
Both
develo'ument costs and returns are integrated in a seri.es of net cash
flows.
This kind of investment is correctly classified as "continuousinput cont inuous output"" and is logically repr.esented by net cash
flows. derived from development and post-de"l81opment budgets, the cash
surpluses of which are l~omp9.red with the pre~df?velopment situation o
The
logic behind the net cash flow concept of farm investment is reviewed
in Gow's paper (paper 5)0
Bonifant's not", (po 167) on the development
of the Pakihi reminds :.IS that we wil.l. not always be Doncerned with a
situation where the property is alread'y being f'armed o
However" this
present s no analyt leal difficul.ty 9 for i t 1.S simply a case of the
pre-·developmen+. surplus be1ng ?:ero"
q

The net cash flow me::chanism geb, \))3 tidi1y aro 1..lnd tbe problem
of isolating the capital ';:':ompoC1ents of' 8, farm d~yglopment programme
However ~ 1. t was p(lint.~d O!lt by anumb.::':.'C' .:)1' partic j.pllnts in the Workshop
that there was often a need to calcuJ.at.e this c8.pitel andF.lXpr'8!5\,'> its
value in ar. absolute sense .,.
'rhos;? concerned were mainly fj·sld offic9rs
in departments responsible for farm d.svel;:;pment pr'ogrammes ~
Thes'8
officers are requi.red to think ::.x; te.rma of' a d.e'lt';.:;.l>()pment pr?gramm2'
demand.ing t~ie in;;6cti'J!: of a Bpecifi,,,dam~:n.:nt 0f 8xtar:nal aap~'!.";al, Over
a certain time period, which is expected to resu.:::.t in a certain increase
in output, sufficient to seryice th,:; add:i ;io:n'll d'?i::t ~ and to yield
increased net returns to the farmer.
It was agreed by the Workshop that
whil.e this approach to the delTe'lopm.;;lJ. 1: proce.':3,'O lacksd tbe analytical
tidiness of the Xle~ east- flow basis,; at'ir:1 d:~d:>(1+i'1;'n,al1:y taks into account
the cost of -time ~ r:.evertheless for' the specified p;.lI'pose.s it met th.e
requirements o
0

J

The 8statlishment of a valid premdevelopment situation is not
easyo
Very few farms are i:r:. a stable s:i.tuati.on and l.ndeed we
k~ow surprisingly l:ittle about what constitutes maintenance
1nputs at various levels of output..
UnC'ertainties with respect
to the cal.culat ion of the pre~development surplus can clearly
have sign.iflcant eff,'cts or; the net (ca.sh stream"
Extreme care
must therefore be taken w:i tL this budget J and every effort should
be made to ensure that it is accurate representation of an
equilil:ri.um situation.
This will require careful. interpretation
of previous farm acco1)l1lts ~ and close coll.aboration between
technologist and analyst in determining equili.brium input and
output levels
0

Gow (paper 5) refers :to the caEle established by Lawson for a
moving base.
This seems logical where the property is already
in a dy.namia ste.te" (related to the lagged effect of previous
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investment) when a new development programme is started.
It
was pointed out subsequently by Cleland (perse com) that the
rate of return established in such a way is however not a
genuine internal rate of return but is equivalent to Fisher's
"rate of return between alternative projects".
3~2

Post-development basis

The "project life" problem is clearly an acute one in farm
development evaluation, since it has been shown that
profitability coefficients are sensitive to this variableo
It is acute because of the difficulty in determining the
point at which the lagged effects of farm investment are no
longer operative.
It is likely, for instance that in some
studies full allowance has not been made in the post development
budget for the stocking capacity created by the previous few
year's acceleration of the fertility cycle.
Where this
happens the post-development budget will not fully reflect
the increased productivity, and it will under-estimate the
profitability.
Indeed it is sometimes rather heroic to
draw a sharp line between the "development" and "post development"
situations on individualtlarms~, -For the eager developer the
process is a continuing one as here,sponds to technological change
and to innovations o Nevertheless if we are going to analyse
farm development at all, we shall normally have to postulate some
cut-off period.
Farmers' planning horizons are not usually very
long, furthermore the level of uncertainty in respect to prices
and technology is high, ther'efore it is not realistic to compile
development programmes for very lengthy periods,
On the other
hand because lumpy investments, such as buildings and major items
of plant are usually very significant in the analysis of development
profitability~ programmes which do not span the time period within
which such costs must be met, are likely to yield inflated
profitability coefficients o
Thus~ the length of the development
programme must be carefully thought out on the basis of the
development technology~ and the post-development budget must
fully reflect the level of productivity achieved by the development,
if' we are.going to apply rigorous criteria to the data.
3~3

Treatment of Depreciation

This is fully covered in Gow's l?{iper (paper 5)
The recommendation
is that both the pre-development and post development budgets must
allow full and realistic depreciation rates.
It should be noted
that, by definition, the post development equilibrium budget should
include a depreciation allowance considered adequate to maintain
the plant and buildings at a standard which is necessary for the
level of productivity incorporated in the budget.
This means s that
if in the development budgets no actual plant replacement has
occurred, the normal "book" depreciation on the written down assets
0
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at the end of the development programme may not be adequate.
In the development budgets themselves, since we should usually
be concerned with the farmer v s post-tax situation, full allowable
depreciation must be calculated for tax assessment.
But this
will be excluied from the cash flow statement.
Purchase of
depreciable assets will be brought into the development budgets
at their full costo

..

Treatment of Borrowed Funds
If the method of financing the development programme is by
borrowing, then from the farmer's viewpoint the borrowed
funds represent a cash inflow.
Only the debt servicing
charges are a cash outflow.
The initiation of a development
programme financed by loan funds may involve no negative cash
flow at all~ for example, where the additional revenue ,
generated in the f'l.X'st year of a development programme, by
heavy purchases of stock~ exceeded the additional costs not
financed by the loan.
It should be noted however, that provided the borrowing rate
of interest equals the discount rate we are using, the present
worth calculation is not affected by the method of financing~
or by the timing of loan funds.

4.

Criteria and Terminology

4.1

Nation's Viewpoint

The criteria and notation outlined by Jensen (paper 4) in his
review of general project eval'..l8tion?- are applicable to farm
d'3velopment evaluation from the national viewpoint.
Our
b . s wou1d represent annual net benefi.ts when compared with a
J
pre-development equilibrium budget and our c. s would not
J
include income tax.
The pos t development benefit s should
obviously be treated as capitalised income~ b n +1 ~ since

:r-value~

the alternative treatment, estimation of salvage
implies a transfer payment only
0

The net present worth (V-C) of the development programme,
calculated on this basis indicates whether the programme is
"worthwhile" at the specified rate of discount, but does not
give the policy maker any indication of how such farm
development compares with alternative investment opportunities,
for which

~

will be more

appropriate~

For the policy maker," the internal rate of return coefficient,
established by setting V-C = 0 and solving for the appropriate
discount rate, could if accurately assessed, indicate the rate
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of interest at which farm development funds could be made
available and permit developing farmers to break-even.
However, the sensitivity of internal rate of return to
variation in technical and financial coefficients and the
problems of aggregation mentioned below, suggest that as
a policy making instrument ~or fashioning these kinds of
decisions, it is a shaky criterion o
402

Farmer~s.

Viewpoint

It is unlikely that any Single, tidy, criterion will be
adequate in evaluating the prof'itability of farm development for all farmers o
This is because their management
objectives var,y so widely.
Furthermore, even for an
indi vidual farmer, asstuning him to be an owner-occupier,
it is unusual for him to be able to propose an unqualified
single objective o
Without this~ it is unrealistic for
research workers and extension officers to aS8tune that
their criteria are wholly valid.
However it is possible
to recognise a number of different objectives which farmers
may have in developing their farms» and to suggest appropriate
criteria.
For example:Objective

Criterion

Maintenance of current standard of
living, with increased real income
and real net worth in the future o

Post-tax income flow during
devel, opment and post~development
evaluation of (undiscounted) net
worth a

Improved income and net worth
position with no greater
vulnerability to price falls c

Post tax income flow, post develop~
ment net worth~ .and calculation of
post development vulnerability ratio
{ioe o ratio of gross profit to cash
costs including management)
0

Acceptable overdraft pattern and
"pay-back" period o

Undiscounted post-tax cash flowo

"Satisfactory" investment"
Comparative investment opportunitiese
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Lenders Viewpoint

Finally it is useful to note in this section that the lender
of development funds has two criteria - the ability of the
property to meet the additional debt servicing charges, and
the enhanced value of the security against which the loan
is being made o
The lender will therefore use the first

criterion suggested in the above table ~ where the cash flows
are net of the additional debt servicing charges.
Uncertainty
The level of uncertainty applying to' some of the important
technical and economic parameters in farm development evaluation is
higho
It is therefore important that the expected ranges in these
parameters be explored in any comprehensive analysis.
The sensitivity
of results~ particularly when expressed as the internal rate of return~
to variations in some assumptions was emphasised in contributions to
the Workshop.
We should rarely be satisfied with an evaluation based
on single-valued expectations.

6.

Aggregation

A feature of results obtained from the evaluation of farm
even when carried out on similar c~asses of
farms 3 has been the wide variation in the results.between farmso
This
is only to be expected 9 for not orlJ.y do we have variation in the initial
resource structure of the farms being analysed 3 but also differences in
the method of financing the development9 in the time period over which the
programme runs s and most important, in the degree of management skill with
which the programme is implemented.

developmentprogrammes~

We should therefore be wary of drawing conclus ions about the
prbfitabili,ty of farm development in general from the results of a few
case studies.
The problems associated with aggregating results in this
way~ have been emphasised by agricultural economists working in other
fields o
It has been demonstrated that misleading results can occur where
analysis based on selected units, is aggregated in an atteinpt to
describe a group or region.
Howeve.r 9 i t is clear that if we want infonnation on the economics
of farm development for policy purposes then the only fea~ible way is to
carry out case studies.
A more elaborate approach normally would be
precluded because of costso
It follows then, that i f we require reasonably
sound information for policy purposes, our selection of cases for analysis
must be as representative and unbiased as we can possibly achieve.
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